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FOREWORD

The Specialists Meeting on Decay Heat Removal and Heat Transfer under Normal and Accident
Conditions in Gas Cooled Reactors was held at the KFA Research Center, Jülich, Germany, 6-8 July
1992. The meeting was convened by the International Atomic Energy Agency on the recommendation
of the IAEA's International Working Group on Gas Cooled Reactors. It was attended by participants
from China, France, Germany, Japan, Poland, the Russian Federation, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America. The meeting was chaired by Prof. Dr. K. Kugeler and
Prof. Dr. E. Hicken, Directors of the Institute for Safety Research and Reactor Technology of the
KFA Research Center, and covered the following:

Design and licensing requirements for gas cooled reactors;
Concepts for decay heat removal in modern gas cooled reactors;
Analytical methods for predictions of thermal response, accuracy of predictions;
Experimental data for validation of predictive methods:
• Operational experience from gas cooled reactors,
• Experimental data from test facilities.

IAEA activities in advanced gas cooled reactor technology development are conducted within
the IAEA's nuclear power programme. Advanced gas cooled reactor designs currently under
development are predicted to achieve a high degree of safety through reliance on innovative features
and passive systems. The IAEA's activities in this field are focusing on the four technical areas which
provide advanced gas cooled reactors with this high degree of safety, but which must be proven.
These technical areas are:

(a) The safe neutron physics behaviour of the reactor core;
(b) Reliance on ceramic coated fuel particles to retain the fission products even under extreme

accident conditions;
(c) The ability of the designs to dissipate decay heat by natural heat transport mechanisms; and
(d) The safe behaviour of the fuel and reactor core under chemical attack.

To investigate the thermal behaviour of such advanced designs, experimental investigations and
analytical studies are ongoing in several countries to confirm the ability of the reactor designs to
dissipate the decay heat from the core by natural heat transport mechanisms without reaching
excessive fuel temperatures. Experiments have been performed to obtain data on heat transport
phenomena (e.g. natural convection heat transport both within and outside the reactor vessel).
Experience in heat transport under actual reactor conditions has been obtained in Magnox and AGR
reactors in the United Kingdom, France and Japan, and in HTGRs in Germany and the USA. Future
efforts will focus on further development and validation of analytical tools, identifying safety margins,
understanding the effect on system performance of uncertainties in key heat transport parameters,
system optimization and experimental confirmation and demonstration of the predicted performance
of passive systems.

In summary, considerable GCR operating experience exists hi the field of decay heat removal
and heat transport, and for advanced designs, experimental and analytical activities are under way to
investigate key heat transport phenomena. A key conclusion of this Specialists meeting was that for
the advanced gas cooled reactor designs currently under development, the predicted performance of
passive systems for heat removal needs to be proven under experimental conditions representing
realistic reactor conditions.
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SUMMARY OF THE SPECIALISTS MEETING

The requirements for decay heat removal are met at current reactors by active heat removal
systems. While these systems have proven to be highly reliable, their failure can lead to core melt
accidents. Research and development activities worldwide are now showing that design of the reactor
and plant for self-acting decay heat removal to avoid core melt accidents and guarantee retention of
fission products inside the fuel elements, even if all active heat removal systems fail, can actually be
realized. Self-acting decay heat removal systems are one element in a new approach to nuclear
engineering which is termed 'catastrophe-free' nuclear engineering. By this it is meant that major
accidents in category 7 (catastrophic accident, e.g. Chernobyl) of the INIS scale are deterministically
excluded. Experimental demonstrations of the proof of the performance of self-acting systems are
required.

In Japan the gas cooled reactor activities are focused on the High Temperature Engineering Test
Reactor (HTTR) project. Construction of the HTTR at the Oarai Research Establishment of the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute has been under way since March 1991 and first criticality is
expected in 1997. This 30 MW(th) reactor will produce core outlet temperatures of 850°C at rated
operation and 950°C at high temperature test operation. It will be the first nuclear reactor in the
world to be connected to a high temperature process heat utilization system. The reactor will be
utilized to establish basic technologies for advanced HTGRs, to demonstrate nuclear process heat
application, and to serve also as an irradiation test facility for research in high temperature
technologies.

At JAERI, natural heat transfer mechanisms (e.g. natural convection, conduction and thermal
radiation) have been investigated for HTTR conditions. Thermal analysis codes have been developed
and used for HTTR licensing. An experiment has been conducted to determine the natural convection
heat transfer coefficient in the top hemisphere of the reactor vessel. Also, a facility has been
constructed to investigate heat transfer through the reactor vessel to water panels surrounding the
vessel. At JAERI research on air ingress processes is being carried out for the primary-pipe and
stand-pipe rupture accidents. Air ingress processes by molecular diffusion, natural convection and
helium/air exchange flow during the first and second stages of the primary-pipe and stand-pipe rupture
accidents are investigated. Graphite corrosion by a high-temperature air stream is also being
investigated.

In the USA, commercial HTGR development activities are conducted by the Division of HTGRs
of the Office of Advanced Reactors Program of the US Department of Energy. These activities are
focused on the modular HTGR. In the reference design, a thermal power of 350 MW(th) is produced
with one reactor module for electricity generation with the steam generator in a side-by-side
arrangement with the reactor pressure vessel. A conceptual design of a natural draft air cooling
system for removal of decay heat from the MHTGR has been completed. Activities in heat transport
are focused on establishing detailed computer models for analysis of the performance of the MHTGR
during accidents under both pressurized and depressurized conditions. Sensitivity studies will be
performed to determine the effects of uncertainties in various heat transport parameters on system
performance. The results of these studies will be used to determine needs for heat transport
experiments. Also, code verification activities will be performed by computing system performance
with independent computer codes.

In the USA studies have been conducted leading to the recommendation that the MHTGR be
changed from a 350 MW(th) design to a 450 MW(th) design. The MHTGR fuel is relatively
unaffected by this increase in power, while the vessel and internal metallic parts have slightly
increased temperatures during certain accidents.

The approach for the selection of the MHTGR radionuclide source term for accidents and for
the design of containment concepts is derived from the slow response of the MHTGR to core heatup



events which results in a prompt and delayed portion of the source term. The prompt source term
involves radionuclide releases which occur early as a result of depressurization of the primary system.
The prompt source term contains radionuclides circulating with the helium, but is dominated by
'liftoff of radionuclides previously deposited on surfaces within the primary system. The delayed
source term develops from releases from fuel during the subsequent lengthy core heatup phase of the
accident. Although uncertainties exist, it is expected that the prompt source term is small enough that
the radionuclides could be vented from the reactor building, possibly through filters in a relief train,
if necessary. Because the delayed release occurs at atmospheric pressure, a conventional high
pressure, low leakage containment is not necessary as it serves no identifiable function. Demonstration
of adequate retention of fission products within the fuel during heat-up and hydrolyzing conditions
is a key technology activity within the US programme focused on further developing and confirming
the source term for the MHTGR.

In the Russian Federation, development activities are under way for the modular VGM
gas-cooled reactor. This is a pebble bed system using a side-by-side arrangement of the reactor and
steam generator in steel pressure vessels. A power level up to 215 MW(th) can be achieved while
maintaining passive safety. Both air and water cooled alternatives for the reactor cavity cooling system
are being considered.

Several experimental facilities to investigate performance of components for the VGM design
have been constructed at the Experimental Machine Building Design Bureau at Nizhny Novgorod,
Russian Federation. These include a 15 MW (maximum power of electric heaters) facility for testing
steam generators and helium-to-helium intermediate heat exchangers, a helium circulator test facility
(full scale for VGM; i.e. 90 kg/s helium flow with a 4 MW(e) motor drive), the TIGR facility for
investigating short term pressure and temperature transients in the VGM during depressurization
accidents, the MASEX mass transfer test facility, and a high temperature helium facility with
electrically heated pebble bed graphite spheres, which could be used to carry out water/air ingress
and depressurization tests. Future operation of these heat transport experiment facilities in the Russian
Federation is in question due to the adverse financial situation.

In Germany, the industry has concluded that there is presently and for the nearest future not
sufficient market need even for an HTR plant with a high degree of inherent safety features.
Therefore the participating firms (ABB and Siemens in their joint subsidiary company HTR/GmbH),
in agreement with the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT) are terminating project
related activities. Within these activities intensive technology programmes on heat transport during
normal and accident conditions have been carried out hi the past at German reactor industry and the
KFA Research Center Jülich as well yielding a large base of experimental data and computer codes
validated at several test facilities and especially at the AVR for normal and simulated accidental
conditions.

Now research and development activities in Germany have been mainly directed to advanced
reactor plants which do not have an impact on the environment and the public even hi the case of a
hypothetical accident. Safety improvements are investigated which could be achieved by a consistent
exploitation of inherent safety features and passive systems. This generic research work is
continuously supported by the government.

Investigations by Siemens AG regarding the ultimate safety of the HTR-MODULE during
hypothetical accidents have delineated the safety claims of the HTR-MODULE and concluded that
maximum offsite radiation doses under all credible accident scenarios are within legal limits in
Germany and there is no need to plan for public sheltering, evacuation or restriction of the
consumption of agricultural products in case of a severe accident.

Studies have beçn performed at the KFA Research Center, Jülich, of peak temperature
distributions during accidents for two designs of annular pebble-bed reactors, and for one reactor
design with annular prismatic fuel. For all concepts and fueling options examined, the response to a
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loss-of-coolant accident shows that the reactor inherently becomes subcritical, while the decay power
partly heats up the reactor and partly is removed to the environment by natural heat transport
mechanisms without overheating the fuel.

In Switzerland, in the past, research activities for small HTR concepts with a very high degree
of safety were conducted. Technical experience in gas cooled reactor heat transport is being
maintained at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Villigen, Switzerland; however in the field of heat
transport, the major activities at PSI are focused on decay heat removal in other advanced reactor
designs (e.g. LWRs and LMRs).

France no longer has an HTGR development programme. However, an evaluation of advanced
gas cooled reactors (e.g. the MHTGR and the HTR-MODULE) is under way. France considers the
HTGR to have a wide range of possible applications (electricity and process heat) and fueling options.

Currently the Saint-Laurent, Chinon A3, and the Bugey Magnox type CO2 cooled gas cooled
reactors are in operation in France. Normal decay heat removal from these reactors is accomplished
with active systems which have proven to be highly reliable. Only one incident occurred which
required an emergency backup device to be brought into operation. This incident demonstrated the
efficiency of the emergency heat removal system, which operated on natural convection of the CO2
coolant.

Current evaluations in France focus on containment and decay heat removal topics, and their
interrelationships. Thermal analysis methods have been developed and used to investigate the
behaviour of the MHTGR under loss of cooling accidents, and results are being used to identify
possible improvements which could provide better plant economics.

In the United Kingdom, for Magnox and AGR reactors, there are ongoing programmes to
investigate natural heat transport during accident conditions: specifically radiation and natural
convection from debris resulting from a dropped fuel assembly accident. Thermal analysis codes
modeling the reactor system have been developed and used to investigate behaviour of a degraded
core during accidents.

China's HTGR R&D activities are conducted within the National High Technology Research
and Development Programme sponsored by the State Science and Technology Commission (SSTC).
The programme is carried out at the Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET) at Tsinghua
University, at other nuclear energy research institutes under the China National Nuclear Company,
as well as power plant equipment manufactures, and through cooperation with organizations outside
China. The SSTC has approved a project for a 10 MW(th) test module HTR to be constructed at
INET to obtain experience in plant design, construction and operation. A range of applications will
be investigated, for example, electricity, steam, and district heat generation in the first phase and
process heat generation for steam reforming of methane in the second stage. First criticality is planned
for 1998. (INET has previously constructed a 5 MW(th) water cooled reactor which began operating
in 1989 to provide steam and hot water for district heating at INET.) The conceptual design of the
10 MW(th) test HTR was carried out under a cooperative agreement between Siemens Interatom and
INET in 1988. INET is now carrying out the preliminary engineering design of this test reactor.
Studies are being performed to select the cavity cooling system design. Proposed systems are forced
circulation water cooling, and natural draft air cooling.

Regarding heat transport, INET has performed detailed analyses of the performance of the
HTR-10 test module using the THERMIX-KONVEK code developed by KFA Jiilich. Experiments
to demonstrate passive decay heat removal are being planned.

In Poland the HTGR is considered appropriate as a heat source for district heating as it could
be sited near highly populated areas. Sixty percent of the current dwellings in the larger towns and
cities are connected to district heat grids. Poland is performing an evaluation of existing HTGR
designs, and future discussions will consider how to accomplish licensing of the HTGR.



Regarding designs for future HTGRs there were several unifying themes presented in the
meeting. Most of the HTGR designs described sought to remove decay heat by passive means,
without reliance on the operator or on external power supplies. The designs described for decay heat
removal tended to be simple and robust, with few parts and to rely on inherent operating mechanisms
such as gravity, atmospheric pressure, and radiative heat transfer. Proper modeling of these
phenomena requires further attention to assure the key phenomena are adequately represented and
sufficient accuracy in results is attained.

Regarding the analytical tools for predicting heat transport in reactors and related experimental
facilities, and the accuracy with which predictions can be made. Key issues are the adequacy of the
modelling of the important heat transport phenomena, and the accuracy to which temperatures of fuel
and key components can be predicted.

Comparisons have been made of analytical predictions with experimental results from loss-of-
flow and loss-of-coolant tests at the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuchs Reaktor, and from experiments
involving natural convection performed at the LUNA facility of the KFA Research Center. The same
computer codes are also used to predict the performance of the HTR module concept. Results of
comparison of code predictions with experimental data show the suitability of these codes for analyses
of accidents involving loss-of-forced convection and loss-of-coolant. Some of this work has been
conducted in cooperative activities involving Germany, Japan and the USA.

For the French Magnox reactors, two codes have been used to analyze post-shutdown heat
removal. These codes treat the short term transient response with detailed models of the main reactor
components, and the longer term (days to months) response with more simplified models. Further
modeling activities have been carried out as part of the French activity to evaluate the modular high
temperature reactor, and other innovative concepts. Several accident scenarios have been analyzed
and studies have been performed to determine the sensitivities of the predictions of temperatures of
the fuel and other reactor components to uncertainties in material properties and other input
parameters. Use of these codes in international benchmark calculations could be useful in verifying
codes currently used for design and safety analysis of advanced gas cooled reactors.

For the design of the US MHTGR and its reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS), complex heat
transport phenomena involving 3-D thermal radiation and natural convection under pressurized and
depressurized conditions as well as non-uniform geometry of reactor cavity cooling system equipment
must be properly modeled. Also thermal properties such as core conductivity and reactor vessel
emissiviry must be known with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, activities within the US programme
to confirm the adequacy of the heat removal system design focus on modeling improvements, model
verification and validation and determination of key heat transport material properties and their range
of uncertainty.

During the discussion of specific approaches to modeling there was general agreement among
the specialists that much work remains to be done in model development and application to properly
represent the complex fluid flow and heat transport phenomena and geometries associated with
advanced gas cooled reactors which rely on natural heat transport phenomena for decay heat removal.
There was agreement that international cooperation in heat transport code development, verification
and validation with experimental data would be beneficial to several national programmes. Certain
experiments which could provided these data were reviewed in detail.

JAERI has conducted experimental activities to investigate heat transport for conditions
representative of loss-of-forced cooling at the HTTR. Natural convection heat transfer was studied
using thermo-sensitive liquid crystal powders as a visualization tracer. Future experiments will
investigate natural convection with thermal radiation with temperatures up to 600°C.

JAERI has also constructed a scale model experimental mockup of the reactor cavity cooling
panel system employed at the HTTR. A cooling panel system is installed at the HTTR on the surface
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of the reactor cavity wall as a backup to the auxiliary cooling system, with a heat removal capability
of 300 kW. The experimental mockup consists of a pressure vessel containing an electric heater, and
cooling panels surrounding the vessel. The shape of the heat flux distribution on the heater surface
can be controlled to be uniform, cosine or exponential in shape. Also, in a different mode, the surface
temperature of the heater can be controlled. Gas pressure in the vessel can also be varied. Preliminary
tests have been conducted to check the characteristics and operation of the facility and its
instrumentation. Tests are planned to investigate the heat removal from the heaters, through the vessel
wall to the cooling panels.

An inactive heat removal system for high temperature reactors has been constructed and
operated by Siempelkamp, Krefeld, Germany. The purpose of the facility is to obtain experimental
data for heat transport through a prestressed cast-iron pressure vessel to a water cooled system
integrated into the cell surrounding the vessel. All experiments were accompanied by pre- and post-
test computations, which were performed by a 2-D transient finite-element code, TOPAZ. Results of
the experiments and the accompanying analysis confirmed the feasibility of such a vessel/cavity cell
concept for the 200 MW(th) pebble bed reactor, and provide a database for validation of computer
codes used to analyze heat transport for advanced gas cooled reactors.

The SANA-I experimental facility to investigate self-operating removal of decay heat has been
constructed and operated at KFA Research Center, Jiilich. Another experiment, SANA-II, is being
planned and will represent a horizontal section of a reactor in full scale, including a sector of the
core, reflector, vessel and primary cell with the core decay power being simulated by electric heaters.
The SANA-I facility will provide experience with components (e.g. heating elements, insulation,
instrumentation) for SANA-II. SANA-II will provide the opportunity to obtain data demonstrating the
principle of self-operating heat transport for decay heat removal on a large scale.

The Specialists meeting provided important information for subsequent discussions at the IAEA
Consultancy to plan a new Co-ordinated Research Programme on Heat Transport and Afterheat
Removal for Gas Cooled Reactors under Accident Conditions (9-10 July 1992). The objective of this
CRP is to establish, through international co-operation, sufficient experimental data and validated
analytical tools to confirm the predicted safe thermal response of advanced GCRs during accidents.
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PRINCIPLES OF DECAY HEAT REMOVAL
IN REACTOR TECHNOLOGY -
PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

K. KUGELER
Institut für Sicherheitsforschung und Reaktorsicherheit,
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH,
Jülich, Germany

Abstract

Reliable and safe decay heat removal is one of the main safety requirements in nuclear
reactor technology. Today in all plants worldwide this requirement is fulfilled by active
decay heat removal systems. If these systems fail, core melt-down accidents can occur and
large amounts of fission products can escape to the environment. New developments
worldwide are especially discussed toward the question of how to improve reliability in
decay heat removal. In this paper some new proposals are described, and the specific safety
questions connected with decay heat removal are discussed. It is shown that a concept of
self-acting decay heat removal which avoids core melt-down accidents and which
guarantees the retention of the fission products inside the fuel elements even if all active
decay heat removal systems fail, can indeed be realized. Some technical details of this
principle, which has already been realized for high-temperature reactors, are described in
this paper. The differences between active, passive and self-acting concepts are explained.
Furthermore, some limitations of the concept of self-acting decay heat removal are shown;
in addition to the concept of thermal stability of the core guaranteed by the self-acting decay
heat removal, there are requirements of neutron physical, chemical and mechanical stability
of the core in all accidents. Future work to prove the required principle is discussed at the
end of the paper.

1. Status and Future Developments Necessary in the Nuclear Industry

At present, 420 nuclear power stations are in operation world-wide with a total power
output of about 350,000 MWel. For well-known reasons, construction work has been
stagnating for years (see Fig. 1) and the expansion rate is virtually zero.

However, in the next few decades nuclear energy will probably have to take on a special
role in the world energy economy for a number of reasons (CÛ2 problem, long
development time for fusion, long lead times for the introduction of renewable energy

worldwide 30 ~
build up
(GWel/a)

20 -\

time

Fig. 1: Crisis of the Nuclear Industry since 3 Years no New Orders (Source: atw 3,88, p.149,
atw 11, 91, p.ll)

sources into the market). From the perspective of its world-wide application, a new type of
nuclear engineering is required with a new quality of safety, so-called "catastrophe-free
nuclear engineering". By this it is meant that major accidents in category 7 of the INES-
scale must be deterministically excluded, (see Fig. 2)

The requirement that no catastrophic events may occur must hold for reactors and all
facilities concerned with fuel element supply and disposal. This requirement obviously
includes the control of all events resulting from disturbances within the facility and severe
external impacts on the facility (airplane crash, earthquake, explosions of clouds of gas).
Very extreme external impacts (war, serious sabotage, meteorites) will require special
consideration.

2. Decay Heat Production and Decay Heat Removal in Present Nuclear
Facilities

Approximately 7.5 % of the energy of 200 MeV released during fission is released with a
time delay as decay heat via gamma and beta decays. Fig. 3 shows the known afterheat
curve which reveals that immediately after shutting down a reactor approx. 6 % of the
nominal power still occurs as decay heat, 1 % after one hour and even after 100 h still
approximately 2 per thousand of the reactor power.



Reliable removal of afterheat is achieved with present reactors via redundant and diversified
loops. Fig. 4 shows the concept currently employed for modern pressurized water reactors
in the Federal Republic of Germany comprising high-pressure coolant injection systems,
low-pressure and afterheat removal systems as well as flooding systems, installed separately
for each operating loop.

catastrophic accident

(e.g. Chcrnobyl. USSR, 198G)

heavy accident

serious accident

(Three Mile Island, USA, 1979)

accident

serious incident

2

incident

(e.g. Biblis, Germany, 1987)

I
failure

underneath the scale without safety importance

time after shut down (s)

Fig. 3: Decay heat generation in nuclear reactors

Fig. 2: The International Nuclear Event Scale (INES), (IAEO, Vienna, 1990)

Fig.4: Modern afterheat removal concept for PWR facilities in the FRG
1 reactor, 2 steam generator, 3 primary cooling pump, 4 storage (pressure),
5 water-pool, 6 safety injection pump, 7 cooling pump, 8 cooler, 9 containment sump,
10 cooling pump, 11. containment, 12 storage for burnt fuel elements, 13 cooler



In spite of the very greatest efforts taken to achieve the reliability of these systems it must
be expected that a failure rate (even if very small) will remain for the afterheat removal
systems. For the PWR, failure of AHR leads to a meltdown of the reactor core in about 1
to 2 h, as shown in Fig. 5 for a PWR of large power size. As is well-known, the reasons
for this are to be found in the high core power density as well as in the low heat capacity of
the reactor.

The senous accident at Harrisburg (TMI) demonstrated that the problem of core meltdown
is indeed real. Since in this case cooling only failed for a limited period only a partial melt-
down occurred (see Fig. 6) and a complete meltdown of the reactor pressure vessel was
prevented by restarting the cooling system. Nevertheless, this process drew attention to the
basic problem and initiated world-wide efforts at improving reactor safety engineering. At-
tention must also be drawn to the fact that there are naturally great differences between the
420 facilities in operation world-wide, apparently ranging from values of 10"3 I/a to
10~6 I/a for core meltdown frequency (see also Fig. 7). It is quite obvious that essential

improvements must be achieved here in the future. It is desirable to completely eliminate Upper grid damage
the physical fact of reactor core melting or destruction by suitable planning and design.
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Fig. S: Isothermes in a 3700 MWth PWR after a loss of coolant and failure of active cooling Fig. 6: State of the partially melted reactor core in the TMI nuclear power station
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3. World-wide Efforts at Improved Solutions in Nuclear Engineering

Numerous efforts are already under way world-wide in order to improve solutions for after-
heat removal in reactors and if possible to restrict the consequences of severe accidents to
the reactor facility. Fig. 8 sketches current approaches and lists the essential concepts
emerging world-wide.

The AP 600 may be regarded as an established representative of first direction (see Fig. 9).
Passive afterheat removal systems are to be achieved by combining large water reservoirs,
gravity and natural circulation. The reactor containment is also to be passively cooled.
However, certain active components (piping, valves, storage tanks) will always remain
necessary for the functioning of afterheat removal. This implies that there exists a residual
non-availability of afterheat removal which is admittedly very low.

AP 600 and other improved LWR designs thus essentially attempt to reduce the probability
of a core meltdown.

Core melt possible,
probability
shall be reduced

_^ AI' 600
— ISIS
— SIR
— new BWR

Core melt possible,
fission product retention
in containment

Karlsruhe-concept

""*• NPI-conccpt

Core melt possible,
fission product retention
in reactor vessel and
containment • innovative LWR

Core melt not
possible,
fission product retention
in fuel elements innovative LWR

Fig. 8:WorIdwide efforts at achieving new solutions to the problem of aflerheat removal

Two developments, the NPI concept and the Karlsruhe concept for pressurized water reac-
tors, aim to achieve control and retention of the core melt in the reactor containment.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the basic principles of the two designs. The KfK concept includes a
core catcher with cooling to catch and cool the core melt; finally, the afterheat is to be dis-
sipated into the environment by an air-cooled double-shell reactor containment. Internal
prestressed concrete structures arranged around the reactor pressure vessel are intended to
prevent the reactor pressure vessel from being blown away in case of a high-pressure path.
Special structures are envisaged in order to ensure tightness of the reactor containment
during core melt events.



a)

1 reactor pressure vessel, 2 primary cooling pump, 3 steam generator, 4 pressnrizer, 5 cooling pipe (hot), 6 cooling pipe (cold),
7 control rod drives, 8 entry for safety injection

b)

1 RPV with core, 2 hot cooling pipe, 3 cold cooling pipe, 4 pressuriier, 5 storage tank for HP-injection, (1 of 2), 6 pressurized
injection system (1 of 2), 7 high pressure decay heat cooler, 8 water-pool, 9 depressurization system, 10 «loading water-pool

(1 of 2), 11 water level after Heading, 12 containment, 13 containment spray system, 4 internal containment spray system,
15 containment

Fig.9 Concept of the AP 600 (a. general outline of the primary system, b: basic principles of
after heat removal system)
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diccharge
channel

Ventilation

Fig. 10: Development concept by KfK (Karlsruhe) for pressurized water reactors
(a: overview of the primary system, b: corecatcher)

1 : Fuel storage pool
2 : Fuel buffer storage and transfer cell
3 : In-contalnment refuelling water storage tank

Safety condenser
concept under assessment

1 : Safety condenaer
3 t D«m. water pool
3 : Steam generator

Fig. 11: NPI concept (a: overview of the primary system, b: safety condenser for ufterheat
removal)
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A core catcher is similarly envisaged in the NPI concept, and the reactor containment is
also intended to release the afterheat into the environment with the aid of passive heat re-
moval mechanisms.

The essential questions to be convincingly answered and demonstrated by these two new re-
actor designs are:

Can the core melt be reliably cooled in the core catcher?

Can it be guaranteed that H2 explosions or detonation problems can be avoided?

Will steam explosions be avoided?

Are recriticalities ruled out?

Is the high-pressure path controllable?

Does the reactor containment always remain sufficiently tight?

Does a passive containment cooling function under all circumstances?

With the PIUS reactor, afterheat removal is first guaranteed for lengthy periods (e.g. for
one week) by evaporating the water from a large pool in a prestressed concrete vessel. After
this the evaporated water would have to be replaced otherwise, a delayed core meltdown
would occur.

Apart from a few questions arising in this proposed design with respect to shutdown safety,
the consequences of a delayed core meltdown would have to be clarified here and also
whether a core meltdown in the reactor vessel itself could possibly be cooled.

A completely different method of realizing afterheat removal, and thus of guaranteeing the
retention of fission products in the fuel elements themselves, was undertaken for the high-
temperature reactor. In this case the afterheat is removed from the reactor core by heat con-
duction and heat radiation alone (if necessary supported by natural convection); no ma-
chines or active measures are necessary in order to realize this afterheat removal principle.
An essential boundary condition is, however, that the maximum accident temperature of the
fuel elements will remain below a certain temperature (currently below 1600°C for coated

fuel particles). This then guarantees practically complete retention of the fission products in
the fuel. Fig. 13 shows the reactor design (modular reactor 200 MWth) and also the associ-
ated fuel element concept. A core of this type cannot melt and the afterheat removal is self-
acting. Attention should moreover be drawn here to the fact that this property is not re-
stricted to a power of 200 MWth. If an annular core geometry (or else a core region in the
form of a plate) is used then it is possible to increase the output to 1000 MWth. The vessel
concept is always decisive for achieving this output level.

This concept of self-acting afterheat removal also has to be demonstrated, including the
following points:

The nuclear stability of the reactor must be demonstrated even during extreme reac-
tivity accidents.

The thermal stability of the core and thus the principle of self-acting afterheat removal
must be demonstrated.

The chemical stability of the core must be shown even during an extreme ingress of
external media.

The mechanical stability of the reactor core must be demonstrated, i.e. even with ex-
treme vessel damage no deformations of the core increasing reactivity must occur or
this extreme vessel damage must be ruled out by a particular design of the primary
circuit containment.

Finally, the self-acting removal of afterheat from the reactor containment must also be
demonstrated.

4. Conditions for a catastrophe-free nuclear engineering

These conditions can also be expressed in the form of six requirements in order to realize
future "catastrophe-free nuclear engineering":

self-shut-off of the chain reaction

self-acting afterheat removal



Fig. 12: Basic design or the PIUS Reuclor, diagram or ufterhcat removal
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a) Primary circuit: 1 pebbled bed core, 2 side reflector, 3 reactor pressure vessel, 4 steam generator, 5 blower, 6 hot gas duct,
7 surface cooler, 8 reflector drive

b) Primary circuit arrangement in the containment: 1 reactor pressure vessel, 2 steam generator, 3 primary cell, 4 surface cooler,
5 containment building

1600-

1200-

COrflaxis 2>?80cm below surface
pebble bed

200 400 600 600

c) Radial temperature in the modular reactor after 100 h (loss of coolant and loss of active
decay heat removal): 1 with surface cooler, 2 without surface cooler

d) Temperature in the modular reactor depending on time (loss of coolant and loss of active
decay heat removal) with surface cooler

Fig. 13: High-temperature reactor concept
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lu - fuel element as indestructible first barrier-to-

reador pressure vessel as indestructible second barrier

reactor containment as third indestructible bamer

independence of barriers from each other.

The conditions mentioned above have apparently already been fulfilled for some nuclear
facilities An example is the intermediate storage of spent fuel elements in air-cooled
(natural convection), thick-walled, dense cast-iron casks (see Fig 14).

This concept completely fulfils the above-mentioned conditions (merely the third barrier is
dispensed with, this function is taken over by the cast-iron wall). In accordance with the
definition given in Chap. 2, the principle of catastrophe-free nuclear engineering is realized
here.

Similar conclusions are apparently reached in considering final disposal (e.g. direct final
disposal of spent ceramic fuel elements).

Comparative considerations of the extent to which the stability criteria or the principles of
self-action are satisfied for the various reactor types are given in the next chapter.

5. Comparison of the Various Principles of Afterheat Removal

It is generally difficult to assess the various reactor designs since the concepts of active,
passive and inherent safety features are used in quite different senses. Sometimes the term
"absolute safety" is also applied A classification for the decisively significant problem field
of afterheat removal can be undertaken on the basis of Fig 15.

Analogous to a proposal by Lidsky, MIT, four stages of safety can be differentiated-

Absolute safety (level 0) is achieved if a reactor does not contain any fission products
and there is thus no radiological hazard potential There is no afterheat here nor any
operative temperature differences.
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Fig. 14: Interim storage of spent fuel elements in cast-iron casks
a) storage facility, b) casks, c) afterheat (after: ANS for PWR fuel elements)
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Fig. IS: Concepts of safety in afterheat removal

Self-acting safety or afterheat removal (level 1) is achieved if the facility is designed
and constructed in such a way that afterheat is removed from the reactor and finally
from the reactor containment by heat conduction and heat radiation alone without any
machines.

Passive safety or afterheat removal (level 2) is achieved if machines and self-acting
mechanisms (evaporation, condensation, gravity, natural convection) are suitably
combined for the removal of afterheat. Fig. 16 shows a typical passive system.

Active safety or afterheat removal (level 3) is then achieved if essentially mechanical
equipment is used to remove afterheat. As is well-known, this is the case for all reac-
tors currently in operation.

A comparison of reactors with an active afterheat removal system and self-acting afterheat
removal indicates the essentially different behaviour of these two facility types (see
Fig. 17):

In the case of failure of the active system (left-hand side in Fig. 17) which must al-
ways be assumed, even if with very small probability (i.e. the non-availability of
AHR is greater than zero), the core of a large-capacity light-water reactor of the type
currently in operation would melt within 1 to 2 hours and the fission products would
be released into the primary system. After a further period of about 20 minutes the
lower hemispherical dome of the reactor pressure vessel melts and the fission products
are passed into the reactor containment. There are several paths by which large quan-
tities of fission products can subsequently enter into the environment. A system of this
type is not thermally stable and thus catastrophe-free nuclear engineering is not
guaranteed.
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The right-hand side of Fig. 17 shows the corresponding accident sequence for a sys-
tem with self-acting afterheat removal. After the failure of all active cooling and a
coolant loss, the fuel temperatures initially also rise here, although after a certain pe-
riod the self-acting cooling mechanisms (heat radiation, heat conduction) become fully
operative and ensure cooling of the core. If the maximum accident temperature re-
mains below 1600°C then a total fraction of less than about 10~5 of the reactor fission
product inventory is released from the fuel elements. Damage to the reactor pressure
vessel or even the reactor containment by these insignificant release processes is
completely impossible.

Fig. 18 shows the comparison carried out here analogously for the fuel elements and
demonstrates the completely different behaviour of the first barrier fuel element. The ques-
tion of the independence of the fission product barriers in case of failure of active cooling is
discussed by way of comparison in Fig. 19 and demonstrates the superiority of the
self-acting afterheat removal concept.

It is beyond doubt clear that a fundamental difference has been achieved in the safety
behaviour of reactors using non-melting fuel elements and the operation of reactors with
self-acting afterheat removal.

This principle of self-acting afterheat removal has been tested in AYR, so far as the
pressurized reactor is concerned. The reactor was operated over a long period without any
active cooling. Fig. 20 shows the measured temperature distribution. If there had been an
accident without cooling gas in the reactor system, the maximum fuel temperature would
have stayed below 1400 °C. Unfortunately the experiment without pressure was not allowed
to be carried out for political reasons, although the experiment had already been licensed.

If the claim to "catastrophe-free nuclear engineering" is to be credibly made then
impairments to the self-acting afterheat removal must be controllable even under very
extreme conditions.

Fig. 20 first lists once again the requirements for self-acting afterheat removal and then
specifies restrictions which must be discussed in detail and for which proof must be
supplied. Major additional disturbances which could impair core integrity upon failure of
active afterheat removal are as follows:

Fig. 17: Comparison of reactors with active and self-acting afterheat removal (assumption in
b):failure of all active afterheat removal systems and complete loss of coolant

Ingress of extreme quantities of air into the reactor core and bumup of the fuel
element graphite and structural graphite (see Fig. 21).
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Fig. 21: Conceivable limitations on the principle of self-acting afterheat removal and possible
solution
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Fig. 22: Corrosion of reactor materials as a function of temperature

Ingress of large quantities of water associated with unacceptable corrosion as well as
possibly an increase in reactivity by changed moderation (see Fig. 21).

Change in core geometry associated with changes in reactivity caused by catastrophic
vessel failure.

The following modifications to the reactor design would completely eliminate these
additional difficulties (very extreme assumptions) for the modular reactor.

Application of corrosion-resistant silicon-coated fuel elements.

Utilization of fuel elements with a somewhat reduced heavy metal content thus
adequately moderating the reactor even before the water ingress so that no rise in
reactivity is possible.



Application of prestressed burst-resistant reactor pressure vessels so that deformations
of the reactor core are not possible.

After the introduction of these measures no accident configurations are conceivable which
in the case of the HTR could cast doubt upon the concept of "catastrophe-free nuclear
engineering".

It becomes obvious that investigations should be carried out to determine whether a safety
concept of this type can also be realized for modified suitably designed and constructed
LWRs.

6. Overall Evaluation

Innovative nuclear engineering with a new safety quality is possible and must be realized in
future. With respect to the concept of self-acting afterheat removal, the following
demonstrations of proof are required. The latter refer both to innovative high-temperature
reactors and to conceivable solutions for innovative light-water reactors.

Proof of thermal stability.

Experimental determination of temperature profiles in core regions for self-acting
afterheat removal.

Validation of computer programs.

Proof of nuclear stability r> calculations of extreme reactivity accidents.

Proof of chemical stability •* measurements and calculations on severe corrosion
due to the ingress of foreign media in the reactor core, development of corrosion-
resistant fuel elements and core structures.

Proof of mechanical stability •* calculations on core destruction due to
mechanical damage; development of burst-resistant reactor pressure vessels.
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SAFETY CRITERIA AND PROVISIONS FOR THE EVACUATION OF
RESIDUAL HEAT FROM GRAPHITE GAS COOLED REACTORS
R. LHEUREUX
SPT, Division Calculs nucléaires,
Paris - La Défense, France
A. AGUILERA
Centrale nucléaire de Saint-Laurent A,
La Ferté-Saint-Cyr, France

Abstract

The power given off by GGCR reactors is evacuated by CO2 that is displaced by four turbo-blowers
driven by steam from the steam generator.

In order to evacuate the residual power after a unit shutdown, the turbo-blowers are driven by steam
from the auxiliary boilers (at SAINT-LAURENT A and BUGEY 1), or by electric motors placed at
the shaft end as is done at CHINON A3.

In the event of these cooling systems failing whilst the reactor remains pressurized, there are
emergency systems.

At SAINT-LAURENT A shutdown exchangers are placed in a high position thus creating natural
convection. At CHINON A3 the steam generators are above the core which also creates natural
convection. At BUGEY 1 a motordriven blower ensures that CO2 circulates; the steam generator is
kept in operation.

At SAINT-LAURENT A and BUGEY 1 when the reactors are under slight air pressure four fans
evacuate the residual power in an open circuit. At CHINON A3 the reactor is kept in a closed circuit
and the turbo-blowers are driven by their electric motors. The steam generator remains supplied.

These systems have proved efficient as after twenty years of operation there has only been one
incident at CHINON A3, three days before definitive shutdown. This necessitated going over to
natural convection which was done according to procedures without the slightest problem.

1 Introduction
In normal operating conditions, the heat released in the core of
GGCR is evacuated by a CO2 coolant flow which may be ascending,
as at CHINON A3, or descending, as at BUGEY 1 and SAINT-LAURENT
A.
In these reactors, the fluid is circulated by four turbo-blowers
(figure 1). These are driven by steam from the main circuit. In
the event of rod drop, therefore, if the flow feeding the turbo-
blowers becomes insufficient, it should be ensured that the
latter are driven by despatching steam from the auxiliary
boilers; this is provided for at BUGEY 1 and SAINT-LAURENT,
whilst CHINON A3 has electrical motors on shaft ends, which can
drive the turbo-blowers at 500 rpm.



FIG 1 Cross-section of a turboblower
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The blowing function at SAINT-LAURENT was the subject of a
reliability study (1), the parameters for which are updated each
year (2) to ensure that the study's effectiveness does not
deteriorate. In 1990, monitoring of these parameters showed a
clear improvement in the blowing function, mainly thanks to the
improved availability of the auxiliary boilers
During a normal shutdown sequence, when the fuel element
temperatures are sufficiently low, the reactor is vented, with
ventilators (at SAINT-LAURENT and BUGEY) replacing the turbo-
blowers for the evacuation of the residual heat in open circuit.
At CHINON A3, the reactor remains in closed circuit once it has
been vented, and the turbo-blowers are driven by the electric
motors until the residual heat is sufficiently low to be
evacuated by thermosiphon.

2 Safety criteria to be respected for the fuel elements (3) (4)

In normal operation, it is permissible for 1% of the fuel
elements to have cladding temperatures greater than 515*C and
uranium temperatures greater than 650'C.
In the event of an incident, the following deviations are
permitted:
Cladding temperatures in C02
Excessive values up to 600'C are tolerated in the event of an
incident. However, they must be of as short a duration as
possible (< 3 minutes). The total cumulative duration of these
incidents must not exceed 10 minutes for each fuel element.

There is no limit on the speed of temperature change for these
incidents.
Cladding temperatures in air

The maximum cladding temperature at the moment of venting must
not exceed 350'C. This temperature must not be maintained for
more than a few hours.
The temperature decrease shall be such that the cumulative dwell
time at a temperature of around 220'C does not exceed one week.
If the shutdown is prolonged beyond the 6 to 7 weeks necessary
for normal maintenance shutdowns, the cladding temperature must
not exceed 150'C (this value being principally determined by the
phenomenon of hydriding)

3 Provisions for the evacuation of residual heat in the event of
loss of turbo-blowers, with the reactor under pressure and filled
with CO2

3.1 CHINON A3

The level of the steam generators was determined with regard to
that of the mid-plane of the reactor to allow natural circulation
via thermosiphon, when the unit is shut down, which is sufficient
to allow the residual heat of the reactor to be evacuated.
Figure 2 (enclosed) shows the drop between the exchangers and the
core

3.2 SAINT-LAURENT A (51

As the integrated concept (Figure 3) of the reactors of SAINT-
LAURENT A comprises steam generators located below the core,
another method for evacuating the residual heat had to be found:
the shutdown exchanger, comprising 6 elements arranged regularly
around the periphery of the reactor and in the upper part of the
reactor vessel.
The shutdown exchanger circuit, which was initially designed to
evacuate the residual heat of the reactor after shutdown of the
blowers, i.e. approximately 6 hours after control rod drop, was
modified to allow emergency back-up of the reactor cooling and
maintenance of pressure vessel integrity following an accident
resulting from a common mode failure causing loss of blowing,
followed immediately by control rod drop. A test was carried out
to check the new characteristics of the shutdown exchangers.
The C02 is circulated by thermosiphon (approximately 310 kg/s
when brought into operation) between the hot source, comprising
the core, and the cold source, comprising the shutdown exchanger
with a demineralised water flow of approximately 176 kg/s.
During operation of the reactor, the shutdown exchangers are
drained to avoid any corrosion.
In order to fulfil its function of evacuating the residual heat,
the shutdown exchanger must be capable of being brought into
operation from the control room of the unit or the emergency
back-up building, and then controlled and monitored from the
latter, independently of the units
The shutdown exchanger must be brought into operation in less
than five minutes following total loss of the turbo-blowers in
order to allow the maximum temperature of the CO2 in the upper
part of the reactor to be limited to around 270'C
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FIG 2 Flow diagram for CO2 circuit at Chmon A3

The thermal power evacuated by the exchanger is approximately 2 x
17 MW and the temperature of démineraiised water evacuated by the
exchanger at the outlet of. the shutdown exchangers is < 90'C.
In order to evacuate the thermal power of 2 x 17 MW and avoid
exceeding a temperature of 60'C in the feed tank, an additional
demineralised water/supplementary raw water cooler is installed
at the shutdown exchanger outlet.

3 .3 BUGEY 1 (6)
As at SAINT-LAURENT A, the steam generators are located below the
core. Another method of evacuating the residual heat was
designed.
The choice made for BUGEY involved the following factors:

a) CO2 circulation, with the reactor under pressure,
provided by a motor blower known as the "back-up
blower",

b) an exchanger feed water circuit comprising a motor-
driven pump and its connections,

c) a diesel generator providing electrical back-up in the
event of network loss.

The blower and the feed water circuit are designed and sized for
an intervention as close as possible to rod drop.
There is a "local control room" for the operation of this
equipment. This is intended, if necessary, for the fall-back of
the operating team, and is located outside the unit.

The motor blower is simple, robust and sturdy, in order to best
ensure its availability and ability to be brought into operation,
and so that only a minimum of constraints are placed on it during
operation. It must be possible to periodically test its
operating condition during operation of the power station without
the latter being disturbed in any way.
The motor blower is located inside the pressure vessel, in the
EAST tunnel (Figure 4) . It was designed to be capable of being
dismantled in such a way as to allow access to the pressure
vessel and, if necessary, to open up a passage via the EAST
tunnel between the interior of the pressure vessel and the
"maintenance of contaminated equipment" area which is located in
the intermediate bay.
In order to fulfil this condition, this machine and its
auxiliaries comprise three assemblies-
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a) an internal part (comprising the C02 induction and
discharge equipment) linked to the pressure vessel
structures (skirt); this part can, if necessary, be
dismantled piece by piece,

b) a moveable part (comprising the body of the blower and
its shaft collar) which can be evacuated to the
exterior en bloc,

c) a carriage device allowing the moveable part to be
evacuated from the tunnel.

The characteristics of the motor blower are as follows:
- blower
- nominal flow
- nominal dp
- feed voltage
- electrical power absorbed
- synchronous speed
- nominal speed

- cooling circuit
- source
- cooling water flow
- inlet temperature
- permissible temperature rise
- CO2 sweeping

- source
- flow
- pressure
- temperature
- seal
- minimum dp of actuator control
- opening time

1450 kg/s
100 mbar
5.5 kV
700 kW
1000 rpm
980 rpm

démineraiised water
2 kg/s
between 13'C and 33'C
10'C

C02 reactor requirements
10 g/s
1.01 to 1.1 P
50'C

4 bar
< 10 s

1100 MWth before rod drop, the thermosiphon was set up on four
loops and the temperatures were monitored for 3 hours.
This test allowed a readjustment of the calculations, and
forecasts were thus made for thermosiphon operation intervening
after:

a) stable operation at 1550 MWth on 4 loops (inlet
temperature = 240'C, outlet temperature = 410'C),

b) stable operation at 830 MWth on 2 loops
(temperature = 240'C, outlet temperature = 410'C).

These two cases represent the most critical situations from the
point of view of the quantity of energy evacuated by
thermosiphon, taking into account the number of loops in
operation and therefore the reserve of water contained in the
main exchanger, functioning effectively.
At the moment of tripping, the water reserve can be assessed at
180 tonnes. For a prior operating regime of 4 loops, 410"C and
1550 MWth, the steam generator dries out in 2 hours 15 minutes,
taking into consideration a thermosiphon on 4 loops. For a prior
operating regime of 2 loops, 410'C and 830 MWth, the steam
generator dries out in 1 hour and 40 minutes, taking into
consideration a thermosiphon on 2 loops.
Control of reactor temperatures requires the start-up of one of
the auxiliary feed pumps, which may be supplied with electrical
power from the network, from auxiliary generators or from the
emergency back-up panel, which is linked to the diesel generators
of CHINON A2.
In the event of operation prior to 1550 MWth, and taking into
consideration a thermosiphon on 4 loops, if an auxiliary feed
pump cannot be brought back into operation, the maximum cladding
and uranium temperature reaches 470'C after 3 hours (Figure 5).
A lack of feedwater thus presents no danger for the installation
and the environment, and leaves a very long time for emergency
circuits to be brought into line.

00
Ol

4 Tests and studies

4.1 CI^NON A3 (71 (81 (9) (10)

A test was carried out on 11 December 1970 to permit forward
calculations based on experience. With the reactor operating at

a) For an initial power of 1550 MWth with 4 loops in operation:
if a transfer is made to 2 loops or 1 loop, the water
reserve lasts for more than 3 hours. The most interesting
case is the point at which reduction to 1 loop takes place
(Figure 6).
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FIG 5 Temperature behaviour during thermosiphon test following rod drop FIG 6 Temperature behaviour dunng transition to thermosiphon (reduction to 1 loop) with
initial power of 1550 MWth and 4 loops in operation



b) For an initial power of 830 MWth with 2 loops in operation:
if a transfer is made to 1 loop after 5 minutes, the water
reserve lasts for 2 hours 15 minutes (Figure 7)
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FIG 7 Temperature behaviour during transition to thermosiphon (reduction to 1 loop) with
initial power of 830 MWth and 2 loops in operation

4.2 SAINT LAURENT (111 (12) (13) (141

Various tests have been carried out, in particular to qualify the
GITA code, which is used for the calculation of the temperature
changes in integrated-type reactors operating with thermosiphon.
These tests were carried out in April and July 1969 at SLA1 On
29 October 1986, a further test was carried out at 240'C,
following the modification of the shutdown exchanger The
shutdown exchanger of SLA2 was also brought into operation at
180' and then 240*C (temperature of CO2 at the level of the
shutdown exchangers) on 4 and 6 June 1984. These tests confirmed
that the equipment was functioning correctly. The heat evacuated
by the shutdown exchanger during these two tests was 10 MWth and
14 MWth respectively.

5 Provisions for the evacuation of residual heat from the reactor
in vented state

5.1 CHINQN A3

During a shutdown, the reactor, although vented, remains in
closed circuit. The steam generators are in operation and the
turbo-blowers continue to be driven by their electrical motors
until the residual heat is low enough to be able to be evacuated
via thermosiphon.

5.2 SAINT-LAURENT A

During a shutdown, the reactor is vented, but in open circuit, as
shown in Figure 8. The air taken from the exterior is
conditioned to give it low hygrometry and a suitable temperature
which is not lower than the dew point (corresponding to the cold
points which may exist in the pressure vessel). It enters via
the bottom of the reactor and circulates upwards (which brings
about an inversion of the flow in the core with regard to the
direction imposed by the turbo-blowers). Having crossed the
core, the air descends once more via the containment annulus,
leaves the pressure vessel via a second tunnel, and is evacuated
to the stack after filtration, and cooling if its temperature
exceeds 60*C.
The air may be circulated by 4 ventilators in parallel, whilst
plugs are located on the induction of the turbo-blowers to
prevent the air from bypassing the reactor. On Figures 9 and 10,
the time available for re-establishing the ventilation in the
event of its total loss 7 and 15 days after rod drop is shown
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5.3 BUGEY 1

During a shutdown, the reactor is vented in open circuit when the residual power reaches no
more than a maximum of 4 8 MWth

The pressure vessel has 6 tunnels in its lower part:
- 4 for the turbo-blowers,
- the EAST tunnel is occupied by the motor blower, as indicated
above, during normal operation of the power station,
- the 6th tunnel, on the WEST side, is used for the inlet and
outlet of the shutdown ventilation air

The air is taken from the exterior and conditioned. Unlike at
SAINT-LAURENT, the ventilation allows ascending or descending
circulation in the core as a function of the interventions
planned below the core or in the containment annulus. This is
obtained by manipulating the relative positions of the 4
throttling valves, controllable by means of servomotors, with
which the wind box is equipped. On leaving the tunnel, the air
is evacuated to the stack after passing over filters which can
operate at a maximum permanent temperature of 125'C
The air can be circulated by 4 ventilators in parallel, and the
installation of a fifth is planned.

FIG 8 Principle of ventilation during shutdown
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FIG 10 Saint-Laurent A, Unit 2 Time available to re-establish ventilation after reactor
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6 Operating experience of BUGEY 1
In twenty years of operation of this unit, between 8 December
1971, the date at which it first went critical, and 31 December
1991, the unintentional tripping of turbo-blowers breaks down as
follows•
Number of trios of a single turbo-blower
turbo-blower No 3•
turbo-blower No. 4
turbo-blower No. 5:
turbo-blower No. 6:
Total: 368 trips.

93 trips
126 trips
73 trips
76 trips

Number of trios of 2 turbo-blowers occurring together
24.08.72
17.09.74
01.11.75
24.03.76
19.12.78 As turbo-blower No. 5 was shut down when turbo-blowers

No's 3 and 6 tripped, blowing was maintained for 2
minutes 55 seconds by turbo-blower No. 4, and then by
turbo-blower No. 4 and the motor blower for 9 minutes
32 seconds until turbo-blower No. 6 was restarted.

Number of trios of 3 turbo-blowers occurring together
23 11.77 Following rod drop, blowing was maintained for 46

seconds by turbo-blower No. 5, and the motor blower was
then started up. Twelve minutes after the incident,
turbo-blowers No ' s 4 and 6 were brought back into
operation.

7 Operating incidents which caused an emergency back-up device to
be brought into operation for the evacuation of residual heat

Only one incident of this type occurred at CHINON A3, on 12 June
1990, three days before final shutdown of the unit. Following
rapid passage of the turbo-generators to zero load, the control
rods dropped and the flow of the turbo-blowers fell to zero in
less than a minute. It was not possible to operate the turbo-
blowers by means of the de-superheating release because of the
failure of the circulation pump which led to a lack of cooling to
the condenser The reactor thus transferred to thermosiphon on
four loops, and then fairly rapidly (in approximately 10 minutes)
on one loop after intervention by the operators.
The thermosiphon was deliberately maintained in operation, so as
to avoid excessive cooling of the moderator and thus loss of

reactivity, for approximately 9 hours 30 minutes on the north-
west loop. One turbo-blower was subsequently brought back into
operation by means of an electric motor
At the time of the incident, the temperature change during
thermosiphon operation was as follows: at the initial instant,
the average reactor outlet temperature was 364.5'C; two minutes
after rod drop, it was 387 9'C. This value fell to 303.7'C in
one hour six minutes, and then increased slightly once more to
315'C one hour forty-two minutes after the start of the incident;
it subsequently fell continuously until the turbo-blower was re-
started. The situation was perfectly under control at all times.

8 Conclusion

It can be seen from the examples described above that the normal
provisions for evacuation of residual heat, the availability of
which is periodically checked, have as yet shown only one failure
of short duration, three days before shutdown of CHINON A3. The
efficiency of the emergency residual heat evacuation system,
which comprises natural convection, was demonstrated. None of
the emergency back-up systems of the other units was brought into
operation.
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Abstract

Significant differences in transient response and materials of construction give high temperature gas-
cooled reactor (HTGRs), the potential for alternate approaches to the key issues of selection and
analysis of postulated accidents, the radionuclide source-term mechanisms, containment design, and
emergency planning. For the MHTGR, the siting goal is to use the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's protection action guidelines (PAGs) for notification, sheltering, and evacuation, rather than
the NRC's doses of 300 rem to the thyroid and a 25 rem whole body. This paper discusses how the
design and inherent characteristic of the MHTGR lead to a radionuclide source term of prompt and
delayed components. Options for the MHTGR containment design are discussed for this source term
and give support to the concept of a vented, low pressure containment in comparison to the high
pressure, low leakage containments characteristic of LWRs. The source term concept has been
proposed to the NRC and is currently under review.

I. Introduction and Suanary
Significant differences In transient response and Materials ofconstruction give high temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs), incomparison with light water reactors (LWRs), the potential for alternateapproaches to the key issues of selection and analysis of postulatedaccidents! the radionuclide source-term mechanisms, containment design,and emergency planning. The differences and alternate approaches arederived from their slow response to core heat-up events because of lowcore-power densities, the very high temperature the ceramic-coatedparticle fuel can withstand before substantial fission-product release,and the chemical inertness of the hellun coolant which negates thepossibility of fuel-coolant Interactions. For the Modular HTGR (MHTGR),additional safety characteristics result from its design for passivereactor shutdown and passive decay heat removal. The passive means fordecay heat removal is one of the subjects of this paper and is central tothe retention of practically all radionuclides within the particle fuelduring a postulate core heatup accident.
Early nuclear reactors were snail, used crudely estimated source terms,did not have containments, and the estimated consequences were judged tobe mitigated by distances to populated areas. It is historicallyinteresting, as well as fundamental to the ensuing discussion, to notethat the document entitled, "Calculation of Distance Factors for Power andTest Reactors (AEC 1962)" established the well-known "TID Source Term"which postulates a legal, quantitative release of radionuclides to thecontainment of 100% of the noble gas, 25% of the iodines, and IX of thesolids. For siting a given powerplant, the TID source term is used,



•t»N) together with the reactor containment's expected demonstrable leak rateand the metrological conditions pertinent to the site, to calculate theboundaries of the exclusion area and low population zone on the basis ofallowable 2 hour and 30 day doses of radioiodine iodine to the thyroid andto the whole body dose from the total radionuclide releases. Over theyears, refinement and conservatisms have entered into the calculations andwork is underway at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and elsewhereto replace the TID source tern by a mechanistically derived value and toaccount for severe accidents involving core melting and fuel-coolantinteractions. For the MHTGR, the siting goal is to use the U.S.Environmental Protection Agency's protection action guidelines (PAGs) fornotification, sheltering, and evacuation, rather than the NRC's doses of300 rem to the thyroid and a 25 rem whole body. The PAG dose controllingthe MHTGR'source term and containment analysis is a 5 rem thyroid dose atthe plant site boundary.
The Fort St. Vrain HTGR and the subsequent designs for large gas-cooledreactors in the United States have used Mechanistic interpretations of theTIO source term and the MHTGR has departed entirely from this definition.This paper discusses the factors that enter into this mechanisticcalculation and how the design and inherent characteristic of the MHTGRlead to a source term of prompt and delayed components. Options for theMHTGR containment design are discussed for this source term and givesupport to the concept of a vented, low pressure containment in comparisonto the high pressure, low leakage containments characteristic of LWRs.The source term concept has been proposed to the NRC and is currentlyunder review.
For the purposes of the present paper, a postulated accident involvingsteam ingress into the reactor caused by a steam generator tube failure istaken for determination of the source term magnitude and time sequence.Other accidents continue to be investigated, but at this time it isbelieved that the steam ingress sequence is the most illustrative of theprompt and delayed characteristics of the MHTGR source term. In this
sequence, steam enters the reactor with the eventual result that thepressure relief valve opens a.id after a few relief cycles sticks open,causing the reactor primary system to depressurize. This is followed by afull duration core heatup event in which decay heat is removed passivelyby the reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS), to be described in the nextsession. Scram occurs either by insertion of absorber material orpassively by negative Doppler feedback.
The prompt portion of the source term occurs during the depressurizationof the primary system in a matter of minutes, while the delayed portionoccurs over a period of days. The prompt source term containsradionuclides circulating with the helium, but is dominated by "liftoff"of "plated-out" radionuclides previously deposited on the cooler portionsof the primary system surfaces. The delayed source term develops from thefailure of a very small fraction of the fuel particles and occurs duringthe lengthy, core heatup phase of the accident. The fuel particle designhas been described elsewhere, together with its failure modes affecting
source term characteristics (Inamati, et al., 1989). This delayedradionuclide release occurs at atmospheric pressure since the prompt high
pressure release has been vented to the atmosphere well before significant

release of fission products from the fuel. Because the delayed release iscarried out at atmospheric pressure, a high pressure, low leakagecontainment can be judged not to be necessary as it serves no identifiablefunction in this case.
II. Design and Function of the Decay Heat Removal System

The nuclear island features of the MHTGR power plant are shown inFigure 1. The reactor and heat transport components are housed inseparate vessels connected by a concentric flow cross duct vessel, withall vessels housed in an underground cavity or silo. The steam generatorvessel, which also contains the helium circulator and the pressure relieftrain, and the reactor vessel are housed in separate compartments of thecavity which, under normal conditions, do not communicate. Should anoverpressure condition occur, such as could be caused by a main steamlinerupture, pressure would be relieved through vent paths in the steam
generator portion of the reactor building. Blowout panels connect the two

FIGURE 1: ISOMETRIC VIEW THROUGH REACTOR BUILDING
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compartments. The design is such that a pressure of 10 psi in the reactorcompartment could not be exceeded, which is sufficient to protect safetygrade equipment in the reactor compartment from overpressure damage.
The reactor compartment contains the Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS)for removal of heat transmitted to it from the uninsulated surface of thereactor vessel. This system, shown schematically in Figure 2, is anaturally convective air-cooled system of ducts and panels that is open tothe environment but is closed within the reactor building. It is a safetygrade structure and operates continuously. When all forced reactorcooling is lost, a low probability event, it removes decay heat fullypassively at a rate sufficient to maintain fuel and vessel temperaturesbelow acceptable limits.
The performance of the RCCS with respect to fuel and vessel temperatureover time is shown in Figures 3 and 4 for reactor conditions ofpressurized and depressurize, respectively. These curves are taken fromindependent calculations performed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory insupport of NRC's on-going review of the MHTGR (Williams, et al., 1989).These calculations are in close agreement with those performed by DOEcontractors. It should be noted that the maximum core and vesseltemperatures are approached at about 80 hours, or 3 days, following a slowbuildup.

III. Source Term Characteristics
Iodine-131, which has an 8 day half life, is considered controlling in thesource term descriptions and applications discussed below. While finalcalculations will take into account the full spectrum of radionuclides,iodine-131 well illustrates the phenomena to be considered and is likelyto be confirmed as the dominant radionuclide in the containment designbasis. Table 1 (Inamate et al., 1989) characterizes and summarizes therole of this isotope with respect to its inventory, inventory location,time of release, and release mechanisms. Four inventory locations areidentified; (1) circulating with the helium coolant, (2) plated out onprimary system surfaces (3) associated with defective fuel particles, and(4) contained within standard fuel particles. Except for the standardfuel particle inventory, the inventories given are nominal and subject touncertainties being addressed in the technology development program.These, and the uranium dicarbide inventory within the defective fuelparticles, which is released rapidly under hydrolysis conditions, form theprompt source term and are released in a matter of minutes followingfailure of a relief valve to close. Although uncertainties exist, it isevident that the prompt source term will be sufficiently small that it canbe vented from the reactor building. If subsequent research determinesthat the prompt source term is larger than currently predicted, it can bevented through a filter on the relief train to meet goal releasequantities. It Is important to note that after the prompt release thereis no further pressure driving force for subsequent transport of
radionuclides.
The delayed source term is based on the inventory of contaminated anddefective fuel and develops over a period of hours to days as the
temperature of the core elevates with time as previously described. Bycontaminated fuel, it is meant that the minute portions of uranium not
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The items of fuel integrity and reliability, fission product transport,and the effects of water ingress are three subjects for which extensivedevelopment and confirmation testing are planned. We believe, however,our source term model, as summarized in Table 1, is sufficiently valid forthe present stage of our program as it is based on related U.S. and Germanexperiments, tests and reactor operations (ACRS 1992). A detaileddescription of our specific plans for development and confirmation of thesource ten« is beyond the scope of this paper, but we hope to involveinternational activities in achieving our goals. Major radionuclidetransport quantities to be established by experiment are the hydrolysiseffects on uranium oxide fuel and the magnitudes of lift-off and wash-offduring rapid depressurization.

O MAX. COKE + AVQ. CORE O MAX VESSEL TABLE 1. MHTGR SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION FOR DOMINANT NUCLIDE
CONTRIBUTING TO THYROID DOSE

FIGURE 4: DEPRESSURIZED CONDUCTION COOLDOWH WITHftCCS TEMPERATURES OF CORE AND VESSEL VS. TIMEOMRECA REFERENCE CASE)

encapsulated in the particles during manufacture remain to contaminategraphite regions exterior to the coating barriers. Defective fuel is thatfuel which contains at manufacture or during operation coating fracturesor weaknesses which effectively negate the coating barriers to fissionproduct release during core heatup. As this release is proportional totemperature, the inventory is released over a period of hours and days andis expected to roughly follow the core temperature rises given in Figures3 and 4. As releases froa the delayed source term occur effectively atatmospheric pressure, these releases are subject to different transportphenomena than those associated with high pressure, low leakage
containments.

IV. Phenomenological and Design Development Needs
Laboratory testing and operating reactor experience with ceramic particlefuel in both the United States and Germany, together with modern designand analytical techniques, give good confidence in the expected sourceterm behavior and in the performance of the reactor cavity cooling system.A program of testing and computer code verification and validation isbeing developed.
For RCCS, performance validation by coordination with the New Production
Reactor (NPR) version of the MHTGR is expected if this design is selectedfor the tritium production application. If the MHTGR is not selected, thefollowing other options being considered are: (1) full reliance oncomputer models and existing correlations with confirmation by testingduring start-up and power ascension, (2) a cooperative program with thePRISM liquid metal reactor which uses a similar passive heat removalsystem, and (3) development of an international, IAEA cooperative researchprogram (CRP) on decay heat removal.
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We are studying several design options to achieve a level of reduction andattenuation of radionuclldes to assure that the design will meet the U.S.PAG goals at the site boundary with margin. These options are enlargementof the site boundary, elevated release through a stack, and the use offilters and a more tortuous path within the reactor building to the vented

locations. We are giving our current attention to the possible use offilters on the relief train, schematically illustrated in Figure 5, on thereactor building itself, Figure 6, and reduction in the reactor buildingleak rate from 100 to 5 per cent per day. We have not yet selected filtertypes, locations, and other means to address the options being considered.

Ü1
FIGURE 5: HELIUM RELIEF VALVE FILTER TRAIN DESIGN

OPTION
FIGURE 6: REACTOR BUILDING FILTER TRAIN DESIGNOPTION
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FIGURE 7: REACTOR BUILDING LEAK RATE DESIGN OPTION

As stated, we are designing so that the PAG goals can be met with margin,which is good engineering practice and also provides for licensinguncertainties. We anticipate possible imposed conservatisms, although donot believe them to be necessary, to include an increase in the magnitudeof water ingress, increased overall margins for "defense-in-depth" andgeneral prudence considerations, and possible reversion to moretraditional, non-mechanistic view points regarding the source termdefinition. Overall, we believe we have an approach to the containmentthat is robust, in keeping with a properly established source term, andshould be acceptable to regulators and the public in general.
V. Conclusions

The source term and containment concepts for the MHTGR that have beenidentified in this paper are consistent with U.S. and international pastHTGR reactor operations, more recent fuel development findings, andcurrent design and analysis studies. We are planning to evaluatecontainment options and establish our reactor building design over theforthcoming year. Our work is being based on the following:
1. Development and use of a mechanistic source term for the HHTGR, ascompared to use of an arbitrary source term. We believe that this isa superior approach to achieve reactor safety and licensing goals.
2. Containment concerns for the MHTGR are best addressed by including inthe containment system a vented, low pressure reactor building thatrecognizes that the MHTGR source term has distinct prompt and delayedcomponents.
3. The design options outlined herein can be engineered with no problemof feasibility, although research and development activities areneeded to establish margins and to optimize the design.
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THE ULTIMATE SAFETY OF THE HTR-MODULE
DURING HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENTS

G.H. LOHNERT
Siemens AG,
Bereich Energieerzeugung KWU,
Bergisch-Gladbach, Germany

Abstract

The HTR-Module is a power reactor with specially favourable
safety features. This is evident by the fulfilment of the following claims:
the maximum possible environmental damage is limited and can be quantified;
the consequences of all credible but extremely hypothetical accidents are
restricted to the plant site and have no relevant offsite effect; the maxi-
mum offsite radiation doses are below the values prescribed for basic
design accidents by article 28.3 of the German Radiation Protection
Ordinance; in consequence there is no need to provide strategies for public
sheltering or even evacuation and no need to prohibit the consumption of
agricultural products. By the fulfilment of these claims the HTR-Module can
be regarded as not to be burdened with a residual risk.

The HTR-Module (see Fig. 1) is a power reactor with especially favourable
safety features. This is evident because the following claims will be met.

Clai» I

Due to the unique employment of inherent safety properties of a
Uranium/Gas/Graphite system all accident transients of an HTR-MODULE are so
extremely slow that for all credible events simple accident management
after a grace period of 1 to 2 days is sufficient to terminate the
accidents without relevant release of radioactive material to the
environment.

1 reactor pressure vessel
2 steam generator pressure vessel
3 connecting pressure vessel
4 primary circuit circulator

5 reactor cavity
6 full protection shell
7 surface cooling system

The reactor building is always accessible for. any accident management since
the radiation level in the reactor building is very low. Fig 1: HTR-Module: Cross-section through the reactor building
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The generally used probabilistic method to quantify the residual risk of
nuclear reactors is replaced by a deterministic predictability of the
maximum possible damage potential of the HTR-MODULE.

Thus, the maximum possible environmental damage of an HTR-MODULE is limited
and can be quantified; the HTR-MODULE is not burdened with a residual risk.

Claia II

The maximum release of relevant fission products to the environment is in
the order of a few Curies: e.g. I131 < 1 Ci, Cs137 < 10 Ci.

The maximum offsite dose of all credible accidents is below the maximum
allowable doses for design basic accidents which are given in article 28.3
of the German Radiation Protection Ordinance.

Thus, the maximum possible offsite radiation dose of an HTR-MODULE is
< 5 rem whole body doses and ~ 15 rem thyroid dose of an infant. These
values include j^-submersion, inhalation and ingestion pathes over 50 a!

Claia III

The consequences of all credible accidents of an HTR-MODULE are restricted
to the plant site only and have virtually no relevant offsite effect.

There is no need to provide strategies for public sheltering or evacuation
and there will be never a situation where the consumption of agricultural
products must be prohibited.
The HTR-MODULE is able to meet these claims. That will be discussed and
demonstrated for the bounding hypothetical accidents:

1.) Long-term failure of decay heat removal

The decay heat of the core is transported by heat conduction and heat
radiation to the 3 fold redundant cavity cooling system outside of the
pressure vessel.

Assuming the total loss of the cavity cooling system, no design limits of
any component will be exceeded in the first 15 hours. The design tempera-
ture limit of the pressure vessel of < 400°C will be reached after 55 h,
then a depressurization should be initiated. Since the fuel element
temperature will remain below 1600°C the integrity of the fuel elements is
always given. The support stability of the pressure vessel is always
assured.

Thus, inherent control of long-terra failure of decay heat removal is always
given. Fission product release to the environment is not larger than
allowed for design basic accidents.

2.) Reactivity Insertion

The insertion of any conceivable reactivity is controlled by design:

Withdrawal
(4/max = 2-5

of all rods during power operation

The consequences of withdrawal of all absorbers during power operation is
inherently controlled via the negative temperature coefficient. The
fission procucts are retained in the fuel elements since the fuel element
temperature remains far below 1600°C.

- Failure of decay heat removal
- Reactivity insertion
- Failure of circulator trip
- Large water ingress
- Large air ingress

- Large water ingress

The core moderation ratio was set to NÇ/NU > 550. This reduces the
increase of reactivity due to any water ingress to values lower than
possible reactivity increases caused by absorber withdrawal.



- Maximum possible reactivity insertion:

The simultaneous discharge of all borated spheres (KLAK) at cold reactor
condition would causeAf = 8 % within a minimum discharge time t = 37 s.
The maximum fuel temperature would not exceed 1300°C (T]imit = 1600°C)
and the temperature difference between coated particle and graphite
matrix would not exceed 370 K (ATlimit** 80° *)•

Thus, inherent control of all reactivity accidents is valid without release
of fission products to the environment.

3.) Failure of circulator trip

If a scran signal does not trip the circulator the steam generator dries
out in a few minutes. The temperature of the steam generator will increase
by 100 K to 700°C. The temperature of the pressure vessel will increase
from 250°C to 410°C in approximately 10 »imites.

The failure of circulator trip does not lead to a consequential damage of
components.

4.) Large water ingress

Due to the staggered side by side arrangement of reactor core and steam
generator a direct ingress of water into the core after tube rupture is
strongly impeded. Due to temperature and pressure conditions of the primary
circuit ingressing water cannot evaporate. The necessary evaporation energy
has to be drawn from the structures of the steam generator. The heat
content of the structures is sufficient to evaporate 3300 kg of water.

The following combination of failures has the maximum possible damage
potential: a small leak and the failure of steam generator relief system
and the failure of circulator valve and the failure of water separator.
A simple accident management strategy would be: to relief the pressure of
the primary circuit. If a depressurization can not be achieved, the

necessary time to transform 3300 kg of steam into watergas is in the order
of about 10 h. That means, that about 53 kg of hydrogen can be released
into the reactor building and can ignite. The ignition of this amount of
hydrogen yields a pressure increase in the reactor building of 0.7 bar.

Even the ignition of watergas produceable after hypothetical water ingress
into the core will not result in major damages inside the reactor building.

The maximum release of relevant fission products would be about 1 Ci J ̂
und 3 Ci Cŝ 7. This release would mainly be caused by wash off from the
primary circuit surfaces.

5.) Large air ingress

The largest still credible accident is the break of the connecting pressure
vessel. For an open reactor building and an open reactor cavity this yields
a natural draught of initially 0.3 kg/s of air through the core. All
ingressing oxygen will completely react with graphite, because the
temperatures of the fuel elements and bottom reflector are above the
ignition temperature. The region of corrosion migrates from the bottom
reflector towards the core. Because the maximal fuel element temperature is
always < 1600"C, the integrity of the fuel elements is always assured. But
caused by an inhomogeneous corrosion of the fuel elements, it has to be
expected that the first coated particle will be exposed after approximately
1.5 days. Here it is important to recognize, that the SiC-coating will not
react with oxygen.

Due to the low fission product release of the fuel elements the reactor
building is always accessible. Accident management measures to interrupt
the air flow can be started after 1 to 2 days.

Thus, large air ingress into the core can be terminated by means of
accident management in a time frame of several days. The release of
relevant fission products is in the order of a few Curies.

CO
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Abstract

A unique feature of modular high temperature reactors (MODI I II FRs) is their benign
response to a I oss Off oolant Accident (I OCA) Ihc reactor inherently becomes sub
critical the decay power partly heats up the reactor and partly is removed to the envi
ronment via thermal conduction and radiation, while a\oidmg overheating of the fuel
Production storage, and removal of the decay heat is studied for different
MODUI Hl R concepts having annular-core designs and thermal powers of 350 MW(
Based on use of Low Hnnched Uranium/ Thorium (I I U / lh ) fuel cycles m Prismatic
I uelcd Reactors (Pi Rs), and 1 IU fuel cycles in Pebble Bed Reactors (PBRs), the fol
lowing has been determined
(1) Comparison of a PI R <ind a PBR having essentially the same reactor design shows
higher decay heat production in the PI R due to a higher fission product inventory and
to the decay of 233Pa bred from 232Th, comparison also shows lower heat transport rates
from the pebble bed core during a 1 OCA due to the lower thermal conductivity of the
core (2) Changing the PBR design to utili7e carbon bricks and an additional coolant
gap in the outer regions of the reactor adds significant harriers to the transport of decay
heat to the Reactor Cavity C ooling System (R( CS) which is external to the reactor
vessel (3) In HTRs for Gas 1 urbine (GT) applications, the operating temperature of the
reactor is higher than in Steam turbine C ycle (SC) III Rs, consequently, under I O( As
the relative heat transport to the RC C S is higher m G1 III Rs As a result, during a
I OCA the amount of heat energy stored in the GT III R cores «as only about 50% of
the amount stored m SC' 111 R cores

) Introduction

ITic most unique feature of MODUI III R s is the passive response of the reactor to the
loss of coolant, initiated cither by regular operation or bv in accident Pollowmg loss
of coolant the reactor bc< omcs subcritical, and the power level reduces to the decay
power Init ial ly the decay power heats up the internals of the reactor and later the en
ergy is transferred outside tin, icactor vessel via thermal conduction and thermal radi
ition Passive removal of the deciy heat takes place without d \nger of overheating the
fuel elements and the f iss ion products essentially rermin confined in the coated particles

( onccpts of M O D I j I II l R s have been studied for reactors with prismatic fuel blocks
and for reactois with spherical lue) elements Both tvpts aie cipablc of achieving safe

passive decay heat removal but there arc differences between the two reactor types
which must be considered in their designs 1 hcse difTcrences can be assigned to the

generation of the dccav powci, which depends in part upon the fuel cycle
heat capacities associated wi th the graphite moderator
heat transport mechanisms m the different reactors
temperature distribution1; at the snrl of the décident n I transient

Ihc analysis of these features considers the following

1 I or the stud\ of the effects of employing spherical versus prismatic fuel elements
the same rcictor core volume and geometry is treated and loaded with reference
elements of the two different reactor tvpcs T he reactor si7e corresponds to the 3 SO
MW Modular High lempcrature Gas ( ooled Reactor ( M I I I G R ) developed by
General Atomics 'I/ I or the thermal conditions ofa steam cycle, both fuel element
types are followed to their equilibrium cycle involving the burnup of about 80
MWd/kg.,M I his study outlines the effects of fuel element design

2 Tor both the Prismatic I uelcd Reactor (PI R) and the Pebble Bed Reactor (PBR),
annular core designs arc utilized, generating ISO MW( The average core power
density was about 6 KW/litcr and the same in both reactors In addition, a second
design was considered for the PBR m which the design of the outer regions of the
reactor was based on the 200 MW t-MODUI design of the INTLRA1OM company
/2/ 1 his second PBR design utilized carbon bricks and two gaps for spacing and
vessel cooling in the outer regions of the reactor, while the reference PBR design
utili/cd graphite blocks and one gap in the outer regions of the reactor, consistent
with the PI R design

3 Steam I urbine C ycle (S( ) and Gas-1 urbine Cycle (GI ) designs were considered for
both the PBRs and the PI Rs I he reactor outlet temperature was 690°C for the
SC HI Rs it was either 850°C or 950°C for the Gl HI Rs

4 I oss Of Coolant Accidents (I OCAs) involving rapid depressun/ation were evalu
ated for the SC and the GT II FRs The primary difference in the two cycles was the
higher reactor operating temperatures in GT III Rs I his study outlines the effects
of reactor operating temperature on the response to deprcssuri7ation accidents

Ihc comparison of the cases indicated above is given in terms of the distribution of the
decay heat and its removal, and in terms of the peak fuel temperature under I O( As as
well as under normal reactor operations In all discussed cases the peak fuel tempcratuic
is definitely lower than I600°C as imposed from the demand of fission product re
tention

2 Design and Operation
Ihc calculational simulation of the 1 oss of ( ool ml Accident is mule for a rcprcscn
tatwe status of the reactor l i fe I or the pebble bed reactor this is Ihc equilibrium cycle
reached after about S years of operation for the PI R this is the equilibrium i c fuc l i ng
cycle at a time corresponding to Ihc end of a burnup period (i c ju^t before 1/2 of the
core is refueled)



Cn The calculational model includes all parts of the reactor that are relevant in determining
normal operating temperature«; and I (X A transient temperatures figure I shows the
reactor layout/dimensions of the PI Rs and of the reference PBRs in this study For the
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Figure I Reactor layout/dimensions of the PI R and of tlie reference PBR, for both
S( and d I application1; except for the PBR there is a void" region between
the core and the top reflector (Solid curves Areas for nuclear calculation.
Dotted curve-; Additional puts for the thcimal t,v i luation)

PFR the annular core region is subdivided into 3 annular fuel zones each containing fuel
elements of two ages (The initial loading of the PfR core unices different fuel loadings
in each radial /one) In the calculation of burnup and decay power, the fuel clement types
having different ages are followed separately, while for thermal evaluations they are
"homogenized" in radial regions In the axial direction the core is subdivided into 10
zones, representing the 10 fuel elements in a column Ihe fuel element temperatures are
followed individually (Initially, the PFR has 3 different axial loading zones in each radial
region of the PPR, with the first axial zone corresponding to the top five axial fuel cle
ments, the second zone corresponding to the next 3 axial fuel elements, and the third
zone corresponding to the last 2 axial fuel elements)

Figure 1 also applies to the reference PBR considered here, except for the introduction
of a "void" directly above the fueled region The PBR fueled region is subdivided into 4
radial and 9 axial zones, with one void region located directly above the core and below
the top reflector The pebble fuel is recycled 10 times through the core before removal
to reduce the axial power peaking, corresponding to the standard MEDUL
(MEhrfach-DUrchLauf) fuel shuffle simulation in PBRs

The calculational tool is the VSOP reactor code system which performs reactor physics
and thermal-flow analyses for the reactor from startup to equilibrium /3/ The involved
spectrum codes are GAM and THERMOS, neutron diffusion is followed by CITA
PION, burnup and shuffling by FFVFR, and thermal performance by TIIFRMIX

The VSOP heterogeneity calculation of neutron physics allows for both spherical and
prismatic fuel elements, but the thermal calculation is not capable of temperature cell
calculation for the compacts of the prismatic elements 11ère, only the homogeneous
power/temperature distribution over a fuel element was determined, resulting in a cal-
culated peak fuel temperature during normal operation that is lower than would actually
exist During LOCAs, however, the model is sufficient for determining the peak fuel
temperature because the local temperature gradients within the blocks for that case are
small A comparison of results obtained for PBRs treating "heterogeneous" power dis
tnbution and "homogeneous" distribution m the spherical fuel showed the following
(1) In the homogeneous treatment the core reactivity was too high by 0 35%, due to the
underestimate of fuel temperature Maximum fuel temperature was too low by 99°C
(2) During a LOCA, however, the maximum fuel temperature was too low by only 5°C,
and resulted because the LOCA starts at a "reduced" fuel temperature relative to what
it should have been In a PPR under normal reactor conditions, the peak fuel temper
ature could be substantially higher than inferred by the above PBR results along with
the results from "homogeneous" calculations for PI Rs, since temperatures m a "fresh"
(beginning of life) fuel element are higher than in an "average" fuel clement

Basic to correctly estimating the fuel temperatures during a 1 (X A are the functions of
decay power and thermal conductivity Decay power is based on the German Industr ia l
Norm DIN 25485 /4/ The evaluation is individually made for every fuel batch of the
reactor, and it includes explicite evaluation of its proceeding power history In order to
include uncertainties the calculitional model assumes Wo "overpower" prior to the
depressunzation and a 2 a standird deviation for the cleciy power ol the fission pro



duct"; I he contributions of the actmides and activation products are included by
conserv Uively derived bounding function«: is suggested in the DIN

I he core thermal conductiv ty ) is a funct ion of tempcnture and Past neutron flucncc
I he values of J used hcic for I'BRs arc biscd on mcisiircrncnts of A"! 1 graphite by

Binkclc /V Radiative heat t ransmission between the spheres is based on the derivations
of 7chncr Schlundcr /(>/ and Robold HI I igurc 2 shows the values o f / i used in th is
study for PBRs and also for PI Rs
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Figure 2 Values used foi core thermal conductivities in the PBR and PI R studies (the
top figure gives the values of PUR fuel initnx mitcnal as a function of tern
pcratuic uxl Pi U neutron flucncc while the lower figinc gives the effective
thcmnl conductivity of the PBR coic md the thermal conductivity of
griphitc blocks in PI Rs)

1 Decay Power Storage and Removal During a LOCA

In a I (X A the caiculational model assumes immediate dcprcssun/ation A I OC A re
suits in a core temperature rise which decreases reactor cri t icali ty and the reactor power
reduces to the lc\cl of thc decay power w i t h i n 1 minutes Subsequent!) the fuel clement';
slowly heat up c g the average temperature rises h) I 54°C during the first hour

Over the first hours of a I ()( A a redistribution of the temperature field t ikes place in
the core as shown in I igurc 1 I he location of the maximum fuel temperature gradu il ls
shifts from the bottom to the middle Once strongci temperature gradients build up to
wi rd« the reflectors the heal is transmitted to the inner graphite column and to the re
(lectors Aller about 20 hours the heat flow to the reactor vessel s ta i ts to become sig
nificant increasing the vessel temperature which facilitates heat release via thermal
radiation to the Reactor Cavity ( oolmg System (R( ( S) located external to the reactor
vessel

figure 4 shows the time variation of the decay heat source the distribution of decay
heat m the reactor system, and of fuel and pressure vessel temperatures during a I OCA
The results given are for the SC IM R case I igure 5 (next section) shows similar mfor
mation in summary fashion, and compares PBR values with those for the PF R

In the middle drawing of Figure 4, the storage ofheat m the core, the subsequent storage
in the reflectors and in the vessel, and the release by radiative transfer are given as a
function of time for the P\ R l he heat being stored in reactor components reaches a
maximum of 86 MWh after about 4 days I hat amount of heat corresponds to the en
ergy produced at reactor full power over I 5 minutes

In course of the transient the fuel temperature reaches its maximum of H44°C at about
75 hours after the beginning of thc accident At that time the decay powci is reduced to
0 43% of the nominal reactor power Subsequently due to the decreasing decay power
with increasing time the fuel temperature gradually decreases However the temperature
of the pressure vessel still slightly rises according to the redistribution of the heat over
the whole reactor

4 Impact of the Fuel Element Design

Ihc icactor design of the US Modular High lempcraturc (»as ( oolcd Reactor
( M l I f C i R ) / ! / has been applied for comparing the performance of prismatic fuel blocks
and spherical fuel elements I able I compares key design chaiactcristics for the Steam
( vclc Pebble Bed Reactor (S( PBR) and the Steam ( yclc Prismatic I ucl Reactor
(S( PI R) (Also shown in I able I are design characteristics of Ihc alternate design
S( PBR designated S( Annula r MOOUI ) I he reference PI R and PBR designs have
made use of thc same reactor configuration indicated in I igurc I Ihc equi l ibr ium cycles
of both reactors have been analy/ed in th i s study Signi f icant differences ippcar between
the two types in both physics pciformmcc md in t ransient icsponsc to dcpicssuri/ mon
iccidcnts
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Iahte ! Design C haractcnshc-s for Refrrcncc Designs, tnil for an ANernati PBR Design
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Ï able U Keactor Physics nnd Other ( hnracUnstics of I* quilibrmm ( yclcs for Kcfcrcncc Designs nnd Tor
an Alternate I'BR Dcsipn, \ Inder Normnl Operafirtf; Conilitmns

[able II gi\cs the reactor physics and other characteristics of equilibrium cycles for ref
crence designs, and (or the SC Annular MODUI design, under normal operating con
ditions I he reactor physics features of the two reactors are predominantly due to the
different fuel choices and to the different carbon/heavy metal ratios (N( /N| )M) Differ
enccs in the ratio of NC /N ) ( M cause differences in the neutron leakage losses, m the
fissile inventory, and in the uranium ore requirement Purthcr, the pressure drop across
the reference PBR core is much greater than across the PI R core, however, the PBR
core pressure drop can be decreased by modifying the design as i l lustrated by the core
pressure drop given in lable II for the al ternate Annular MODUI design

In the hcatup following the loss of coolant two baste differences between the two cases
arc observed

f or the spherical fuel elements the decay power is lower
1 or the prismatic fuel clement1; the maximum tcmpcratuic of the fuel is lower

I able 111 gives the decay power in reference S( designs, (SO hours aftei reactor shut
down As shown the decay power is higher in the PI R than in the PBR At the same
tune, I able II shows that following a I O( A the peak f u e l temperature is higher in the
PBR 1 he higher deca> power in the PI R results from two different icasons (I) I he
inventory of fission products is higher than in the I'BR due lo the higher heavy metal
loading per un i t volume and to the assumed occurrence of the I ()( A at the end of a
Inirnup cycle (2) the choice of t h o r i u m as f c i t i l c ma te r i a l t c s u l t s in a s ignif icant mven
tory of i1( Pa w i t h a h a l f hd of 27 d I he decay o f 2 " Pa considerably contr ibutes to the
decay power of the ac t in idcs Overall the m t i g i a l dccav powci in the PI R over 60 h
was higher hy I ^n/r,
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Table III Decay Power, 60 Hours After Shutdown for Reference

Tuet dément

Decay power relative lo full power %

lïreakdown 1 ission products %

Aclmidcs %

Other captures %

Inlegral dccaj power (Ml h) MWh

Prismatic (1 O( )

0471

03S9

0092

0020

137

Spherical

0 3R2

0 3 1 4

0050

0018

1 19

I l ie higher maximum fuel temper Un ie m the PBR also r e su l t s Horn two d i f f c i c n t
reasons (I) I he heal < apautv of the PBR core was lower than lor the I'I R cote because
of the higher coolant f ract ion tn the PBR core As t consequence, the hull up of the
I 'BR proceeds fns to i in spite of ihc lower dc'.ts pnucr is i l l u s t r a t e d in 1 igmc S (2) 1 he
effectue t h c r m i l c o n d u c t i v i t \ J o f t l i c I 'BR was lower than the \ < i l u c of -i applied to
the IM R ,is shown in I ignrc 2 ( onsrquci i l ly t higher l e i n p c t . i t i n c g r i d n i i l i«. rcquncd
to ic tnove the l i c i t f rom t in I 'BR core
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Figure 5: Time var ia t ion of the decay-heat source, the dis t r ibut ion of decay heat in tlic
reactor system, and of fuel and pressure-vessel temperatures for the SC-PBR
compared with the SC-PI'R dur ing n I OCA

The heat transfer from one fuel element to the next one occurs by thermal radiation and
conduction, which implies considerable impediment for heat transport. That cfTcct is in-
cluded in the Actr applied to the PBR. Considering such a mechanism for transferring
heat across the gaps separating PFR fuel elements would tend to increase PFR fuel
temperatures, but that effect was not included here.

For both the PI R and the PBR, the maximum fuel temperature following a I.OCA is
reached about 60 h after beginning of the transient. The heat being stored in fuel ele-
ments and in reactnr components has reached its maximum about tha t time, and further
heat produced is no more than the heat released from the vessel, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure ft gives the radial temperature distributions in the reference SC-PBR and the
SC-PFR. at the core midplanc and 60 hours after a I,OCA. Also shown arc the thermal
conductivities associated with the various regions, with the x values for the I'FR. and the
o values for the PBR. It can be recognized that:
- the heat f lux through the reflectors is higher for the PFR due to the higher decay-heat

production
- the temperature gradient in the core is higher for the PBR due to the lower thermal
conductivity

- the gap between the core barrel and the pressure vessel is a barrier for heat transport
towards the vessel.

5. Impact of PBR Design

An alternate SC-PBR design has recently been studied /8/. termed "Annular MODUL"
concept of 350 MWf The design of the reactor is made in analogy to the 200
MW (-MODUL of the INTHRATOM/SIEMENS-group. As given in Table I, the di-
ameter of the pressure vessel is 664 cm, which is équivalant to the diameter of the
German Boiling Water Reactor of Krilmmel (versus 636 cm in the reference PBR). The
design data of the reflectors, lubes for the control system, use of helium upflow, carbon
bricks, core barrel and vessel, and the dimensions of the two gaps fully corresponds with
the 200 MW (-MODUL. The cross section of the annular core has been selected to
achieve a relatively modest pressure loss across the core, therefore the volume of the
active core is about 40% larger than in the reference SC-PBR design considered above.

The Annular-MODUL-350 concept utilizes the standard LEU pebble element with a
heavy metal loading of 7 g/sphcic and with a target hurnup of 80 MWd/kg. Differences
in results obtained between the reference PBR and the Annular-MODUL-350 concept
reflect the different designs of the two reactors.

As shown in 'fable 1. the core heat capacity of the Annular MODUL reactor is about
40% larger than that of the reference PUR due to the larger core volume. Consequently,
the maximum fuel temperature for a LOCA might be expected to be lower than in the
reference PBR. However, by comparing Figures 6 and 7, the maximum fuel temperature
in the Annular M O D U L reactor is M4"C higher than in ihc reference PBR. This sur-
prising results occurs largely because of the design differences in the outer regions of the
reactors At the surface of the pressure vessel the temperatures arc about the same for
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Figure 6 Radial temperature distributions in the reference S( PBR and the Sf PI R
at the core midplanc 60 hours after a I (X A I he x and the o symbols,
refer to thermal conductivity \alucs (/i) with the x values for the PI R and
the o values for the PBR

the two reactors (about 400"( w i t h a difference of only about 2S"( ) But at the outer
bounds of the graphite reflector the temperature in the Annula r MODUI is 2M)°C
higher This difference is due to the additional gap and the use of carbon bricks in the
outer regions of the Annula r MODUI I he additioml inner gap between the core
barrel and carbon bricks and also the carbon bricks act as barriers to heat transport
I he carbon bricks which provide neutron shielding have vcrv low thermal conductivity
as indicated in I igurc 7

Overall it appears that icactor design features play a vcrv important role in determining
reactor response under severe accident conditions 1 Ins ipphes not only to differences
in PBR designs hut to design dilTcienccs between PBRs md PI Rs bc>ond that ofus ing
different tvpcs of fue l elements It in ly well he ( h i t the optimum PUR uses a different
core height and different core annulus thickness relative to values used in an optimum
PI R design

6 Characteristics of PBRs and PFRs as Hie Reactor Ouflet Temperature is
Increased

In gas turbine c>clc (G I ) apphc i t ions of I I I R s ihc tempo i turc of the hel ium circuit
must be selected considerably highct t h i n for the itcim cycle (S( ) Process heat III Rs
would ilso have \ c i y high r c i c l o r out le t tcmpci U n i e s (c g ~ 9W( ) In th i s s tud\ the
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figure 7 Radial temperature distributions in an alternate S( PUR design <it the core
midplanc 64 hours after a I O( A I he o symbols refer to ihcnml con
ductmt\ \alucs (,))

helium was heated from 535*0 to 850°( in one gas turbine cycle (termed G I I) in a
second gas turbine cycle (termed G F2) the helium was heated from S92°( to 9SO°(
Relative to the average fuel temperature in a S( III R, the average fuel temperature was
about 200°C higher m a G 11 III R and about 280°( higher m a G 12 III R

Both cycles G I I and G1 2 were evaluated for both PI Rs and PHRs based on the reactor
model given in I igure I I able IV gives the physics characteristics o f the \arious S( and
Cil cases for reference designs I or the PI R the enrichment of the feed fuel was kept
the same as for the S( case As a consequence the fuel cycle length reduced slightly for
the higher temperature cases, causing a slight reduction in the fue l exposure I or the
PBR the fuel exposure was maintained constant it about 80 1 MWd'kg for the \anous
cases requiring a somewhat higher fuel feed enrichment as the outlet temperature in
creased

Most remarkable was the variation in the thermal performance of the d i f f c i c n t cases as
given in I able V I hat table gives the thermal conditions as «ell as some other values
assocntcd w i t h the various S( and G I cases during normal operation tnd dur ing a
I Of A 1 l i s t of all undei normal operation the helium pressure d iop icross the PUR
core is relatively high showing that the shape of the core c mty is not o p t i m i l for a
pebble bed or the operating prcssuic should be inucascd (core pressure drop vanes m
vcrscl) « i lh the si|imc of th*1 prcssuic) As i l l u s l i itcd in the A n n u l ir MODI I concept
above incrcTsmg the i n n u l i r thickness of the fuel icgion s igmdcin t lv clem iscs UK coic
pressuie diop



T able IV Physics < hör» it rustics of thr Various S< and (. I < ascs f«r Reference Designs
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nurn.ip MWdkg | |M
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Power peaking of fuel (ROf •! C>C )

Neutron Icikigc losses %

1 issilc inventorv kg C'W [h

U .On lecjutrcmcnl kg/(>Wd.h
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Table V Thermal and Other < onditum« of the Varinu« SC and Cl ( aies for Reference Designs, during Normal
Operation and during a ! OCA

Fuel element

1 lealup of the helium "C

Operation

Avg temperature of fuel X

MTX temperature of fuel T

Max 1 le nullet temperature °C

I le pressure losses over the core bar

1 (eat losses towards surface
cooler M W

1 oss of C ooHnt

Integral decay he'll over 60 h MWh

Mix decay licit stored lolll MWh

stored in fuel dcmenfs MWh

Max lempcralnrc of fuel "(

time of max fuel t'-mperilnrc h

Mix lemp of pressure vessel C

lime of max temp of the \csscl h

SC

270->690

559'

799'

745

023

047

117

86

211

1344

75

504

100

pnsmabc

Gil

535-.8SO

751 '

915 •

892

049

1 62

117

40

18

1507

56

517

811

C.I 2

592->950

819*

1058 "

1009

040

1 99

137

10

17

I5f,|

52

S48

70

S(

270-690

599

851

740

1 54

048

119

19

17

1425

48

474

80

sphere

GTI

535-850

797

964

886

339

1 67

119

29

15

1546

Î9

515

64

OF2

592 -«950

882

1065

991

289

206

119

20

14

1592

36

53n

56

Assumption of homogeneous heat source in Ihc fuel clement*

I able V also indicate«; that the peak outlet helium temperature icl.itnc to the average
outlet temperature is slightl\ loivcr in the PBRs rclat i \c to those in the PI Rs I his is
due to the radial component oTthc helium flow throng)) the pebble btd

Another remarkable feature associated with an increase in ic<iitor outlet temperature is
the relatively high heat rcicasc from the pressure \csscl to the Reactor ( av i ty ( oohng
System (RC C S) I or the gas turbine cases it is about 0 5 peiccnt of the nominal reactor
po«cr while it is only about 0 14"« Tor the S( cases I he 0 S% value coircsponds to
the decay heat produced about 2 days after rcictoi shutdown It tends to ieduce the rise
in peak vessel temperature during a I ()( A as the outlet operating tcmpciaturc of an
III R is increased I Ins is illustiatcd bclo«

I igurc 8 gives the time variation of the distribution ol dccav heat in the reactor sjstem,
and of fuel and pressure vessel temperatures during a I (K A for the S( PI R, the
G I I PI R, and the C512-PI R I igurc 9 gives similar information for the corresponding
PBRs I or both the PI Rs and the PBRs, the peak temperature behaviors o f thc fuel and
of the pressure vessel during a I (K A arc similar In the SC cases, the decay heat first
heats up the reactor, with increased heat rcicasc from the \csscl taking place with some
delay I ull release of the decay power is reached after about ^ days I or the Ci f cases,
the transient starts at higher fuel and vessel temperatures Here, the maximum amount
of decay heat stored m the reactor is less than 1/2 of that in the SC case, because heat
is released from the vessel at a relatively high rate already from the beginning of the
LOTA

I he above behavior is reflected in the maximum fuel temperature reached over the
transient For the G 12-PI R case the maximum temperature is just about I80°0 higher
than for the SC-PF R case, although the average fuel temperature at the beginning is
higher by about 280T further, the different ways of distribution ofthc heat in the re-
actor cause considerable differences in the time when the maximum is reached

In the PBR cases shown in F igurc 9, the tendencies observed aie about the same One
basic difference is associated with the lower decay heat in the PUR as discussed in Sec-
tion 4 Another difference is due to the lower heat capacity of the core because of the
higher coolant volume As a consequence, the core hcatup temperature is higher in the
PBRs during the first phase of the 1 (X A transient although the integral heat stored in
the core is somewhat lower As a result, the peak fuel temperature during the I O( A
tends to be higher in PBRs relative to that in PI Rs, however that difference decreases
as the reactor outlet temperature incicascs, as shown in I able V I or the peak vessel
temperatures during the I O( A transient the Pf R values remain somewhat higher than
the PIÎR values but the differences also decrease as the icactor outlet temperature in
creases
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AFTERHEAT REMOVAL FOR HTR-10 TEST
MODULE UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS
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Abstract

The reliable afterheat removal is a very important
aspect for the reactor safety. In the preliminary
design of HTR-10TM, a reactor cavity cooling system
(RCCS) is arranged in the concrete reactor cavity with
completely passive heat transfer. Two types of RCCS
i.e. water RCCS and air RCCS are considered. The simple
and reliable passive RCCS improves the safety and
economy of the HTR-10TM. In this paper, a brief
description of the RCCS design in HTR-10TM is
presented. The heat removal characteristics of the both
water RCCS and air RCCS under the heatup test and
accidents are described. They are analyzed by the
THERMIK code.

I, INTRODUCTION
Recently the design of the next generation of power reactors

emphasizes the inherent safety. The inherent safety of a reactor
contains the two key features: inherent shutdown after accidents
and passive afterheat removal. The modular high temperature gas
cooled reactors, like 200MW HTR-Module by Germany and 350MW
MHTGR by U.S.A., are considered of inherent safety. In order to
develop the relevant technology of HTR-Module, a 10MW test high
temperature gas cooled reactor with pebble bed core (HTR-10TM)
is expected to be built at Institute of Nuclear Energy
Technology (INET) of Tsinghua University,?.R.China.

As shown by the preliminary safety analysis of HTR-10TM,
under the loss of heat sinks(LOHS) without scram accident, as
the core temperature raising, the HTR-10TM is shutdown
automatically in 300 seconds owing to the negative reactivity
feedback of the fuel Dopple effects. The peak temperature
raising doesn't exceed 50 *C. Under the depressurization LOHS
accident, the afterheat is able to be removed via the passive
mechanisms like natural convection, heat conduction and
radiation from the core,side reflector,reactor vessel to the
reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS), the peak fuel temperature
is only 921*C, far away from the safety limit of 1600*c.



As the key way to remove the reactor afterheat under
accidents, the RCCS is of great importance to the HTR-10TM and
its high reliability should be reached. In addition, as a test
reactor, a heatup test is planned to simulate afterheat removal
of 200MW HTR-Module under the depressurization LOHS accident,
stronger cooling ability of RCCS should be designed. In the
preliminary design of HTR-10TM, RCCS is arranged in the concrete
reactor cavity with completely passive heat transfer. Two types
of RCCS i.e. water RCCS and air RCCS are considered. The simple
and reliable passive RCCS improves the safety and economy of the
HTR-10TM. No active components and emergency diesel engines are
needed.

In this paper, a brief description of the RCCS design in HTR-
10TM is presented. The heat removal characteristics of the both
water RCCS and air RCCS under the heatup test and accidents are
described. They are analyzed by the THERMIX code.

II, SYSTEM DESIGNS AND ANALYSIS MODELS
Fig.l is the cross-section of the HTR-10TM. The cold helium

enters the reactor bottom through the outer side of a coaxial
tube, flows up from the coolant holes at the outside of the side
reflector to the core top, then flows down through the reactor
core to the helium mixing structure at the bottom reflector. The
helium which absorbs the reactor heat then is transported to the
steam generator, which is located side by side with the reactor
vessel. The reactor vessel is located at the centre of a sealed
concrete reactor cavity, the RCCS is placed closing to the inner
surface of the reactor cavity. Table 1 is the brief parameters
of the HTR-10TM.

Table 1, Brief Parameters of HTR-10TM
Reactor Power (MW) 10.0
Power Density (MW/M3) 2.0
Core Diameter (M) 1.8
Number of Fuel Elements 27500
Pressure of Primary Circuit(MPa) 3.0
Inlet/Outlet Temperature of Helium(*C) 250/700
Thickness of Side Reflector(M) 1.0
Diameter of Reactor Vessel(M) 4.1
Diameter of Reactor Cavity(M) 7.4
Thickness of the Concrete Reactor Cavity(M) 1.5

Generally, afterheat removal of HTR-10TM would be provided by
the heat transfer system via the steam generator during normal
operation. The RCCS is used to remove afterheat under the LOHS
accident and reactor power under the heatup test. It is also
used to cool the reactor concrete cavity during the normal
operation.

Chimney

Air Cooler

Hot Channel Regulating Tank

1 -Reactor Cavity.- •'.• \'

Fig.l Cross-section of HTR-10TM Reactor and
Water RCCS



Two alternative types of RCCS are designed:
1) Water RCCS

As shown on Fig.l, two independent and parallel RCCSs of
125KW heat removal in each one are designed. The system consists
of the cavity cooler inside the reactor cavity, air cooler on
the chimney channel and associated tubes. The cavity cooler is
made of 85 tubes that arranged parallelly to the inner surface
of the reactor cavity. The top and bottom of the tubes are
connected by the two circular plenum. Two tubes connect the
plenums to the air cooler. The hot rising tube is connected from
the upper plenum, across the reactor cavity to the inlet of air
cooler. The cold downcoming tube is connected from the outlet of
the air cooler, across the regulating water tank and reactor
cavity to. the lower plenum of the cavity cooler. Finned air
cooler is arranged at the channel of a chimney in height of 20M.

The afterheat" of the reactor core is transferred by both
water and air natural circulations. The water enters the tubes
of cavity cooler, absorbs the heat transferred from the reactor
vessel, raises its temperature and reduces its density, then it
flows up along the hot tube to the air cooler by means of
buoyancy. After cooled by 'air cooler, the water flows down to
the lower plenum of cavity cooler and a natural circulation of
water is formed, the cold air flows through the air cooler from
the intake and exhausts to the environment through the chimney,
then a air natural circulation is formed. Table 2 is the brief
parameters of the water RCCS. The freezing problems in air
cooler is considered in the design. Regulated screens is placed
at the air intake to control flows.

Fig.2 is the analysis model by using THERMIX code, outside
the core, reflector and reactor vessel, a water circuit isadded.
2} Air RCCS

As shown on Fig.3, closing to the reactor cavity surface,
three steel panels in thickness of 10mm are parallelly placed
with gaps of 40mm and consist of two flow channels. Steel

Table 2, Brief Parameters of Water RCCS and Air RCCS

OiOi

Heat Removal Power(KW)
Heat Transfer Area of
Cavity Cooler (M2)
Height of Circuit(M)
Inlet/Outlet Temperature of the
Cavity Cooler (*C)
Flow Rate of the Circuit(KG/s)

Water RCCS
250
240
14
52/83
1.8

Air RCCS
250
240

34
30/83

6.2

205 90
-964
(-2964 for
Air RCCS)

+ 197

+305

1 : Core
2: Side Reflector
3: Reactor Vessel
4: Reactor Cavity

5: Hot Channel
6: Cold Channel
7: Air Cooler (Water RCCS)

Chimney (Air RCCS)

Fig.2 THERMIX Calculating Grids
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• Side Reflector

Reactor Vessel
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Fig.3 Cross-section of HTR-10TM Reactor and Air RCCS

supporting webs and the panels are welded together. The system
includes two separate inlet/outlet structures, with several
interconnected parallel flow blockages. Such a cavity cooler is
connected to the environment directly through chimney. The cold
air from the intake flows down along the outer channel of panels
and then upward along the inner channel after absorbing the heat
from the reactor vessel. The air flow is enhanced by chimney and
exhausted to the environment. The heat insulating is considered
to avoid the radiation between the hot and cold air channels.

As comparing with the water RCCS, the air RCCS is more simple
and reliable. No freezing problem exists too. The air flowing
through the cavity cooler is probably to be radioactived.
However, it is estimated that the gas radioactivity is far
smaller than the environment release limits. Table 2 contains
the brief parameters of this system.

Ill, REACTOR HEAT REMOVAL UNDER HEATUP TEST

As a small reactor, the fuel peak temperature of HTR-10TM
doesn't exceed 1000 "C under LOHS accident, however, as a
comparison, the peak temperature of a 200MW HTR-Module could
reach 1600 "C. In order to study the high temperature effects of
fuel elements of the HTR-Module under accidents, it is planned
to perform a heatup test in HTR-10TM. The test is to be carried
out under lower power and O.lMPa helium pressure in the reactor
without forced circulation. Fig.4 is the peak and average
temperature profiles of the core versus reactor power under
heatup test with water RCCS. The preliminary calculations shows
that the core average temperature is 1042 "C and fuel peak
temperature is 1418 *C during the 250KW heatup test. The negative

50 100 ISO 200 250 300

Fig.4 Temperatures of HTR-10TM Reactor versus Core Power
for Water RCCS



reactivity owing to the core temperature raising is compensated
by control rods. Table 3 is the reactivity variation under the
n c rtvr.T I« .«. n 4-1in 4- .«.«4-250KW heatup test

Table 3, Reactivity Variation under the 250KW Heatup Test
Fuel Temperature Raising
Reactivity for Xenon Poison
Control Rods Lifts

-0.033
> 0.02

0.013

For the water RCCS heatup test, the temperatures and natural
circulation flow are given in Fig.4—7. The results indicate
that the reactor heat of HTR-10TM under the heatup test is able
to be removed to the environment passively by using water RCCS.
The peak temperature of the reactor vessel and side reflector
are 329*C and 890-C respectively at 250KW.

The results of air RCCS are shown on Fig.8—11. It is found
that under 250KW power, the air outlet temperature is lower than
83*C, air mass flow of the natural circulation is 6.2 KG/s. The
system is able to remove the reactor heat during the heatup
test. However, since the weak heat transfer ability of air
comparing with water, the peak temperatures of core, side
reflector and reactor vessel with air RCCS are higher than those
with water RCCS under the same reactor power. It means that the
power in the heatup test with air RCCS should be lower slightlythan 250kw.
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Fig.6 Reactor Temperature Profiles for Water RCCS
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Fig.10 Reactor Temperature Profiles for Air RCCS
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IV, ANALYSIS OF AFTERHEAT REMOVAL UNDER ACCIDENTS

The objects of afterheat removal analysis under accidents are
to study whether the reactor afterheat is able to be removed by
using the completely passive mechanisms like natural
circulation, heat conduction and radiation from the core to the
environment—the ultimated heat sink.

The analysis results of the following accidents are
described:
— Depressurization LOHS
— LOHS without scram
— Depressurization LOHS with failure of RCCS
1) Depressurization LOHS

The accident _is a severe hypothetical accident with very
small possibility". Because of break in the primary circuit, the
helium coolant loses and depressurizes to O.lMPa, the helium
blower is closed, the reactor then is heatup.

With the water RCCS, the fuel peak, core average, side
reflector and reactor vessel temperatures under the accident are
shown on Fig. 12. since the HTR-10TM is a small test reactor, the
reactor thermal inertia and heat transfer surface versus the
unit power are larger than those in 200MW HTR-Module. The fuel
peak temperature is only of a few exceeding of 3 *C than the
steady state. The inlet/outlet temperatures of water in cavity
cooler are shown on Fig.13. Fig.14 and Fig.15 gives the results
of natural circulation flow of water and heat removal in the
water RCCS.

Cavity CooUr Outlet

cavi ty Cooler In le t
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Fig.13 Temperatures of Cavity Cooler for Water RCCS under
Depressurization LOHS Accident
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Fig.12 Reactor Temperatures for Water RCCS under Depressurization
LOHS Accident
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Fig.14 Coolant Flow of Cavity Cooler for Water RCCS
under Depressurization LOHS Accident
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Fig.15 Heat Removal of Cavity Cooler for Water RCCS
under Depressurization LOHS Accident

Fig.17 Temperatures of Cavity Cooler for Air RCCS under
Depressurization LOHS Accident
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Fig.16 Reactor Temperatures for Air RCCS under Depressurization
LOHS Accident

Fig.18 Coolant Flow of Cavity Cooler for Air RCCS
under Depressurization LOHS Accident
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Fig.19 Heat Removal of Cavity Cooler for Air RCCS
under Depressurization LOHS Accident

Fig.20 Temperatures of HTR-10TM under LOHS
Without Scram Accident

With the air RCCS, the similar figures are shown on Fig.16—
19.

From the results of the analysis, it is expected that the
afterheat of HTR-10TM is able to be removed safely and reliably
both using the water RCCS and the air RCCS under the
depressurization LOHS accident. The temperatures of the all
components in the reactor are far smaller than design limits.
2) LOHS without Scram

Fig.20 is the fuel peak, core average temperatures and Fig.21
are the reactor power of HTR-10TM under the LOHS without scram
accident. After 300 seconds of the accident starting, the core
average temperature increases to 648 *C, the reactor power
decreases to 4% of the normal power due to the negative
reactivity feedback of the fuel Dopple effect. The reactor is in
sub-critical state.
3) Depressurization LOHS with Failure of RCCS

Even if the passive RCCS of HTR-10TM is expected to be of
highly reliability, a very hypothretical accident of
depressurization LOHS with failure of RCCS is analyzed. Fig.22
are the fuel peak, core average, side reflector peak, reactor
vessel peak and reactor cavity peak temperatures under the
accident. It seems that the afterheat is able to be removed via
the concrete reactor cavity to the environment too and all peak
temperatures of the components are within the design limits.

100 20O 300 «00 500 600 700
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Fig.21 Reactor Power of HTR-10TM under LOHS
Without Scram Accident
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Fig.22 Temperatures of HTR-10TM under Depressurization LOHS
with Failure of RCCS Accident
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FLOW SCHEMES AND DESIGN FEATURES OF
HTGR RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS
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Abstract

HTGRs are intended to be located near industrial plants and residential areas, therefore they must
possess enhanced safety characteristics. One of the most important safety aspects associated with
reactor operation is reliability of residual heat removal system (RHRS). This paper describes design
options for heat removal systems for small pebble bed reactor which provide a high degree of
reliability for residual heat removal.

HTGRs are intended to be located near industrial plants and
residential areas, therefore they must be possessed of enhanced
safety characteristics. One of the most important safety aspects
associated with reactor operation is reliability of residual
heat removal system ( RHRS ) . The system should be designed to
meet the following requirements:

- to ensure heat removal without exceeding the design limits
for fuel elements and reactor pressure vessel temperatures
during necessary time;
- to realize a passive principle of heat removal without
using active elements, operator actions, power consumption
and auxiliary systems ,
- to keep availability if single failure would occur,! e RHRS
must consist of some ( no less than two } independent parts
of equal efficiency,
- to keep availability under external impacts such as
flooding, earthquake, air crash and blasts at the nearest
industrial plants and other objects.



RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS PARAMETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS
air
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Flow
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- to eliminate common cause failures of all parts of the
system simultaneously
- mass and size characteristics of RHRS. volumes of relevant
rooms inside and outside a containment should be minimal
Water ponds and the atmosphere can be used as ultimate heat

sinks for heat removal The atmosphere is preferable because
using water is associated with difficulties of reactor plant
siting and ecological problems

Heat can be transferred to the atmosphere by means of
intermediate circuits of the reactor plant (including those for
normal operation ) depending on the core type and its design
features and design limits for reactor pressure vessel and fuel
element temperatures.

The reactor of ultimate safety has to enable heat removing
by radiation and natural convection from reactor vessel
surface to the air This requirement can be met by HTGR's with



pebble bed core of small power (about 200 MWt). Nevertheless even
for these reactors heat should be removed outside the reactor
compartment. In connection with this, different flow schemes of
residual heat removal from reactor vessel to the air which
flows as a result of natural convection have been considered. The
schems are arranged depending on the extent of realazation of
passive principles and influence of failures of single elements
on the system functioning

The systems with two intermediate water circuits, natural
convection in the'circuit of surface cooler and forced convection
in the intermediate circuit are marked as a) and b). The
difference of these schems is in arrangement of circuit
independence The independence of intermediate circuit of the
scheme a) is carried out with the help of heat exchanger inside
vapourization tank. This excludes the loss of water out of
surface cooler circuit under intermediate circuit depressurization.

The cheme marked as c) has two independent intermediate
water circuits with water natural convection. This enhances the
extent of realazation of passive principles, but it is needed to
increase the height of water-air heat exchanger position.

Independent circuits introduced by means of additional heat
exchangers raise temperature level in the circuit of surface
cooler under equal other conditions Heat removal system marked
as d) has one circuit with natural convection of water. The cheme
is more simple as compared with c) and makes it possible to have
low level of temperature in the circuit of surface cooler.
However the cheme d) has more higher probability of water loss owing

c)

ftn1 1
- 1

H«.l HOf SCHEMES OF RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS

aX b) with two intermediate circuit*, one of them has
natural convection of water, another one (transferring
heat to the atmosphere) forced convection of water
under normal conations and vaponrizalion of water

II in the intermediate circuit under ijccident condition,
<*-*• c) with two intermediate circuits am natural con-

vection of water; d) with one Intermediate circuit and
natural convection of water; f) heat removal direct
to the air circuit with natural convection.
1- reactor; 2- surface cooler. 3 - vapourtzatioa tank;

^c" U 4- exhaust »tack: 5- relief valve, 6- water/water heal
exchanger; 7- valve. 8- pump; 9- expansion tank,
10- water/air heal exchanger; 11- air coadecser



to depressurïzation and excludes using vapourazation of water for
heat removing.

The cheme f) having direct heat transfer from reactor vessel
to the air is the most reliable and simple.

Some results of design and calculation analysis are given in
the table. The results show that heat removing (2.8 kWt/m2) is
limited by the size of reactor vessel surface and possibility of
placing of surface cooler on the reactor cavity wall. Therefore to
increase heat removing it is necessary to raise the reactor vessel
temperature or to reduce the surface cooler temperature.

Residual heat in the case of using perlitic steel for
reactor vessel (temperature permitted < 350 oC ) may be removed
through intermediate water circuits. The temperature of surface
cooler tubes shouldn't exceed 100 oC.

Residual heat in the case of using stainless steel for
reactor vessel may be removed directly to air circuit accordingly
to the scheme f). The temperature of surface cooler tubes is not
more then 150 oC.

The cheme d) with intermediate circuit and the cheme f)
are more preferable taking account of their simplicity and extent
of passive principle realazation.

Thus, the following conclusion can be made on the basis of
the analyeis performed: the most rational chemes for HTGR of power
200 MWt are the cbeme d), if reactor vessel is made of perlitic

steel and the cheme f).if reactor vessel is made of stainless steel

PASSIVE DECAY AND RESIDUAL
HEAT REMOVAL IN THE MHTGR*

D.A. DILLING, S.K. GHOSE, J.M. BERKOE
Bechtel National, Inc.,
San Francisco, California
S.A. CASPERSSON
ABB Combustion Engineering Nuclear Power,
Windsor, Connecticut
G.C. BRAMBLETT
General Atomics,
San Diego, California
United States of America

Abstract

The modular high temperature gas-cooled
reactor (MHTGR) being developed in the
United States has the capability to reject decay
and residual heat passively by conduction,
natural convection, and radiation from the
reactor core to the ultimate heat sink - the
atmosphere - when normal heat rejection
systems are unavailable. The method proposed
for the U.S. MHTGR is referred to as the
Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS) and
makes use of an uninsulated reactor vessel
located in an enclosed cavity. The cavity walls
are lined with cooling panels that allow outside
air to flow in and out in an open once-through
natural circulation loop. In this arrangement,
the heat removal takes place first by
transferring heat from the reactor core to the
vessel by conduction, radiation and natural
convection. Second, heat is transferred from
the uninsulated vessel to the cooling panels
primarily by radiation from the hot vessel
surface to the relatively cold panel surface, and
partly by natural convection of the enclosed
cavity air. Third, heat is transported and
rejected to the atmosphere by buoyancy-driven
natural circulation of outside air through the
cooling panels The system functions at all
times and does not rely on any active
component or operator action. The operator
cannot start, operate, or terminate the heat
removal process

The primary objective of the passive RCCS is to
maintain the structural integrity of the reactor
vessel in a completely passive manner by
limiting the peak vessel temperature to 427'C
(800"F) in an off-normal situation when the
vessel is maintained at its operating pressure
If the vessel is depressunzed, the limiting
temperature is 482 C (900T). These limits
are based on the metallurgy of the vessel, and
they are consistent with fuel temperature
damage limit of 1,6WC (2,900'F) In the
off-normal situations, when no other
method of heat removal is available, the heat
is removed by the passive RCCS A second
objective of the system is to protect the
concrete wall of the cavity. In order for u to
accomplish its objectives assuredly, the
system has been designed with adequate
margin (excess capacity) and appropriate
configurational features. The RCCS panels
completely enclose the reactor, and they form
radiation cavities that trap essentially all the
incident radiation thus enabling the effective
emissivity of the panels to approach that of a
"black body" The physical attnbutes of the
system are based on use of simple, robust
metallic parts and include multiple How
paths and redundant heat removal capacity

Ul »Work sponsored by the US DOE under contract No DE-AC03-89SF1788



I. INTRODUCTION

MHTGR Reference Design and Status
The objective of the MHTGR program is ihe
development of a safe, economic niuUar
power option The reference corKipt
proposed to meet this objective i1- the
standard MHTGR plant, consisting of finir 4O
MWt reactor modules, coupled to four
individual turbine generator sets producing a
net station electrical output of 690 MWe
The selected design features of the MHTGR
have been arrived at after evaluating
alternative concepts and conducting a series of
trade studies beginning in early 1984 Major
features studied over this period have been
• Core size 200 to 1 200 MWt
• Fuel type Prismatic block vs spherical

pebbles
• Vessel type Steel vs prestressed concrete
• Turbine One turbine per one, two, or four

reactors
• RCCS Air vs water
• Reactor building- Degree of embedment
• Fission product transport- Alternative

containment
concepts

In August 1985, after completing trade studies
on the majority of the above features, the 350
MWt reactor module concept was selected for
further development This design uses
prismatic fuel blocks stacked inside a steel
pressure vessel and a single heat transport loop
(Ref 1) The side-by-side vessel arrangement
is shown m Figure 1 In 1990, a study was
undertaken to improve the estimated cost
performance of the plant (Ref 2) This study
culminated in the choice of the 450 MWt
reactor module described herein The key
change in the 450 MWt design is the addition
of one nng of unfuelled center reflector blocks
in the core
Four reactor modules, each coupled to a
turbine generator set, are used in this design to
achieve the 690 MWe plant capacity Each
reactor module is housed in a vertical
cylindrical concrete building, most of which is
embedded in the earth Each 450 MWt reactor
module, shown in Figure 1, consists of two
vertical steel vessels - a reactor vessel and a
steam generator vessel connected by a short
coaxial cross-vessel The reactor, reflector, core
support structure, and core restraint devices are
installed in the reactor vessel The fuel and
reflector blocks are the same size and shape

used in the Fort St Vrain design The active
core occupies an annular region surrounded
by inner, outer, top, and bottom graphite
reflector elements Gravity-assisted control
rod mechanisms located on the vessel head
provide a means to insert two groups of
control rods The inner rods, which enter the
core near the interface between the fueled
region and the inner reflector, are used for
cold shutdown The outer rods are used for
power adjustment during operation A
reserve shutdown system (poison balls)
provides a diverse means of achieving cold
shutdown
A vertical helical-coil steam generator is
located in the steam generator vessel The
motor-driven helium circulator is mounted
vertically on top of the same vessel The
steam generator vessel is connected to the
reactor vessel below the core by a coaxial
cross-vessel During normal operation, the
Heat Transport System (HTS) is the primary
means of removing nuclear heat from the
core It is also the primary means of remov
ing decay heat during a nomal shutdown
If the HTS is unavailable because of its
maintenance needs or because it has failed,
the plant can be cooled down using the RCCS
However, this requires several days and
subjects the vessel to a temperature
excursion To obtain the desired plant
availability and to limit the risk of
investment loss, the MHTGR is equipped
with a Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) The
heat exchanger and the circulator of the SCS
are located at the bottom of the reactor vessel
(Fig 1) The SCS circulates helium only
within the reactor vessel It rejects heat to a
closed water loop which m turn rejects heat
to the atmosphere via an air-blast heat
exchanger Normally, the SCS will be the
second means of rejecting nuclear decay and
residual heat

Plant Level Requirements
The U S DOE MHTGR program has been
developed using a systems engineering
approach Rather than attempt to d i r i u ly
utilize the large body of light-water reauor
design and regulatory experience ihe
designers have sought to consciously analwe
the functions to be performed and to then
select design features needed to perform those
functions
As with any power plant design project, the
overall aim is to produce safe and economical

FIG 1 Reactor module

power To accomplish this, the program has
defined four Goals which must be satisfied, as
follows
• Goal 1 Maintain Safe Plant Operation
• Goal 2. Maintain Plant Protection
• Goal 3 Maintain Control of Radionuclide

Release
• Goal 4 Maintain Emergency Preparedness

The approach to the design of the MHTGR has
been applied in a "top-down" manner The
process begins with the quantification of the
top-level criteria pertaining to how well each

of the four goals is to be achieved Next, an
integrated systems engineering approach is
systematically applied to develop the functions,
requirements, and specific design selections
necessary to meet, m a balanced fashion, all of
the Top-Level Regulatory Criteria, or TLRC
(Ref 3), and user requirements (Ref 4) As an
adjunct to this process, a set of specific licensing
bases has been derived (Fig 2) The licensing
bases include the licensing basis events (Ref 5)
that demonstrate the compliance of the design
with the TLRC and the classification of the
equipment that can be assured to respond to
the events in the manner specified in the
TLRC
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FIG 2 Top-down integrated approach

Both the regulatory bodies (U 5 NRC) and the
electric utility industry, through Gas-Cooled
Reactor Associates (GCRA), have established
top-level criteria The key requirements are as
follows
• The plant must meet 10CFR100 accident

dose limits (300 Rem thyroid, 25 Rem whole
body) at the site boundary for conservatively
evaluated events with frequencies greater
than 10-* per reactor year

• The plant must avoid the need to disturb
the off-site public This means the plant
must meet Environmental Protection Agen-
cy Protective Action Guidelines for evacua-
tion and sheltering (5 Rem thyroid, 1 Rem
whole body) at the site boundary for
restrictively evaluated events with
frequencies greater than 5 x 10-? per reactor
year and the expected frequency with
which all events could lead to doses
requiring evacuation must be less than
5xlO-7 per plant year

• Worker dose must be less than 10% of
10CFR20

• The plant safety performance must be
insensitive to plant operator action or mis
action

• The plant should rely as much as possible
on passive, inherent means of achieving
required safety functions

• The plant must be economically competi
live

To comply with these requirements for Goals
1 and 2 functions, the use of inherent charac
tenstics and high-quality fuel in the design
minimizes release of radionuclides so that
normal operational releases or any accidental
releases of primary radioactivity are low and
worker exposures are minimized These tech-
niques have proved to be effective m other
gas-cooled reactors, and have been demon
strated by measuring releases and worker
exposures from operating plants
An important aspect of the MHTGR is the
approach taken with regard to Goals 3 and 4
To achieve these goals with high assurance,
the design of the plant is such that control of
radionuclide releases is accomplished by
retention of radionuclides within the fuel
particles, with minimum reliance on active
design features or operator actions Design
features, including the low power density
annular core configuration, uninsulated reac
tor vessel, and passive RCCS backup decay
heat removal system are chosen to preclude
the events which could challenge the integri
ty of the ceramic fuel coatings
The RCCS is a key part of this design strategy
Its features have been developed in a loiver
level recursion of the overall MHTGR dtrbign
process Subsequent sections describe the se
lection process and the resultant design oi the
RCCS m more detail

II. MHTGR DECAY AND RESIDUAL
HEAT REMOVAL REQUIREMENTS

The MHTGR HTS normally removes 450 MWt
from the reactor core The energy supplied to
the circulator is added to the flowing gas
stream, and some heat is lost to the surround
ing building and RCCS, so the total energy
delivered to the steam generator is approxi
mately 453 MWt Table 1 lists the heat transfer
parameters for normal operation of the
MHTGR

Table 1
MHTGR Normal Heat Transfer Parameters

Reactor Power Level
Circulator Power Level
Heat Loss to RCCS
Heat loss to Steam Generator
Compartment

Helium Temperature, Core
Inlet

Helium Temperature, Core
Outlet

Helium Flow Rate
Peak Fuel Temperature

Peak Temperature of
Reactor Vessel

Feedwater Temperature

Steam Temperature

Feedwater Flow Rate
Change in Secondary
Coolant Enthalpy

450 MWt
3.55 MWt
1 1 MWt
009MWt

288 -C
(550 T)
704 -C

(1,300 T)
2096Kg/s

1,420'C
(2388 T)

285'C
(545 T)
193 "G

(380 T)
54 1'C

(1,005'F)
1763 Kg/s
2361 KJ/Kg

When the reactor is shut down, the fission pro-
ducts in the core continue to generate power by
radioactive decay The rate at which power is
generated is approximately one percent of the
normal power generation after about one hour
The decay heat generation curve falls off very
rapidly during the first hour when most of
the power comes from short lived fission pro-
ducts, and more slowly as time increases
because the short lived isotopes have decayed
and the power is mostly from long lived iso
topes which gene-rate decay energy at a lower
level The total heat capacity of the core
reactor internals, and vessel system is very

large when compared to the decay heat genera
tion rate In the absence of any cooling, the
MHTGR could absorb the decay heat energy
for many days before the temperature tran
sients would become unacceptable

The HTS is capable of operating with low
feedwater flow and reduced helium pressure
(even including helium at atmospheric près
sure) to remove the decay heat, along with
the thermal energy stored in the reactor and
vessels If the HTS is unavailable, the SCS is
used to remove the decay energy and cool the
reactor down Figure 3 shows a schematic re-
presentation of the HTS, SCS, and RCCS The
SCS rejects heat to a closed water loop (the
Shutdown Cooling Water System, or SCWS)
which rejects its heat to the atmosphere The
SCS is designed for two operating modes
During normal reactor operation, it is in a
standby mode, with a small flow circulating
in the SCWS by a jockey pump or natural cir
culation When called upon to remove heat
from the reactor, the SCS circulator induces
forced circulation of helium over the shut-
down cooling heat exchanger, and the main
pumps and fans in the SCWS are started The
system is designed to be started at any point in
the transient following a loss of the HTS A
gravity-operated, pressure assisted check
valve in the mam circulator outlet prevents
helium from flowing backwards through the
steam generator and main circulator The
SCWS is designed for an ambient air tempera-
ture range from -43'C (-45T) to +43'C
(+110T) Table 2 indicates the SCS operating
conditions

If the SCS and the HTS are both unavailable
heat is removed by the RCCS The decision to
provide the RCCS is based on the expected
reliability of the HTS and SCS In order to
meet plant design goals for accident pre\ en
tion, accident performance, and availabilitv a
third decay heat removal system was required
An additional functional requirement, to pro-
vide active cooling for the concrete structure
surrounding the reactor vessel, was assigned to
the RCCS after it was selected in order to meet
safety and availability goals

The analyses performed to determine if the
MHTGR meets its safety goals require that acci
dents m the Design Basis Event frequency
region (more frequent than 10-* per reactor
year) take credit only for components, struc
hires, and systems which are "safety related"
Such components, structures, and systems
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FIG 3 MHTGR heat removal systems

Table 2

Shutdown Cooling System Parameters

Helium Flow SCS

Max Helium Inlet Temp

Water Flow SCWS

Max Water Outlet Temp
SCHE

Water Pressure SCWS

Water Return Temp
SCHE

Peak Heat Transferred

Standby
Mode

065Kg/s

285 C

73Kg/s

1305 C

48MPa

1183'C "

036 MWt

SCS
Operating

Mode
132Kg/s

667 C

403 Kg/s

221 C

48 MPa

60 C

9 MWl •

* Natural convection mode of SCWS operation

must traditionally be designed and qualified i n
a rigorous way to demonstrate a high degree of
reliability and to resist internal and external
hazards The designation of "safety related"
must extend to all power supply and structural
elements which enable the performance of the
function In this context, the HTS and SCS
have not been designated "safety-related", and
safety analyses have been performed to demon-
strate that the plant can meet its goals without
credit for them The RCCS is a passive system
It has been designated as "safety-related", and is
assumed to be present and functional dunng
the full range of licensing basis events This
designation has an effect on the design require-
ments imposed on the RCCS

III. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
REACTOR CAVITY COOLING SYSTEM

Fuel and Vessel Temperature Limits
If all forced cooling of the MHTGR is lost, there
are several mechanisms which are designed to

make the reactor subcnhcal The control rods,
reserve shutdown system, and a strong
negative temperature coefficient will each
independently stop the chain reaction How
ever, the decay heat energy will be added to the
reactor, regardless of all other considerations
The RCCS must be able to absorb heat and
remove it from the reactor quickly enough so
that the added decay heat does not result in
unacceptable temperatures for the fuel, reactor
internals, or vessels
The normal operating temperature, and
allowable temperature limits for various
materials in the MHTGR are listed in Table 3

Table 3
Material Temperature Constraints

Normal
Operating

Temperature
(Average)

Fuel 842'C
(1.548T)

Graphite 800-C
(1 ,47010

Core Barrel 288'C
(550T)

Reactor Vessel
— Pressurized/ 243'C/NA
Depressunzed (470T/NA)

Concrete Structure 43'C
(HOT)

Maximum
Allowable

Temperature

1,600'C
(2,900 T)

3,000'C
(5,400 TO

482'C
(900T)

427'C/482'C
(800T/900T)

176 7'C
(350 'F)

Fuel degradation begins to occur at 1,600'C
but is a function of temperature and time

The heat removal capability of the RCCS
must be related to the rate of heat transfer be-
tween the materials inside the reactor vessel
and the vessel When the vessel is depres
surized the allowable vessel material tempera
ture is higher but the rate of heat transfer
from the core to the vessel is lower As a
result the temperatures in the core are more
severe for the depressunzed case When the
reactor is pressurized, natural circulation of
the helium transports heat from the core to
the vessel inducing the most limiting temper
ature condition m the system Therefore the
most restrictive design requirement for the
RCCS is the vessel temperature during près
surized cooldown events

Configuration and Other Requirements
Configuration and other requirements im
posed on the RCCS include the following
•The configuration of the RCCS is dictated bv

the physical arrangement of the reactor \ »
sel and its supports The system must j l low
for the transmission of deadweight and --eis
mic loads to the structure

• The RCCS must withstand any credible près
sure transient event The pressure transients
which could load the system from inside the
building might come from a failure of a mam
steam line The maximum credible load
from this source is less than 10 psig

•The RCCS duct system must penetrate the
primary radiation shield for the MHTGR
The allowable dose limits for workers outside
the building will result in RCCS design
requirements, which will be specific to the
choice of air cooling

•The designation of "safety-related" means
that the RCCS must be designed to resist
external hazards, including seismic loads (0 3g
SSE, 015g OBE). and potential tornado borne
missiles This designation is also the source
of the target reliability of the RCCS The
MHTGR risk assessments are based on an
RCCS reliability requirement is that the sys
tern should fail no more than once in 10*
demands

•The au- cooled panels selected for the RCCS
can be viewed as part of the reactor building
boundary The allowable leakage across the
reactor building boundary (one volume per
day) must include any leakage across the
RCCS panels

•The utility industry requirement for
minimal reliance on active safeguards and
avoidance of operator involvement is inter
preted as a requirement for passive opera
tion, and an avoidance of any valves, fans,
motors, or other active components

IV. RCCS DESIGN SELECTIONS

The requirements presented in Sections III
and IV, viz, the heat removal and design re
quirements, have been considered in arriving
at the design selections for the RCCS These
design selections are discussed in the follow
ing sections

Air Versus Water
For passive removal of decay and residual
heat, two cooling schemes have been
evaluated natural draft air cooling and forced



water cooling with a passive mode The
water-cooled scheme consists of two 100
percent forced cooling loops which reject heat
to the atmosphere via air blast heat
exchangers (Fig 4) If active cooling is lost in
both loops, the system reverts to a passive
boiling mode wherein heat is rejected by
venting steam Adequate stored water is
provided such that the passive cooling mode
could last for eight days In this scheme the
cooling water is circulated m vertical tubes
arranged on the cavity wall surrounding the
reactor vessel

The natural draft air-cooling scheme consists
of a set of cooling panels mounted on the
cavity wall surrounding the reactor \essel
two inlet/outlet (I/O) structures for inlet and
outlet of atmospheric cooling air, and a set of
concentric hot and cold ducting for transport
ing air between the cooling panels and the
I/O structures This system always works m a
passive mode as the heat from the M.-.sel
reaching the panels drives the air through the
system
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The performance of both the schemes have
been evaluated against various criteria mclud
mg functions and requirements, operabihty,
hcenseability, and cost Both the schemes gen
erally meet the functions and requirements
However, the air cooling scheme is selected as
the preferred option for the following reasons
• For the water cooling scheme, there is

significant uncertainty and complexity asso-
ciated with two-phase flow in the boiling
mode and with the transition between the
active and passive modes

• The air cooling scheme has fewer failure
modes and is more passive

• To provide the same level of reliability as the
air cooling scheme, the water cooling scheme
needs to be provided with very complex
features As a result, it becomes undesirable
due to increased complexity and cost

RCCS Design and Component Arrangement
The RCCS design is shown in Figures 5
through 9 It consists of three sets of compo-
nents I/O structures, ducting, and cooling
panels The I/O structures are located above
grade on top of the reactor building These
structures connect to the concentric cold/hot
ducts. The ducts are routed through different
areas of the reactor building and connect to the
cooling panels The cooling panels, which
consist of cold downcomers and hot risers are
located inside the reactor cavity and completely
surround the reactor vessel
The inlet openings of the I/O structures supply
cold outside air, and the outlet openings
facilitate the exhaust of hot air back to the
atmosphere The concentric cold/hot ducts
transport cold and hot air between the I/O
structures and the cooling panels The hot
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CO FIG 4 Active water cooled RCCS with passive mode FIG 5 Passive air cooled RCCS concept
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ducting is surrounded by the cold ducting
which facilitates maintaining the building
structure temperature within the allowable
limit In the cooling panels, the cold air flows
down to the bottom of the cavity via
downcomers The air is then heated by the
vessel heat and rises through the nser panels
due to buoyancy The hot air then exits to the
atmosphere first through the hot ducting and
finally through the outlet openings of the I/O
structures

RCCS Structural Support
The structural support concepts for the RCCS
components are briefly discussed in the
following paragraphs
Cold Doivrtcomers The downcomers
completely line the inside surface of the
reactor cavity and maintain the concrete
temperature below 655'C (150'F) by
circulating the inlet air against the back plate
anchored to the cavity concrete The 1 /4-inch
thick back plate serves as a form for concrete,
thus ensuring good heat transfer to the con
Crete surface The remainder of the down-
comer consists of 5/16—inch thick cover plate
and vertical 10-inch wide channel dia
phragms spaced approximately 60 cm (24 m )
on center The diaphragms are welded to the
back plate but the cover plates are bolted to
the diaphragms to permit inspection
Bottom Cold Plenum. The bottom cold
plenum is a ring header at the bottom of the
cavity that collects the cold downcomer air
and directs into the nser rubes The plenum
rests on the cavity floor and consists of two
assemblies
• Back plate with bottom plate and support

bracket - the assembly is attached to the
cavity wall by means of embedments

• Top plate with front plate - the assembly is
welded to the hot riser tube modules

These assemblies are connected to each other
with bolts permitting dismantling for major
repair or replacement The bottom cold ple-
num supports the entire assembly of hot riser
tubes and the upper hot plenum
Hot Riser Tubes This section of the panel
consists of 2 m x 10 in x 65 ft rectangular
tubes arranged around the reactor vessel The
tubes extend below down to the floor of the
bottom cold plenum and are welded (o the
front plate The tubes also extend above up to
the upper hot plenum and support this pie
num at their top end The entire assembly of
the nser tubes and the hot plenum is floating

and is free to allow thermal growth The t her
mal growth is accommodated by the flexibility
of the riser tubes and flexing support plates
These flexing plates are located at three
vertical positions to permit vertical and radial
thermal motion of the tube assembly
Hot Plenum. The hot plenum is a ring header
at the top of the cavity that collects air from the
hot nser tubes and directs it to the hot exhaust
ducts The plenum is built of 3/8 m plate
stiffened by transverse rigid frames It is
field-bolted to the nser tube assembly The hot
plenum connects to the hot exhaust ducts at
the four corners of the reactor cavity, and the
differential movement between them is accom-
modated by a flexible bellows at each comer
Hot and Cold Ducts. The cold duct which
surrounds the hot duct is an integral part of the
building and is made of unlined concrete The
concentric and internally routed hot duct is
segmented with expansion joints to allow ther-
mal expansion. One support point on each seg-
ment is anchored to the cold duct, with sliding
supports or guides at the other support point
In vertical runs, the fixed point is at the top of
the run to avoid buckling due to dead load
compression
I/O Structure. The I/O structure is a concrete
structure to accommodate seismic, tornado,
and missile loads. All concrete surfaces of the
quiescent chambers which are subject to im-
pingement by hot exhaust air are protected by
steel liner plate The liner is separated from
the concrete surface to permit circulation of
cold air The concrete surfaces in cold air
sections are not lined

Materials of Construction, and Installation Plan
AH the metallic parts of the system are con-
structed from ASTM Crade A carbon steel with
adequate allowance for corrosion The cold
metallic portions in contact with inlet air are
galvanized to mitigate atmospheric corrosion
Figure 10 shows a scheme of the reactor cavity
and RCCS installation sequence The scheme
requires m-place installation of assemblies too
large to ship to the site Field assembly of
shop-fabricated items will be required to sup-
port the installation sequence In-situ assem-
bly of pre-fabncated sections is anticipated to
employ bolting, since many items are
removable dunng major maintenance opera
lions However, to meet the leak rate require-
ment, most of the components would be of
welded construction Installation of horizont-
al hot duct sections is anticipated to loliow
pounng and stripping of cold duct floors and
walls but before the top slab is formed and

poured Vertical hot duct sections would be
lowered into final location after the cold duct
walls are completed

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS) is
one of the systems comprising the Modular
High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor 4x450
MWt Side-By-Side Steel Vessel Plant The
pnncipal functions of the RCCS are to re-

move heat from the reactor cavity, to protect
the concrete structure from overheating, and
to provide a means of decay heat removal for
vanous off-normal events Heat is removed
from the cavity by natural circulation of out-
side air through cooling panels surrounding
the reactor vessel
The RCCS consists of two inlet/outlet
structures for inlet and outlet of outside air, a
set of cooling panels surrounding the reactor
vessel within the reactor cavity Tor receiving

FIG 6 RCCS arrangement isometnc
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FIG 8 RCCS panel configuration cross-section

FIG 7 Overall RCCS configuration
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heat and transferring it to the air, and a set of
concentric hot and cold duct for transporting
air between the cooling panels and the
inlet/outlet structures
The RCCS is located within the reactor
building The physical envelope of the sys
tem is defined by the inlet/outlet structures,
steel ducting, and steel cooling panels mclud
ing thermal insulation and supports
The passive air-cooled decay and residual
heat removal system described above pro-

vides a simple and reliable means of heat
rejection which complements the passive and
intrinsic safety features of the small modular
gas-cooled reactor The system operates and
adjusts its heat removal capability automa
tically without any human intervention It
can neither be started nor stopped by mad
vertent operator action The system does not
depend on any active component such as
pumps, compressors, valves, etc, and relies
solely on natural (unassisted) modes of heat
transfer
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IMPACT OF INCREASING MHTGR
POWER ON PASSIVE HEAT REMOVAL
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Abstract

In 1990 a cost reduction study recommended that the reference U S MHTGR module design be
changed to an 84-coIumn, 450 MW(t) annular reactor core to attain improved economics with the same
high level of safety as the previous reference 66-column, 350 MW(t) MHTGR module The objective
of this paper is to report off a recently completed core configuration trade study that reviewed the basis
for that recommendation with more detailed assessments The trade study examined alternate core
configurations in terms of the size, shape, and power level Core configurations at 450 MW(t), an
alternative at higher power, and one at lower power were considered These alternatives represented the
maximum achievable power for fuel element for two different reactor vessel sizes Fuel, reactor internal
and vessel temperatures during pressurized and depressurized conduction cooldown transients are
presented and compared to limits Based on the need to improve economics without sacrificing the
MHTGR's high level of safety, the trade study confirmed that the previously selected 84-column, 450
MW(t) annular design remains the preferable configuration

needs The scope included the 84-column, 450 MW(t) core, other core configurations at 450 MW(t), and
alternatives at higher and lower powers than 450 MW(t), corresponding to the maximum achievable for
two different reactor vessel sizes The trade study was structured to provide visibility to the strengths
and weaknesses of each alternative relative to the top level requirements

KEY REQUIREMENTS AND STUDY CONSTRAINTS

Top level user and regulatory requirements are given in the US-DOE MHTGR program's Overall
Plant Design Specification (OPDS) An alternative core configuration was considered viable only if it
satisfies these mandatory requirements or musts of the plant However, since the margins by which an
alternative meets the top level requirements vary, the requirements also served to define desirable, rather
than mandatory, objectives or wants

The mandatory requirements or musts define the desired results and the limitations for the core
configuration trade study As discussed in the Cost Reduction Study the plant costs of any alternative
plant must be competitive with coal plants Two key safety requirements for the MHTGR plant are
judged essential to commercial deployment

1 The plant shall be designed to perform its safety functions without credit for sheltering
or evacuation of the public beyond the plant's exclusion area boundary

CO
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INTRODUCTION

In October of 1990 the Cost Reduction Study (CRS) (Ref 1) recommended that the reference
MHTGR design be changed to the 84-column, 450 MW(t) annular reactor core design That
recommendation was based on the objective of attaining improved MHTGR economics in a reactor
module that offered the same high level of safety as the 66-column, 350 MW(t) MHTGR described in
the Preliminary Safety Information Document submitted to the U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
The 84-column, 450 MW(t) design appeared to best meet the utility industry objectives Since that time,
more detailed assessments have been performed on the 450 MW(t) design

The objective of the core configuration trade study was to review the CRS recommendation with

knowledge of the more detailed assessments that have been performed The study more thoroughly
examined alternate core configurations, in terms of size, shape, and power level, to best satisfy the utility

2 The plant shall be designed to perform its safety functions without reliance on control
room equipment, the automated plant control system, or operator actions

In order to meet these must requirements, acceptable response needed to be demonstrated for
pressurized and depressurized conduction cooldowns These are rare events m which the diverse active
coding systems are unavailable and heat removal is by passive means to a heat sink exterior to the
uninsulated reactor vessel Alternatives must also possess adequate shutdown margin, reactivity control
and fuel performance which tend to limit the allowable average core power density The core height was
restricted to 10 or fewer fuel blocks to assure both seismic and nuclear axial stability, while factory
offsite manufacturing and shipping limitations control the reactor vessel and steam generator maximum
weights and sizes To assure that there will be no degradation in the level of safety, constraints to

increasing power output and to more cost effective design selections imposed by the reactor core and
internals, the steam generator, circulator and fuel handling and storage were taken to be the same as m



00 the CRS Table 1 lists all the musts used for selecting the core configuration alternatives of this trade

study

TABLE 1
CORE CONFIGURATION SELECTION CRITERIA MUSTS

Normal Operation/Refueling

• Provide shutdown margin of 1 %
• Provide effective reactivity control
• Provide axial power stability
• Meet reactor vessel/steam generator

vessel shipping weights/sizes
• Meet fuel performance limits
• Mean busbar costs < $2000/kWe

Meet depressurized conduction cooldown (DCC)
and pressurized conduction cooldown (PCC) temperature limits
Meet protective action guidelines limits

The selection criteria that provide the desirable objectives or wants for the core configuration
study are given in Table 2 in order of descending importance for both normal and off-normal operation

Only wants which discriminate between alternatives were included The selection criteria fall naturally
into categories that improve the design in the areas of plant economics, passive safety or design margins
High priority was given to capital and operating cost reduction Furthermore, maximizing the
development cost benefits of commonality with the MHTGR-New Production Reactor (NPR) was assigned
a moderate priority At this stage of the design, in order to meet the passive safety requirements, margin
in fuel and component temperature limits during conduction cooldowns were required Other design area
margins were assigned lower relative importance By assessing the overall plant economics, passive
safety and design margins, the best core configuration was selected

ALTERNATIVE CORE CONFIGURATIONS

The purpose of this core configuration study was to examine alternative core designs which satisfy

both safety and economic requirements Therefore, the alternative designs which were considered
encompassed the maximum power level [410 MW(t)] that can safely be attained within the smaller vessel

TABLE 2
CORE CONFIGURATION SELECTION CRITERIA AND THEIR IMPORTANCE

Selection Criteria (Wants)

Normal

1

2

3

4

5

6

Operation

Provide cost margin relative to coal
Utilize development cost benefit of NPR
Provide margin on peak fuel temperatures
Provide margin on vessel fast fluence limits
Provide margin on core pressure drop limits

Provide component design margin

Off normal Operation

1

2

3

4

5

Provide margin on PCC temperatures
Provide margin on DCC fuel temperatures
Provide shutdown margin during cold water
ingress
Provide margins for unprotected reactivity events

Provide seismic margins

Relative Importance

High

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Moderate
Moderate

Low

Low
Low

that was used in the 350 MW(t) design (the NPR design), as well as the maximum power level [500
MW(t)] that can be attained within the larger vessel used in the 450 MW(t) design Cores with lower
power levels were not considered because they were found in the Cost Reduction Study to not be
economically viable Cores with higher power levels were not considered because of either conduction
cooldown temperature constraints or because they would require onsite vessel fabrication

Five alternative core designs as illustrated in Fig 1, which met the must requirements were
evaluated These are as follows

A The reference 84-column, 10-layer, 450 MW(t) core, which was the recommended design
in the MHTGR Cost Reduction Study This core design utilizes 84 columns of fuel

elements, with 10 fuel elements in each column Reflector elements surround the fuel

elements
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E. A 90-column, 10-layer, 500 MW(t) core. This configuration is also similar to Case C
above, but achieves 500 MW with an increased power density. The core height is the
same as Case C, but the alternative has an increased steam generator size, hot duct
diameter, and lower plenum height to reflect the increased power level and increased
coolant flow rate associated with the higher power density.
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES TO HIGHER WEIGHTED WANTS

The alternatives were ranked relative to the wants. For each want the best alternative(s) was
identified followed by the others as judged in qualitative categories of better, good, and ok.

Provide Cost Margin Relative to Coal (high weight)

410 MWtl) 45O MWO 45O MWI) 50O MWCI)

FIGURE 1
RANGE OF REACTOR SIZE AND CONFIGURATION ALTERNATIVES EVALUATED

B. A 72-column, 10-layer, core which produces 410 MW(t). This configuration is a
variation of the previous 350 MW(t) commercial design, incorporating 6 additional fuel
columns and a somewhat higher power density. It is most like the reactor design being
proposed for the NPR. It utilizes the same diameter reactor vessel as the previous 350
MW(t) design and the NPR design but differs in steam generator size, hot duct diameter,
and lower plenum height as a consequence of the increased power rating.

Comparative cost trends were calculated with a model which employs the same cost trend
algorithms used in the CRS as supplied by program participants for their scopes of responsibility. These
cost trends were for the __ plant and were conducted using approximate methods to efficiently compare
design options. The costs are in 1989 dollars and are adjusted to a replica plant estimate.

The three most significant factors affecting cost, in order of importance, are core power, reactor
vessel size, and core height. Figure 2 shows the total busbar cost for the five configurations of this
study. The 84-cohunn, 450 MW(t) design (Case A) has a 14% cost improvement over the 350 MW(t)
reference. The best configuration from a cost standpoint is the 500 MW(t) Case E having a 1996 cost
improvement. Figure 3 shows the capital cost for the five configurations of this study. The cost changes
from the reference are essentially the same with the largest difference being a 19% capital cost
improvement for the 500 MW(t) design (Case E).
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A 90-column, 10-layer, 450 MW(t) core. This configuration is a variant on the Case A
reference design which utilizes six extra columns of fuel within the same reactor cavity

to reduce the power density.

A 90-column, 9-Iayer, 450 MW(t) core. This configuration utilizes 90 columns of fuel
elements similar to Case C above, but has only 9 fuel elements within each column. The

total core height and reactor vessel height is reduced accordingly. The 450 MW(t) power
rating is achieved by increasing the power density.

The 84-column, 450 MW(t) design (Case A) is in the middle of the cost range along with the two
other 450 MW(t) configurations. A cost savings of 3% is associated with improved thermal conditions

of temperature and pressure and more effective design selections. The remaining 11 % is due to the
economy of scale.

Case B, the 410 MW small reactor vessel configuration, is 3% more expensive than Case A.
This is due to lower power with economy of scale working against it. There is some cost advantage due
to the smaller reactor vessel. The savings for this configuration are in the vessel system, reactor system,
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FIGURE 2
OPERATING COST COMPARISON OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS

FIGURE 3

CAPITAL COST COMPARISON OF THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS

fuel handling system, and reactor building These savings are not enough to overcome the decrease in
power and this case is right at the capital cost must requirement

Case C, the 90-column, 10-layer 450 MW(t) core configuration, is slightly more expensive

(0 2%) than Case A The added fuel fabrication cost due to 60 additional fuel blocks is greater than the
savings in reduced core side reflector and circulator power

The 9 layer core configuration of Case D is 1 % better than Case A A number of areas are

helped by this change In decreasing order of savings, they are reactor building, reactor vessel, core
barrel, fuel fabrication, core reflectors, circulator power, and Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS)

Finally, Case E, the 500 MW core configuration, is 6% better than Case A This is almost all

due to the economy of scale The capital costs do not go up as much as the electrical output Savings
m fuel fabrication cost contribute 02% toward the total This is due to higher power density overcoming
the effect of 60 additional fuel blocks

Utilize Development Cost Benefits of NPR (moderate weight)

All of the commercial alternatives described benefit economically from the technology transfer

from the 350 MW(t), 66-column, 10 layer MHTGR-NPR It is expected that the NPR will provide the
design methods, the validation and verification of computer codes used in the design, much of the
required technology development, and many of the design studies and details that would be used in any

of the alternatives Furthermore, the NPR could provide the prototype plant in which the performance

of the fundamental safety features of the MHTGR is confirmed Therefore, this evaluation was limited
to evaluating the alternative core configurations for physical identity of components with their NPR

counterparts It is recognized that even though physical identity is achieved, differences in the design
conditions for that component will exist as a result of differences in the duty cycle, seismic level, or other
plant component design (such as the RCCS), and must be addressed in the design development

Of the alternatives considered the 72-column, 10-layer 410 MW(t) core provides the most

commonality with the current NPR design The reactor vessel is essentially identical, having the same

diameter and only a slightly increased height to accommodate a larger hot duct, lower plenum and cross

vessel diameter The metallic reactor internals (other than the hot duct) are also essentially identical, with
only a minor difference in the height of the core lateral restraint The graphite permanent reflector will



be identical and the graphite core support will differ only slightly in height The neutron control

assemblies, in-core flux monitoring and much of the refueling equipment will be identical because of the
commonality in control rod locations and NCA penetrations used for refueling Reactor service
equipment would also be identical Core instrumentation required for the commercial plant would be
identical to some of that which may be anticipated for the NPR plant The plant protection hardware
would also be identical, although the software would be different to reflect the difference in trip
requirements The shutdown coding heat exchanger (SCHE) may also be physically identical even though

they may have different safety classifications The core design is substantially different due to NPRs
inclusion of target fuel elements and high enriched fissile fuel The steam generator would be different
to accommodate the higher power level, the circulator would be different because of the desirability of
utilizing magnetic bearings, and other plant components would be different because of different
requirements and/or different power levels

have both failed to perform respective functions of providing forced cooling of the core Decay heat is

then removed by thermal radiation and natural convection from the reactor vessel to the natural

circulation air-cooled RCCS The thermal transients for these two accidents use conservative values for
the decay heat which are 12% higher than nominal The 12% is composed of two parts 2% is for the
assumed uncertainty in power level instrumentation, and 10% accounts for the uncertainty in decay heat,

material properties and calculation methods

As part of this study to determine the best overall core configuration, PCCs and DCCs were

evaluated for all five core alternatives Table 3 summarizes the system parameters, temperatures of key
components and component limiting temperatures during PCCs for the five cases The initial pressure,
and core inlet and outlet temperature are the same for all concepts In addition, the radial and axial

zoning was adjusted to flatten power profiles and reduce the maximum core peaking factor

00-J

The extent of commonality is slightly less with all of the other alternatives The larger core and
larger reactor vessel eliminate some of the physical identity obtained with the 72-column configuration
However, some of the core instrumentation, protection hardware, reactor service equipment, and
refueling equipment would be common For the 450 MW(t) alternatives, the SCHE would be common
However, for the 500 MW(t) core, it may be expected that the SCHE will also be different and the
extrapolation from the 350 MW(t) NPR components such as the steam generator and circulator is greater

The assumption that the MHTGR-NPR project precedes the commercial MHTGR provides a
significant advantage in the development and construction costs for all the alternative commercial designs
The cost advantages are realized because of the similarity of major components and the learning curve
by members of the contractor teams

In summary, the most beneficial alternative on commonality is Case B which is based on a 72-
column core This alternative utilizes the same reactor vessel size as the MHTGR-NPR The other
alternatives all utilize a larger reactor vessel size to accommodate the 84-column or 90-column cores

Provide Margin on Pressurized Conduction Cooldown Temperatures (moderate weight)

The pressurized conduction cooldown (PCC) and depressunzed conduction cooldown (DCC) are

important classes of events which challenge heat removal and therefore the control of radionuchdes The
PCC and DCC events occur when the Heat Transfer System (HTS) and Shutdown Cooling System (SCS)

TABLE 3

ALTERNATIVE CORE CONFIGURATION DESIGN COMPARISONS

Power, MW(t)
Fuel columns
Core layers

Power density, w/cc
Vessel ID, ft

Pressure, psia

Core inlet temperature, °F
Core outlet temperature, "F

Peak Pressurized Conduction
Cooldown Temneratures

Fuel, °C
Vessel side wall, °F

Upper plenum shroud, °F

Core barrel, °F

Operating control rod, °f

Case A

450

84

10

60

237

1025

550

1300

592

760

1354

1325

1478

Case B

410

72

10

63

21 5

1025

550

1300

603

739

1420

1373

1520

CaseC

450

90

10

56

237

1025

550

1300

618

760

1358

1330

1496

Case D

450

90

9

62

237

1025

550

1300

640

761

1383

1348

1532

Case E

500

90

10

62

237

1025

550

1300

622

790

1420

1390

1578

Limit

- 1600

800

1500

1400

1800
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The PCC event is typically initiated by loss of offsite power and turbine trip plus failure of the
SCS to start, the reactor trips and inserts the operating control rods making the reactor subcritical With
the HTS and SCS not available to provide forced cooling to the reactor, decay heat is then removed by
thermal radiation and natural convection from the reactor vessel to the RCCS

to start on demand The RCCS then removes decay heat from the vessel by natural convection and
thermal radiation The fuel temperature is the limiting component temperature for the DCC event A
comparison of the peak fuel temperature as a function of power is shown in Figure 4 The peak fuel
temperature for the various core configurations are also tabulated in Table 4

Of the key component peak temperatures shown in Table 3 for the various cases, the fuel,

operating control rod and upper plenum shroud temperatures have both the least sensitivity to core
configuration/power changes and have the greatest margin to component temperature limits The two key
parameters, which are the most sensitive to core configuration/power changes and are closest to

component temperature limits during PCCs, are vessel temperature and core barrel temperature These

two parameters were examined to determine the best core configuration from the PCC standpoint

The PCC results given m Table 3 indicate that all five configurations meet all appropriate
component temperature limits with acceptable margins Indeed there is only minor variation in the peak
vessel and core barrel temperature for the different configurations

From the PCC standpoint, the 72-column, 410 MW(t) core Case B, is marginally the best design

because it offers the most margin to the vessel temperature limit while still offering an acceptable margin

for the core barrel temperature However, the 84-column 450 MW(t), Case A design also offers large

margins to both the vessel and core barrel temperature limit

For a given core power there is negligible difference between the recommended g4-column core,
Case A and a 90-column core Case C as shown in Table 3 A 9-layer high core Case D increases the
maximum core barrel temperature approximately 20°F and has a negligible effect on maximum vessel
temperature as compared to a 10 layer high core Case C At 500 MW(t), Case E, is acceptable but
reduces margin to both the vessel and core barrel temperature limits when compared to the same design
configuration at 450 MW, Case D The margin to the vessel and core barrel temperature limits is only

10°F for Case E

Provide Margin on Depressurized Conduction Cooldown Temperatures (moderate weight)

The DCC event is typically initiated by a small primary coolant leak 0 32cm2 (0 05m7) near the

top of the reactor vessel The reactor trips automatically on low reactor pressure and the side reflector
operating control rods are inserted The HTS fails immediately after the initiating event and the SCS fails

1700
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£
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Cast D
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FIGURE 4

COMPARISON AT PEAK FUEL TEMPERATURES DURING DEPRESSURIZED
CONDUCTION COOLDOWN AS A FUNCTION OF POWER

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES FOR DCC FUEL TEMPERATURE WANT

Peak Depressunzed
Conduction Cooldown
Temperature

Average Fuel, °C

Maximum Fuel, °C

Operating Control
Rod, °F

Side Wall Vessel, °F

Case A

1240

1550

2050-2150

735

CaseB

1350

<_ 1630

>.2285

870

CaseC

1230

1540

2300-2400

740

CaseD

1300

< 1620

2190-2290

795

CaseE

1325

< 1620

2210-2310

845

Limit

_

1600

-2)50

900



Because of the 1600°C limit on the fuel temperatures, the 9-layer high core, the 500 MW 10
layer high core, and the 72 column, 410 MW small reactor vessel designs are estimated to be right at the
fuel temperature requirements. Case A and Case C have only minor differences in the core designs. As
one would expect, Case C, the core with the most fuel columns, (i.e., the lowest average core power
density), has slightly more margin on peak fuel temperatures for the DCC event. However, with respect
to the peak operating control rod temperatures Case A without the six extra columns on the active core
periphery results in the lowest temperatures. Case C is ranked next followed by the other three.

CONCLUSIONS

Five core configurations have been examined in terms of desirable objectives related to plant
economics, passive safety, and component design margins. The results of the overall ranking of toe five
core configurations is that Case A, the 450 MW(t), 84-column, 10 layer core previously selected in the
CRS remains the best configuration. While not the highest rated in every category. Case A has attractive
economics and retains the passive safety margins which are higher rated wants. A close second is Case
C, the 450 MW(t), 90-column, 10 layer configuration. However, it has slightly less cost margin and less
flexibility in locating the outer control rods. The remaining three cases are right at the 1600°C fuel limit
during conduction cooldown which is too close at this point in the preliminary design. Case B which
retains the same size vessel as the 350 MW(t) NPR has a number of advantages over and above
commonality, in the area of component design margin. Its chief disadvantages, however, are in the
higher weighted areas of plant economics and margin on the passive safety DCC temperatures.
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Abstract

Design, commissioning and operation of nuclear power plants require safety criteria to achieve a
specific safety level. Formally, safety criteria are related to laws, regulations and guidelines.
Because in all major countries new criteria are not yet fixed, the term "safety criteria" is used here
in a broader sense including views from individuals. Several trends in safety criteria are discussed
and justified and approaches to reduce accident dose so that evacuation of the public is not necessary
are reviewed.

I. Introduction and some history

Design, commissioning and operation of nuclear power plants require safety criteria to
achieve for a specific safety level.

Increased understanding, operating experience, incidents and accidents with a release of
fission products to the environment established a continuous process for changes in safety
criteria. The wish for major changes - or to be more precise - for major improvements during
these days has been intensified due to concerns by the public about the safety of nuclear
reactors.

From the beginning of nuclear energy production a safe operation was mandatory, because
the potential of danger to the public was realized from - unfortunately - the atomic bombs.
For the first nuclear reactors a core melt and - due to a missing strong containment - a major
fission product release with related early fatalities was predicted. Hearings in the USA in the
early Iff s resulted in the requirement to cope with large breaks of LWR's. Emergency core
cooling systems and a containment to confine the fission products were, therefore, installed -
at least for reactors in the Western Countries. The first major risk study - WASH 1400 -
showed that sequences requiring more systems might have a higher probability for core melt
than sequences with a large break as initiating event The accident at TMI-2 demonstrated
this, in addition to the influence of human behavior on the sequence of events. The accident
at Chernobyl evidently showed the world-wide impact of a major fission product release. Tnis
accident - more than any other event - resulted in a reaction by the public not to tolerate a
major fission product release any more from nuclear energy production. It is worth to add that
due to a lack of information experts and public mostly do not care for nuclear powered
submarines and production reactors.

In chapter II general and in chapter III some more detailed trends in safety criteria are
discussed. The conclusions are based on written material and private communications with
experts in several countries, especially USA, France, Netherlands and Sweden.

oo<o



COo II. General trends in safety criteria

Formaly, safety criteria are related to laws, regulations and guidelines Because in all major
countries new criteria are not yet fixed, the term "safety criteria" is used here m a broader
sense including views from individuals

The level of safety of nuclear reactors has to be improved remarkably

This trend is at the first glance unanimously The devil is m the "nuts and bolts" Mainly
utilities do require no or only little increase in the price for a kilowatthour This limits the
flexibility of the vendors because a more expensive system must be compensated by
reductions somewhere else The combination between a safer system at reduced price seems
to be a fiction, from experience with current proposals On the other hand, some experts
predict a major price increase for energy in the future This would indeed allow a major step
foreward A 10 to 20 percent increase in price seems to be acceptable while a higher pnce
increases would not be enforced

An energy peace is necessary

This view seems logical, but in reality it is very difficult to achieve agreement between
politicians about nuclear energy At least in some countries a solution appears in the far
future

Nuclear reactors should be small, simple and safe (SSS)

This view will be discussed below

Nuclear reactors should be small

The term "small" is used in a different sense, some believe in plants with several ten or
hundred Megawatt thermal while some others define plants with 600 MWe to be small
Therefore, always a definition should be used with the term "small" There seems to be the
following trend

large plants with 1200 -1500 MWe
medium size plants with 600 MWe
small reactors with several ten to hundred MWth

It is evident that smaller reactors can be designed more easily with regard to a high safety
level However, it should be kept in mind that considering the overall risk from nuclear
energy production - smaller reactors must be more safe If nuclear energy production shall
play a major role in future, one has to think about several thousand large plants or several ten
thousand small plants Available sites, operating crews, etc have to be taken into account In
practise, the existing proposals for future reactors concentrate on large and medium size
reactors, using also mainly existing technology

Nuclear reactors should be simple

The trend towards simpler systems is evident This would also increase robustness However,
regulations and guidelines sometimes prevent major simplifications, e g requirements for
redundancies and information about the plant state The trend towards more passive systems
mainly safety systems will support simplification

Safety systems should be passive

The term "passive" seems to be a magic word because it suggest a way out In practise,
however, real passive systems are difficult to achieve In addition, active systems are often
more effective and cheaper However, to trend towards more passive safety systems is evident,
a specific safety catena is difficult to specify

The design of safety systems should be based on a deterministic as well as probabilistic
approach

Safety systems have been designed in the past mainly on deterministic criteria, e g the single
failure criteria It is generally agreed that probabilistic methods have been and are benefitial
to optimize a system. Difficulties exist if human actions - which are mostly benefitial for rare
events have to be taken into consideration Although probahstic numbers are sometimes
specified, e g a core melt frequency below 10~6/yr/plant, its verification would be difficult in
a licensing process because the methods and the data base usually are not specified as well as
the use of the uncertainty bands However, the trend is evident to use a probabilistic approach
in addition to a deterministic approach

Dose limitations outside the plant

For design basis accidents usually dose limitations outside the fence of a plant exist There are
no limits with regard to sequences with a major release of fission products Several trends can
be identified

1 ) e g for sequences with a probability of
10"n/plant/yr the release is limited to 0 1 % of the core inventory
10 n".ï/plant/yr the release is limited to 1 % of the core inventory
lO'^/plant/yr the release is limited to 10 % of the core inventory

n equals to 8 or 9 in some proposals

3)

e g. the release is limited to 0 1 % of the core inventory to protect the ground, however
the probability is not specified

o
ancutoff frequency for core melt scenarios is to be specified (between 10 ° - 10

/plant/yr) with a specified maximum dose Sometimes the doses will be specified
depending on the distance from the plant It is interesting that the product of
contaminated area tunes the probability is not always decreasing with distance With
these specifications an evacuation outside the fence migth not be necessary

In principle, two possibilities for the limitation of a major fission product release exist
a) a design of a containment to cope with a molten core
b) a design with low power densities and low core temperatures avoiding a major

fission product release

The existing trend is to favour case a), mainly due to economy

Safety Goals

Safety goals specify limits as a function of probability and doses The requirement No major
release of fission products for frequencies above 10 6/yr/plant" is a point value of this
relationship While a few years ago safety goals were discussed intensively, nowadays the



trend is not to construct a continuous relationship between probability and dose but to specify
only one point as outlined above.

ALARA

The abbreriation of "as low as reasonable achievable" is used frequently. This term has two
components "feasibility" and "costs". A few years ago, in the USA an improvement should be
performed if the costs were below 1000 US Dollar tor the reduction of one man-rem.
The trend is not to explicitely specify a relationship between a dose reduction and cost.

III. Trends for safety criteria for containments of LWR

In the USA as well as in Germany some trends can be identified for safety criteria for a
containment. The specific interest in safety criteria for the containment originates from the
philosophy that the containment will be the last barrier against a major fission product
release.

1. Containment Failure

In the USA the containment can fail with a 10 percent probability. A procedure how to
calculate the containment failure rate could not be identified (e.g. 10 percent of all
sequences or 10 percent depending on expertjudgement). In Germany the containment
should stay intact above a cut-off frequency. This seems to be the general trend.

2. Leakage Rate

EPRI specifies a maximum leakage rate of 0.5 weight percent per day, while the values
for the AP-600 and the SBWR are 0.2 - 0.5 %/d or 0.1 -1 %/d, respectively. For the CE
design 80 + the leakage rate is specified to be below 0.34 %/d.
The main philosophy behind this is the dose limitation. However, this specified value
cannot be tested under accident conditions.
It is evident that a leakage rate will be specified to be applied also for sequencies with
core melt.

3. Cooling of the Containment
EPRI as well as AP-600 require a passive cooling system. The general requirement is
that cooling must be provided also for sequences with a core melt. However, if the
capacity of the containment is large enough to store the energy released (mainly decay
heat) for several days, cooling can be provided by active systems. An additional
requirement is the capability of the cooling systems to lower the containment pressure
(e.g. to half the design pressure within days).

4. Scrubbing of the Containment Atmosphere

A possible requirement is not yet discussed in Germany due to the lack of a contaiment
spray system. In the USA scrubbing of the containment atmosphere is under discussion
for designs with containment sprays.

5. Design Basis Accidents

Safety systems and components of the reactor plant are designed to cope with design
basis accidents. It is obvious that the existing design basis accidents will continue to be a
basis for the design of components and safety systems. The calculations include safety
margins. On the contrary, the trend is to calculate loads from core melt scenarios with
realistic assumptions. In addition, completeness of scenarios analysed will not be
required.

6. Phenomena related to Severe Accidents

It is not yet clear if scenarios with core melt become design basis accidents or if it has to
be shown that containments can cope with loads from those scenarios with some
certainty. The trend is not to include severe accidents in the design basis accidents.

6.1 Melt / Water-Interaction ("steam explosion")

This phenomena has to be considered in-yessel and ex-vessel. Due to the lack of
firm basis, assumptions reach from exclusion (based on probabilistic assessments)
to consideration. No clear trend can be identified.

6.2 Hydrogen Burning and Detonations

EPRI requires for advanced systems an appropriate design or mertisation. In
general, a complete oxydation of the fuel rod cladding and a limitation to 10
percent hydrogen concentraion in dry atmosphere will be required. For AP-600 an
ignitor system is under consideration while SBWR's will be inerted.
The trend for related requirements in Germany is not yet clear.

6.3 Melt Attack on Containment Structures and the Pressure Boundary

The general trend is that melt impinging structures should not increase the leakage
rate, very often concrete protects sensitive areas.

6.4 Direct Containment Heating ("DCH")

The integrity of the containment might be threatened by melt injected under high
RPV pressure into the containment atmosphere. The general trend is to
depressurize the RPV (as persued in Germany but also recommended in the USA)
or to specifically design the compartment below and around the RPV

6.5 Melt/Concrete Interaction

In Germany a core catcher will be required; the specific design has not been
decided. In the USA a design to allow a spreading of melt is recommended as well
as a water layer on top of the melt. It is further recommended to select an area to
meet 0.02 m^/MWth.



6.6 Pressure Increase due to Decay Heat

In Germany most probably a filtered venting will be required. In the USA a trend
can be identified to use existing heat removal systems. This is due to the time
available.

6.7 Elevated Temperatures

In Germany the temperatures of the containment atmosphere will be related to
the containment pressure or calculated as a result from hydrogen bums.
In the USA it will be required that the leakage rate shall not increase.

7. Instrumentation to survey Containment Integrity

In Germany position indicators are installed. In the USA operators should be enabled to
survey periodically or continuously containment integrity.

8. External Loads

In Germany the RSK guidelines will be used; in the USA existing guidelines will be
applied. It is not yet clear, if external loads will have the same weight as internal loads,
i.e. it can happen that the probability of a fission product release from internal loads is
very small but relatively high from external loads e.g. a military air plane crash. In
addition, it is not clear how to take the large uncertainty bands into consideration.

9. Containment Integrity during Shut Down Periods

The discussion about a related requirement has not been started. In the USA industry
has been asked to develop appropriate procedures.

10. Bypass Sequences

Some specific pipe breaks do allow a bypass of the containment. Due to the
improvement of containment integrity bypass sequences have to avoided. There is a
trend in several countries to require systems with primary coolant outside the
containment to be designed at full pressure.

11. Fires

There is a general trend to further prevent fires and to mitigate its consequences.

IV. Summary

It is generally agreed that future reactors should have a higher level of safety. This includes
design as well as operation. The main trend is nowadays to concentrate on LWR's and to
improve the containment function in a way that scenarios with core melt can be coped with. It
is worth to note that the dose will be limited to make evacuation unnecessary. Related criteria
are under discussion but have not yet been agreed upon; they differ sometimes substantially in
different countries.
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Abstract

Thennodynamic accident analyses have been performed with computer simulation
models to investigate core heatup sequences, sensitivity analyses, power variations,
anticipated transients without scram, and core displacement considerations for
probabilistic safety analyses (PSA) of small gas-cooled high-temperature reactors (e g
HTR-Module) In worst case considerations where not only a loss of the active heat
removal system is assumed but also a loss of the vessel cooling system, the heat would be
transported into the surrounding concrete structure In such a case the concrete would
act as a natural long-term intermediate heat storage dissipating the heat through the
concrete surface
Large scale and reactor safety experiments have been performed to investigate passive
heat transport mechanisms - which can cooldown a H'l'K core during severe accident
conditions - for validation basis of computer simulation codes used for accident analyses
In general, the comparisons of experimental and analytical results with computer calcu-
lations of the heat transport codes are in good agreement

1. INTRODUCTION

High-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs) are being developed in Germany, the
United States, Japan, and several other countnes Especially noteworthy is the
construction of the High Temperature Test Reactor (H'l'lK) which is currently well

1 Present address International Atomic Energy Agency, Wagramerstrasse 5 P O Box
100, Vienna, Austria

underway in Japan Recently HTGR programmes have mainly been focused on the
development of modular reactor designs with some hundred MWt which mainly rely on
passive systems to achieve a high degree of safety
The results of probabilistic safety analyses (PSA) have shown, that the risk of an
HTR-Module is smaller than that of a PWR with a comparatively scaled-up power /!/
Accident sequences with a probability for major release less than 108/yr have been
excluded due to supposed small risk contributions

A safety goal of the HTR Module (200 MWt) for beyond design accidents (about
< 10 6/yr) 's that radiation impacts are within the range of limits set by the Radiation
Protection Ordinance for design basis accidents, evacuation of the public should not be
regarded as necessary to avoid health effects Furthermore, an extended safety philo
sophy is m discussion Safety concepts for future reactor designs have presently been
proposed which can exclude catastrophic consequences for the public by almost a deter
mirustic approach taking into account severest accident scenarios, e g advanced safety
enclosures (especially containment) for PWR and FBR /2/ Burst-proof cast iron pres-
sure vessels, for example, are being considered for the H'l'K in context of the question
How safe is safe enough9

With this background, analyses of severest core cooling accidents with CORE HEATUP
sequences and important temperature loadings of safety barriers have been performed
for the HTR-Module design with regard to (A) Sensitivities of accident analyses,
(B) Accuracies of analytical methods, and (C) Importance for the safety concept

2. SENSITIVITIES OF ACCIDENT ANALYSES

The dominant safety barrier of modular HTRs are the coated particles within the
graphite fuel element. Important temperature loadings of the safety barners are shown
in Tab 1 for core cooling accidents m events with total failure of active systems and
passive heat removal dissipation by natural convection, heat conduction, and thermal
radiation For the heat transport analyses analytical methods /3,4,5,6/ have been used in
connection with experimental test facilities /7,8/ to investigate the reliability and
sensitivity of computer simulation results (Tab 2) Based on deterministic assumptions a
severest accident scenario initiated by anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) is
discussed in the following as worst case consideration

(1) Failure of active feedwater supply for steam generator (SG) and
for vessel cooling system (VCS),

(2) Failure of the blower trip and blower shut off valve,



(Oo> Tab 1 • Core Cooling Accidents with Main Temperature Loads ol the Safety
Barriers During Heat Removal

Barrier
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Tab 2. Analytical and Expenmental Investigations of the Core
Cooling Accidents for the HTR - Module ( 200 MW )

Accident

ATWS
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LOCA

LOVS
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Analysis
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(Hul Transfer)

LUNA -20

KTA-5
LUNA • 3D

( Concrete Belaviot )

(3) Failure of the control rod systems with delayed reactor trip,
(4) Power-, pressure-, and temperature transients can cause

(a) Loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA); the reactor is depres-
surized without the VCS,

(b) Loss-of-forced convection transients (LOFT), the reactor is
pressurized without VCS, and

(c) ATWS consequences, primary system ruptures cannot be
excluded for the long-term behavior.

The accident scenario has been analysed separately for a HTR module unit for electri-
city generation, it is also typical for a process heat application /9/ The probability of
accident sequences is expected to be less than 10"8 per reactor year

2.1 Evaluation of Safety Margins

The consequences of ATWS depend decisively on the time at which the reactor is
tripped and what decay heat level (DHL) is reached afterwards (power input) To exa-
mine the mam influence on the reactor temperature response, two power transients
have been investigated /10/ as sensitivity analyses with inherent reactor trip (case 2) by
negative temperature coefficient (DHL after 1250 sec) and with delayed reactor trip
(case 1) by control rods (DHL after 20 sec) The resulting pressure transients in the
primary system are shown m Fig. 1.

The fast pressure and temperature transients would lead in ATWS case 2 to a tempera-
ture-induced failure of the large safety valve in open position and/or to a failure of the
blower due to high temperatures in the primary circuit which increase during 5 min over
600 °C. The temperature behavior of the depressunzed reactor in a LOCA is discussed
later

Fifj 1 • ATWS Pressure Transients in the Primary Circuit



The pressure peak could be reduced in ATWS case 1 by the small safety valve from
70 to 62 bar. The temperature transients in the primary circuit are shown in Fig. 2; after
the initial temperature maximum they increase slowly during the first hours nearly to
500 °C due to the power input by the blower. A delayed blower failure can be avoided by
countermeasures so that the reactor remains under pressurized conditions.

The long-term temperature behavior of the PRESSURIZED REACTOR during a
LOFT and without operating vessel cooling system is shown in Fig. 3. Best estimate and
conservative calculations of the core temperatures are far below the design value for the
fuel element of 1250 °C and show great safety margins. A delayed failure of the pressure
vessel which is heated-up during a week at about 500 °C can be avoided by counter-
measures for which several days are available (Fig. 4).

Core maximum temperatures of sensitivity analyses for the long-term temperature
behavior of the DEPRESSURIZED REACTOR under LOCA conditions are compiled
in Tab. 3; they are not significantly influenced by the vessel cooling system. Best
estimate core maximum peak temperature is 1440 °C after about 1 day and rises to
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OD Tab. 3 : LOCA Safety Margins and Sensitivities Related

to the Max. Core Temperature

Fast Depressunzation

Best Estimate

Deviations

-f 10% Decay Heat
- 10% Eff Conductivity
- 10% Heat Capacity

Conservative
( all Deviations together )

Max Core
Temperaturefc]

1440

1510
1485
1455

1570

Drffe

CO

-

70
45
15

130

•ence

[ % ]

--

5

?

9

1570 °C with conservatisms for main influencing parameters which could be reduced on
an updated data base About 50 °C are to be added because of ATWS initial starting
conditions with the result of 1620 °C in total The temperature peak value represents a
great safety margin for a significant fission product release out of the fuel elements
withm the core during LOCA conditions based on experimental heating tests /I I/

The sensitivity influence of POWER VARIATIONS for the 200 MWt module unit on
core maximum peak temperature in a LOCA with vessel cooling is shown in Fig 5 for
best estimate conditions A thermal power of 250 MW leads accordingly to a peak
temperature of 1615 °C in some per cent of the fuel elements as a hot spot in the core,
10 % of the core is exposed to temperatures over 1400 °C and 30 % over 1250 °C during
a period of some days (Fig 6)

The peak temperature of 350 °C occurs in the pressure vessel after about one week and
remains below failure limits (Fig 7) The heat is removed in the radial direction mainly
by thermal radiation - besides convection and conduction - from the pressure vessel
surface to the vessel cooling system at the concrete o" the primary cell (50 °C) The
sensitivity influence of the thermal radiation by an emissivity variation of 0 6 to 0 8
reduces the vessel température respectively
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With failure of the active water-cooled VESSEL COOLING SYSTEM - as assumed in
the ATWS scenario- the heat is transported during a LOCA into the surrounding
concrete structure of the primary cell. The temperature response of the reactor com-
ponents was analysed including the confinement as a time dependent boundary
condition. In the thermal properties of the concrete, energy absorbing processes like
release of hydrated water and phase changes were taken into account /12/. The
resulting temperature transients (1 °C/hour) showed that the heated concrete structure
(250 0C/meter) acts as a long-term natural intermediate heat storage dissipating the
heat during some months through the concrete surface in the radial direction at core
midheight.

22 Evaluation of Heat Dissipation Perturbations

Different scenarios with postulated ruptures of the primary system can be considered in
an ATWS post accident phase. The following CORE DISPLACEMENT CASES have
been analysed to examine the sensitivity of heat dissipation for great perturbations
(Fig. 8) based on the assumptions: Case A rupture of the fuel discharge tube in the
pressure vessel, case B with a core dissemination, and case C comparatively with a

Core-

Concrete Cell -

— Confinement

Case A Case B Case C

Fig. 8 < Core Displacement Scenario A. B and C in the Concrete Cell

compact core. The corresponding core maximum temperature transients of the scenario
cases A (1560 °C), B(1125°C), and C(1690°C) are shown in Fig. 9 (regardless of
pressure loadings and recriticality aspects).
The important aspect of case A is that the heat dissipation would partly be interrupted
due to the insulation of the pressure vessel with a temperature-induced failure so that
case A results in a typical core displacement of case B. For the concrete of the bottom
foundation temperatures over 750 °C are calculated after several weeks in case B.
The propagation of premixed corrosion products - released hydrated water/steam and
reactions with hot graphite surfaces - into the confinement atmosphere has not been
investigated; conditions for hydrogen combustion modes cannot be excluded and are to
be analysed. Suitable computer codes are being established. The temperature-induced
consequences could be decisively reduced - as a precaution - by an additional carbon
brick layer between the pressure vessel and the concrete foundation structure. The heat
dissipation in the radial direction is more effective than in the axial direction (e.g. case C
with lower concrete temperatures).
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3. ACCURACIES OF ANALYTICAL METHODS

Pretest and posttest calculations have been performed to investigate passive heat
transport mechanisms in HTRs to provide a validation basis of computer codes used in
accident analyses (a) Large scale experiments with the LUNA test facility to simulate
the heat transport m the primary loop under LOFT conditions, and (b) Reactor safety
experiments with the AVR reactor to simulate the heat transport in the reactor
components under LOCA conditions

3.1 Companson with LOFT results

The LUNA loop is the only test facility which has been used to simulate heat transport
by natural convection processes in HTR primary circuits in detail (Fig 10) Observing
geometrical and thermodynamic similarity conditions, different primary circuit arrange-
ments (HTR 500, THTR-300, HTR-100, and HTR-Module) have been tested /13/ In

Cote
Vessel

Healer

Fig 10 • LUNA Experimental Facility for Loop Circulation of Natural Convection in
HTRs (p - 40 bar. T - 300 'C>

general, the LUNA results can be well predicted by the THERMIX-C-2D code with
some exceptions because of modelling (3-D effects) and numerical (small pressure
drops) limitations Fig 11 shows a comparison of the pretest calculation with core inter
nal natural convection and Fig 12 the posttest calculation with natural loop circulation
for the modular design The differences between measured and calculated temperatures
are very small for stable starting conditions of the natural convection Unstable condi-
tions with a flow reversal or very small mass flow rates (e g less than 0 1 kg/s) can cause
numerical and/or physical instabilities

3.2 Comparison with LOCA results

A loss-of-coolant accident is one of the most severe accidents for a nuclear power plant
To demonstrate the safety behavior incorporated into small HTR designs, LOCA
simulation tests (no HTA-5) have been conducted with the AVR reactor at KFA in
Julich For the computer simulation of the LOCA test, dynamic heat transport analyses
have been performed to determine the temperature distribution throughout the AVR
reactor during the experiment Different heat transport codes - like THERMIX C 2D
and HEATING-3D - have been used for pretest and posttest calculations m an
international cooperation between KFA, JAERI, and ORNL
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The measured core maximum temperature of 1080 °C was well predicted in pretest cal-
culations, for example, performed by Interatom/Siemens (Fig 13) Certain deviations
occured for the position and the time of the core maximum temperature due to
preliminary data for the LOCA test
Our posttest calculation of the core maximum temperature (Fig 14) is m very good
agreement with the temperature recorded by the monitor elements The accuracy of the
3 D HEATING analysis result is comparable with the interpretation of the accuracy of
the experimental result within the range of +/- 8°C, the THERMIX-C-2D results show
an accuracy of + 40 °C and - 20 °C depending on the modelling approach of the AYR
core This also means that the used correlation of the effective thermal conductivity for
the pebble-bed core is correctly modelled

For the licensing procedure predictions of the temperature in the core components were
made by AVR/ORNL on a conservative basis /14/ The comparison showed significant
differences m the component temperature behavior (Fig 15) and in regions with 3-D
temperature effects, especially in the reflector nose above the pebble-bed core

In joint best estimate posttest calculations an expanded HEATING-3D model was used
with updated input data Improved 3-D calculations also took into account natural
convection heat transfer coefficients as boundary conditions due to natural convection
circulations m horizontal gas spaces and vertical gas gaps in outer reactor structures
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/15/. However, natural convection effects in the pebble bed core itself are not signifi-
cant under LOCA conditions as the AYR tests with open and closed primary circuit
shut-off-device have shown. This analytical approach showed a much better agreement
with the experimental results (Fig. 16). Calculated temperatures are within the uncer-
tainty of the measured temperatures of the components. However, azimuthal tempera-
ture effects and the heat flows to the heat sinks have to be analysed with a more
sophisticated model which is underway.

The modelling of the LOCA test with the HEATÏNG-3D code is meanwhile being
tested for the LUNA-3D test facility with a detailed measurement. Azimuthal tempera-
ture effects can be produced in an annular pebble-bed by an electrical heating of the
vessel wall in one of the six segments. First test results show the separate influence of
natural convection, thermal radiation, and heat conduction in the segments (e.g. signifi-
cant for local heat bridges in the primary system as the decay heat removal has shown
for the THTR).
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4. CONCLUSION AND IMPORTANCE FOR THE SAFETY CONCEPT

Thermodynamic safety analyses have been performed for a modular HTR unit to inves-
tigate temperature loadings of safety barriers during severest accidents with passive heat
removal dissipation into the reactor structures and ultimate heat sinks. In this context,
the temperature response behavior has been analysed for postulated accident sequences
associated with: anticipated transients without scram, loss-of-forced convection,
loss-of-coolant, loss-of-vessel cooling, and primary system ruptures, regarding to
sensitivities and safety margins. The following statements seem to be important for the
safety concept:

• Thermodynamic methods have been proved to be suitable for accident analyses
under loss-of-forced convection and loss-of-coolant simulation conditions. The
comparison of analytical and experimental results implicates comparatively high
accuracies for calculating self-limiting heat dissipation processes.

• Sensitivity analyses suggest greater safety margins concerning failure limits of
safety barriers because of conservatisms, especially for the first barrier of the fuel
element under LOCA condition. Reduced conservatisms of the safety margins
might be incorporated into the design of a HTR module unit in the interest of
optimizing the safety concept.

• This approach could be achieved by maximizing the power of the modular units
together with an assembling in one closed containment to reduce economic costs
(e.g. 1000 MWt power plant with 4 units of 250 MWt instead of 5 units of
200 MWt). Such a containment design would include additional safety aspects for
unlikely events (e.g. large air/water ingress). A carbon brick layer above the
concrete foundation could act as passive precaution for the core integrity.

For more rigorous safety criteria of future nuclear power plants - which are in discus-
sion - with energy generation and process heat application in industrial areas, improved
safety enclosures should assure an additional potential of the safety barriers in severest
accident scenarios with very unlikely events almost by a deterministic approach.
However, a comparative safety philosophy for improved containments of the next reac-
tor generation with LWR and HTR should be considered in international cooperation
based on PSA work to fulfill the question: How safe is safe enough?
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Abstract

For the existing French Magnox type reactors, two computer codes have been developed to
analyze the transient after reactor shutdown :

- The first one, "GITA". is representative of the short term evolution (less than 2 days)
and it includes a refined representation of all the reactor components.

- The second one, "LOTE*, has been developed to represent the long term evolution
(from 2 days to several months) with a simplified representation of the main
components of the reactor.

One example of accident simulation is presented for existing Magnox reactor
Moreover, as a part of the French program on the future reactors, an analysis of the modular
high temperature has been initiated.
2D and 3D general flow and conduction codes are used for this analysis •

- DELFINE is a 20 conduction code including a 1D thermosyphon model. It has been
used for decay heat removal analysis.

- TRIO is a 3D flow code including 3D radiation, conduction and convection heat transfer.
It is used for detailed thermal analysis during accidental conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of graphite gas reactors started in France by the end of 1950s
Eight reactors have been built; only one of them is still in operation (BUGEY 1) [1].

Such a type of reactor is characterized •
- by a natural uranium metal fuel, magnesium-zirconium cladded, whose operating

temperature limits are respectively 650°C and 515°C,
- by a graphite moderator giving to the reactor a large thermal inertia,
- by a working fluid which is generally a pressurized gas (CO2 at 25 or 40 bars).
Different architectures have been proposed for these reactors (loop reactors or integrated

reactors), but in this presentation, only the so called "integrated" concept will be considered,
for instance the "ST LAURENT A" one.

The reactor vessel is in prestressed concrete, it contains the whole components of the
primary circuit (i.e. core, steam generators, and circulators).

The circulation inside the core is descending, and the gas, driven by the circulators,
passes through the exchangers before going up towards the core by the annular space

Concerning the decay heat removal, some fundamental characteristics of this type
of reactor have to be noted [2]

. The relative position of the core above the steam generators does not allow the
starting up of a natural circulation by thermosyphon inside the reactor between the core
(hot source) and the steam generators (cold source).

. The use of prestressed concrete for the vessel prevents any decay heat removal through
the primary vessel towards outside.

. The use of a shutdown heat exchanger, located in the upper part of the reactor, was
proved indispensable in order to remove the decay heat

This exchanger induces a thermosyphon opposite to the normal circulation direction, and
the study of this transition led to an important R & D program [3] about

- on one hand, the instability threshold characterization, which may lead to a local
inversion of the flow in some channels of the reactor,

- on the other hand, the détermination of the influence of volume forces (Grashofs
number) on the heat transfer coefficients, for small Reynolds's numbers.

For this type of reactors, it is shown that the modelling of the decay heat removal implies •
the development of a thermohydraulic model representing the whole reactor,

. a detailed modelling of the phenomena induced by the presence of important local
volume forces (local inversion of the flow, etc.).

Two codes, subjected to a validation program, have been developed by EDF and CEA :
- The "GfTA" code for short term evolutions (less than 2 days),
- The "LOTE" code (with more simplified modelling) for long term evolutions (> 2 days).

The current studies at CEA on high temperature reactors are performed in a very different
context. CEA has carried out, since two years, evaluation studies about "innovating reactors'1;
the MHTGR [4] has been chosen, among others, for this evaluation.

In their modular version, the high temperature reactors have ultimate decay heat removal
systems through the primary vessel, which essentially implement the heat transfer by radiation
and conduction, convection excluded.

Building dispositions have even been adopted in order to limit the convection in accidental
situation (to avoid air and water ingress effects) and the use of codes as GITA and LOTE
was therefore improper to represent such a situation.

As this evaluation effort could not justify new developments, the general codes, developed
by CEA for nuclear application, have been used :

- the DELFINE code, 2D code for conduction and radiation, in finite elements,
- the TRIO-EF code, genera) thermohydraulic 3D code, for conduction and radiation.

2. CODES USED FOR GRAPHITE GAS REACTORS
2.1. General

Three different situations for decay heat removal are taken into account [2]
evacuation by forced convection driven by the circulators towards the steam generators,
evacuation by natural circulation towards the shutdown heat exchangers.

. evacuation (in filtered open circuit) by a forced air circulation, for long shutdown regime.

2.2. The "GITA" code
The GfTA code has been developed by EDF to calculate the short term evolution

in shutdown transients of the reactor
- The reactor is discretized according to a monodimensional diagram shown on figure 1
- The reactor core is subject to a more detailed modelling; it is divided into 5 radial
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zones, each radial zone being represented by a mean channel of the zone, each mean
channel being constituted by :

. the fuel.

. the cladding,

. the graphite sleeve,

. the moderator.
discretized by 2D finite differences (radial and longitudinal).
The modelling Integrates the whole results of R & D programs, for instance the influence
of volume forces on heat transfer coefficients (figure 2).

- The set of non linear differential equations is solved by a predictive - corrective method,
with the usual criteria of time step (Couranfs and Fourier's meshing numbers) used for
explicit method.

2.3. The "LOTE" code

It has been developed by CEA to describe the reactor evolution and decay heat removal
for long term scenarios (post accidental situation, maintenance, final unloading of the reactor,
etc.).

The particular nature of gas reactors (low density of residua) power, no risk of phase
change of the coolant fluid, large thermal inertia) leads in fact to slow and monotonie
temperature evolutions, without important discontinuities : that allows simplified modellings
of some reactor parts.

The justification of this simplified modelling relies on validations carried out by GITA code.
It only involves some reactor components, and the core will be represented by only one radial
zone of mean power, whose components (uranium, dad, sleeve and brick) are supposed to be
at same temperature. That may not allow a correct representation of local flow inversions.
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FIG. 2. Effect of buoyancy forces on clad heat transfer.

A detailed presentation of "LOTE" code, whose simplified modelling leads to strong
reductions of computation costs, has been done in [5].

2.4. Example

The presented example concerns an hypothetical accident scenario on SLA reactor.
Initially, the reactor operates at 85 % of its nominal power, with a CO pressure of

28.9 bars and a CO2 output temperature of 410°C for an input temperature of 240*C.
- The sequence is initiated by a complete loss of the circulators, which stop in 150 sees.
- The shutdown heat exchangers cannot be put in service.
- The water supply of the steam generators is lost at 60 seconds.
- The scram occurs 7 seconds after the sequence initiation.
The scenario is fully computed over 10 hours with the GITA code. The results are shown

on figure 3.

. During the first hour, some flow oscillations are recorded in the reactor, as the shutdown
heat exchanger lack does not allow a thermosyphon to be correctly established.

. The thermosyphon flow rate remains low, and a recirculation is observed in the core
peripheral channels, where both temperatures and residual power are lower.

. The low thermosyphon flow rate causes a high thermal stratification inside the reactor :
from 230°C in the lower part up to 650°C In the upper part.

. Due to the reactor thermal inertia, the affordable temperature of 650°C on the cladding
is only reached after 9:30 hours. That allows to implement the solutions in order to re-
establish the failing functions.

3. CODES USED FOR MHTGR EVALUATION

3.1. General

The modular high temperature reactor, as well as other innovative concepts, is the subject
of evaluation studies by CEA. A particular attention is focussed on :

- the decay heat removal (residual power evacuation).
- the air or water Ingress.

which are the determining points for the reactor, as its promoters have founded the complete
safety philosophy on the integrity keeping of the first barrier.

These reactors (MHTGR or Modular HTR) use a decay heat removal by conduction -
radiation through the primary vessel towards an external system (ttiermosyphon or water
circulation). In the choice of means to implement for evaluation studies, three elements have
been determining :

. The decay heat removal system needs neither system modelling nor complex
functionalities.

. The evaluation work follows budget contingencies, which prohibit any development
of new codes.

. An important effort was made by CEA, during the last decade, to give to general codes
an operating and modelling versatility allowing them to cover a wide application field.

Therefore, it is with "DELFINE" and "TRIO" general purpose codes that the evaluation of
modular high temperature reactor (the american MHTGR [4]) was tackled.

3.2. The "DELFINE" code

The DELFINE code is a 2D conduction - radiation code, developed in the last 70s. It is part of
the first generation of finite element codes developed by CEA [6]. Its main characteristics are :

- 2D conduction with variable properties and phase change.
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- face to face or closed cavity radiation (with external computation of form factors).
- internal coupling with one or several flows represented by an unidirectional circulation

(forced convection circulation or natural circulation, either open or closed).

3.3. The "TRIO-EF-code

It is a 3D thermohydraulic and thermal code, whose development started in about 1980
[7, 8, 9]. It integrates in an unique set :

. the Navier - Stokes 30 equations in laminar and turbulent flows, with closure models
of K-L and K-e types.

. the 3D conduction with phase change,

. the 3D radiation with integrated computation of the view factors with hidden parts.
The code uses a method of finite element type. It integrates all the possibilities offered by

"object" oriented structures arid takes advantage of a data language allowing the engineer to
simply program the partial derivative equation system and the chosen algorithm (for example to
realize magnetism - flow or chemistry - flow couplings).

Of course, such characteristics offer wide range of applications for this code which, in the
nuclear domain, is used for the whole fuel cycle and the reactors.

Lef s mention, for instance :
- the laser enrichment (AVLIS process),
- the transport and the geochemistry of radionuclides. in the underground storages of

radioactive wastes.

- the water reactors, fast neutron reactors, high temperature reactors.
The fission, the environment, the car industry, are also application domains for the code.
Since some years, the code was the subject of a vast validation program, particularly in

the natural convection, mixed convection, stratification domains.

3.4. Examples

Three application examples are presented :
. the decay heat removal of MHTGR (DELFINE code),
. the evaluation of the air flow passing through the core if depressurization occurs due to

a failure of the hot duct (DELFINE code),
. the flow in the upper plenum during the previous accident (TRIO code).

3.4.1 Decay heat removal (Residual power evacuation)

We remind the MHTGR takes advantage of a fully passive ultimate removal of decay heat :
- by radiation, conduction, and natural convection inside the vessel,
- by natural circulation in the air evacuation circuit (RCCS).
Trie used model is a bi-dimensional axisymmetrical representation of the core zone, up to

the boundary condition of natural convection and of radiation towards the RCCS system.
Blocks are represented by equivalent circular rings, and their equivalent thermal

conductivity is determined by a conduction calculation on one cell, taking into account the
cooling holes, the moderator and the fuel.
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In the gas spaces, between blocks, or between core and primary vessel, the heat transfer
is considered to be done by conduction, natural convection (according to Grashof's number)
and radiation. A temporal evolution of the maximum temperature, and an isotherm cartography
at 80 hours, are given in figure 4. Numerous sensitivity studies have been carried out.
Some results are presented in the following table :

EVOLUTION OF THE MAXIMAL FUEL TEMPERATURE VERSUS TIME

Studied parameter«

Graphite conductivity
decreased by 20 %

Residual power
increased by 20 %

Cooling circuit
decreased by 20 %

Air (instead of helium)

Initial temperatures
increased by 20%

Tref
°C

1663

1663

1663

1663

1663

T max
°C

1780

1888

1668

1709

1746

Reached after :

80 hours

80 hours

80 hours

70 hours

50 hours

We note, particularly, the important role played by the precise knowledge of the residual
power (decay heat).

3.4.2 Air ingress due to a hot duct failure

The failure of a hot duct provokes an instantaneous depressurization of the reactor,
with an air ingress which can cause the oxidation of the core graphite. The model shown
on figure 5 uses the coupling between tfiermosyphon and conduction of DELFINE code.

The whole core channels are represented by an equivalent channel with adapted
characteristics (for pressure drops and heat exchanges).

The different time constants between natural convection and conduction lead to process :
- the decay heat removal in transient regime,
- the thermosyphon by successive permanent states.
The results (figure 5) highlight :
. the air flow passing through the core (in such a configuration) is limited by the

important pressure drop of the core; the oxidation, in this scenario, will be low.
. the thermal power extracted by the thermosyphon is negligible compared to decay heat.
These two studies roughly confirm the results already got on the MHTGR behaviour [4].

3.4.3 Flow In the upper plenum

One of the characteristics of the decay heat removal is that it leads to high rises of the
core temperature (600 to 800°C) and of internal structures.

This characteristics results from the ceramic fuel choice, working, in normal operation,
very far from its technological limits.

To be exhaustive, it is necessary to examine carefully if these temperature rises are not
detrimental to correct resistance of metallic structures of the reactor (primary vessel, control
rods, thermal insulation).

Such analysises require the use of modellings more detailed than the ones previously
used, and an example of this type of computation has been carried out with the TRIO code.
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DECAY HEAT REMOVAL IN THE MHTGR ISOTHERMS AT TIME = 80 HOURS

FIG. 4. Evolution of the maximal fuel temperature versus time and decay heat removal in
the MHTGR isotherms at time = 80 hours.
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It deals with the flow in the upper plenum of the reactor, following the previously
processed air ingress

The meshing represents the upper part of the reactor, and the boundary conditions
(gas velocity, temperatures) come from the previous computation

We note (figure 6} that the volume forces create a convection loop in the upper plenum
driving to an impnngement of the hot gas on the upper shroud For this example, the air flowing
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through the core seems to have a minor effect on the flow patterns inside the upper plenum
This computation integrates
- the radiation between core and thermal protection,
- the conduction in the different media,
- the convection in the upper plenum.
Such calculations, presented here as example, may allow a finer analysis of thermal and

mechanical behaviour of the internal components of the reactor

CONCLUSIONS

Important advances have been realized during the last 25 years regarding the computation
codes and the thermohydraulic general codes, which were at their early development when the
graphite gas reactors were launched. They have now reach a maturity stage (as well for the
modelling as for the ease of use), that allows their use by the engineer for his analysis works.

For modular high temperature reactors, this use is all the more facilitated as the dominant
mechanisms of decay heat removal (conduction and radiation) are easy to modelize, provided
that the engineer has a good knowledge of input data for the used codes.
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Abstract
The commercial Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled
Reactor (MHTGR) achieves improved reactor safety
performance and reliability by utilizing an integrated
sequence of completely passive thermal storage and heat
transfer mechanisms to reject decay heat in trie event that
all its active cooling systems fail to operate During such
events, the initial heatup transient in the core u followed
by a quasi-steady slate cooldown process which, if unin-
terrupted, can continue for several days A buoyancy-
dnven natural convection cooling system called the
RCCS facilitates the continuous heat removal by circulat-
ing ambient air through the reactor cavity, where it is
heated and then exhausted to the outside environment
The peak thermal load on the RCCS occurs approximate-
ly at the lime that the vessel reaches ils highest tempera-
ture. To confirm the adequacy of the RCCS design,
detailed analytical models were developed to simulate the
decay heat removal process and predict the maximum
vessel temperature at this condition. Due to the integrated
nature of the MHTGR thermal characteristics and the
complexity of the RCCS configuration m the reactor
cavity, a three-dimensional computer model of the 350
MWt plant design which extends from the reactor core to
the outside environment was created to simulate the entire
decay heat removal process
The results of the analyses confirm that the MHTGR core
temperatures remain below their prescribed design limits,
and that the RCCS adequately maintains peak vessel tem-
peratures within acceptable limits In providing increased
understanding of the passive heat transfer mechanisms
which prevail during MHTGR accident conditions, the
analysis results show that the combined effects of thermal
radiation, free convection, and non-uniform RCCS geo-

metry can play significant roles in the decay heat removal
process and strongly influence the reactor vessel tempera-
ture profile

INTRODUCTION
The commercial MHTGR is an advanced reactor and is
bong developed to possess improved safety, reliability,
and economic performance The design approach to
safety of the MHTGR is to provide a plant that limits the
potential for off-normal events that may have adverse
consequences This is achieved by limiting component
temperatures, pressures, stresses, and chemical reactions
that the plant may experience during these events The
MHTGR design possesses several characteristics which
enable this capability, such as
• Individually coated, heat-resistant fuel "particles"
• Inert helium gas used for heat transport medium
• Low core power density
• Solid-graphite moderator for high thermal capacitance
• Uninsulated reactor vessel to reject stored decay heat
• Underground installation for improved seismic

performance

Each reactor module is housed m a massive below-grade
concrete confinement Figure 1 shows the physical ar-
rangement of a single reactor module The reactor vessel
and the steam generator are located in two adjacent cavi-
ties of the underground silo, and are connected by a cross
duct vessel Power is generated in the prismatic graphite
fuel blocks of the active core These fuel blocks arc ar-

Figure 1
Schematic of the Modular HTGR



ro
ranged in an annular cylinder surrounded in the center
and all sides by graphite reflector blocks that form the
inner, outer, lop and bottom reflectors There are 660
fuel blocks in the reference MHTGR acuve core arranged
in 66 columns of 10 axial blocks that provide a core
power density of 5 9 W/cm3 The most recent MHTGR
design incorporates a 450 MWt reactor which includes an
84-column core with a power density of 6 OW/cm3 The
fuel blocks and the graphite reflectors are located in a
metallic core barrel which in turn is enclosed in the
reactor vessel
The steam generator vessel contains the steam generator
and the main circulator of the heat transport system
Under normal conditions helium now is provided by the
mam circulator as it pumps cold helium from the steam
generator outlet and forces it through the reactor where it
is heated before returning to the steam generator The hot
helium flows downward over the helically coiled tubes m
the once-through uphill boiling steam generator
In ose the main circulate* or steam generator is not avail-
able for service, the reactor is scrammed, and a shutdown
cooling system, located at the bottom of the reactor ves
sei, is used for core decay heat removal Hoi helium
from the bottom of the core is pumped by the shutdown
circulator, past the water cooled shutdown heat ex-
changer The cooled helium then returns to the core inkL
A scram-miuated event involving the failure of both the
mam and standby "active" core cooling systems is called
a "conduction cooldown" If such an event is initiated by
a loss of offsite power followed by a turbine tup, the
reactor remains in a pressurized state. If such an event is
initiated by a primary system leak and ensuing helium
depletion, the reactor depressunzes-
During a conduction cooldown, cooling of the MHTGR
is achieved via passive heat transfer mechanisms (i e,
thermal radiation, conduction, and natural convection) A
natural circulation air flow system, called the Reactor
Cavity Cooling System (RCCS). has been designed to
facilitate this function. The RCCS is a continuously
operational, safety-related system which provides ade-
quate decay heat removal without dependence on acuve
components The passive RCCS design incorporates a
substantial performance margin, robust structure, and a
high degree of redundancy to achieve extremely high
reliability and thus ensure reactor safety The RCCS is
not dependent on operator action and its performance is
insensitive to operator error
Figure 2 shows schematically the means by which heat is
removed from the MHTGR during a conduction cool
down Due to its large thermal capacitance, the reactor
core heats up very slowly following scram over a penod
of many hours As the active core temperature increases,
heat is conducted through the graphite reflector, primarily
in the radial direction Heal is transferred across the core
annulus from the outside of the core barrel to the vessel
wall via thermal radiation and natural convection. Heat is
rejected from the uninsulated reactor vessel, primarily via
thermal radiation, to an array of "cooling panels" situated
around the perimeter of the reactor cavity

As shown in Figure 3, the RCCS cooling panels are actu
ally comprised of individual nser tubes which surround
the vessel along the perimeter of the cavity The non
uniform nser tube layout (i e, "gaps" between banks of
tubes) is necessitated by the presence of lateral vessel
supports located near the top of the cavity Decay heat is
transferred by convection inside the risers to a natural cir-
culation flow of ambient air which enters at the bottom of
the reactor cavity after exiting the downcomer formed
between the cavity and the reactor silo concrete wall A
reflective panel of Microtherm™ insulation is located
along the cavity side surface of the downcomer to reduce
regenerative heaung of the incoming an The decay heat
is earned away to the outside environment through the
RCCS outlet "chimney ' stack

PERFORMANCE VALIDATION
The radionuctide retention capability of the coated sphen
cal fuel particles is one of the .important elements in
passive MHTGR safety Testing of millions of panicles
has shown that rapid fission product release from the
particles is a function of température, time at temperature,
irradiation temperature, fluence, and bumup The silicon
carbide coated fuel panicles will retain virtually all radio-
nuclides up to approximately 1,600'C for many days of
irradiation temperature, fluence, and bumup expected in
the MHTGR Therefore. 1.600'C has been selected as a
"rule of thumb** peak fuel temperature design limit for all
accidents
Similarly, there are design temperature limits on all the
other components of the reactor For example, the limits
of the outer control rods, core barrel and the reactor vessel
are 1,175-C.760*C and 4ÄTC. respectively
A comprehensive performance analysis of the RCCS is
essential to confirm that the MHTGR design satisfies the
component temperature safely criteria described above
Previously performed scoping calculations based on the
reference 350 MWt plant design have shown that depres-
sunzed conduction cooldown events result in the highest
core and vessel temperatures and thus represent the most
extreme challenge to the RCCS The event designated as
SRDC-11 was used as a representative event to study the
effects of depressunzed conduction cooldown
In SRDC-11, a small primary coolant leak occurs at the
lop of the reactor vessel which will depressunze the reac
tor system m 24 hours After about half an hour follow
ing the start of the leak, the reactor is tnpped on low près
sure signal using the outer control rods In addition it is
assumed that neither the heal transport system nor the
shutdown cooling system is available after reactor trip to
provide forced circulation cooling to the reactor The
helium purification system is also assumed to be not
working so that no pumpdown of the reactor system is
considered Under these conditions the decay heat from
the core is removed predominantly by conduction and
radiation via the reactor vessel to the RCCS The natural
circulation of the air in the RCCS removes the heal from
the reactor cavity to the atmosphere

Analytical models have been developed to evaluate the
MHTGR thermal performance during conduction cool-
down events The integrated nature of the overall heat
transfer process requires that any comprehensive analy-
tical model extend from the core to the outside environ-
ment. The complexity of the system geometry, which
includes many nonsymmetnc characteristics (e g, RCCS

riser tube arrangement), necessitates that the analytical
models used to simulate the performance of the MHTGR
must be highly detailed in certain areas and more simpli-
fied in other areas Use of this approach dictates that mul-
tiple analyses be performed to obtain a complete and
thorough simulation of the MHTGR thermal performance
during conduction cooldown.

Natural
Circulation
of Outside Air

Figure 2
MHTGR Conduction Cooldown Heat Transfer
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The outer radial, lop and bottom boundary conditions
were fixed at constant temperatures of 27'C Initial
temperatures for the MHTCR core and other metallic
components were obtained from a steady-state full
power analysis
As shown in Figure 4, the thermal transient experienced
by the active core and the reactor vessel for the 450 MWi
MHTGR dunng SRDC-11 is a slow increase over many
hours to peak temperature followed by a gradual cool
down This slow thermal response over lime is very
similar to the thermal response of the reference 350 MWi
MHTGR Other components show a similar thermal
response The active core maximum and active core
average temperatures peak at 60 and 70 hours, respective
ly while the maximum reactor vessel temperature peaks
at 100 hours In general the further away a component is
from the core radially the later in time u experiences its
peak temperature.
Most of the decay heat is removed in the radial direction
to the ROCS with very little heat being removed axially
The core decay heat generation and RCCS heat removal
rates are shown in Figure 5 Initially, the core heats up
slowly as the decay heat generation is at a higher rate than
the beat removal rate The stow increase in temperatures
is due to the large heat capacity of the graphite m the
reactor The RCCS heat removal rale increases slowly
with (he gradual increase in the reactor vessel tempera-
tures. Around 70 hours the active core heal removal rate
exceeds the decay heat generation rate, and from then on
the average active core temperature decreases slowly (Fig

4) as heat is rejected to the atmosphere by the RCCS The
reactor vessel temperature peaks at approximately 100
hours (Fig 4) However the RCCS heat removal rale
peaks later at 140 hours (Fig 5), as it is dependent on the
temperatures experienced by the reactor vessel as a whole
and not on a localized peak Beyond 140 hours there is a
gradual cooldown of the reactor system
Figure 6 shows the fraction of the active core that exceeds
1,000'. 1400". and 1,400* over the time of the transient
A large fraction of the active core is above 1,000'C for
over 200 hours, whereas only a small pan of the acuve
core exceeds 1 400'C Figure 4 shows that the maximum
core température reaches a peak of 1,500'C approximate-
ly 60 hours after the slan of SRDC-11 This peak tern
perature is experienced by only three percent of the acuvc
core for less than 20 hours No fuel damage is expected
because the peak temperatures (1.500'C) is well below
the 1,600"C design limit and the lime at peak temperature
is idauvely short

RCCS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Results of the previous analysis show that the vessel
temperature peaks closer to its design limit than the core
or other key components The primary focus of the
RCCS performance analysis was to create a three-
dimensional model of the enure decay heat removal
process to incorporate non-symmetric effects in the
system in order to more accurately predict the vessel tem-
perature Based on the very slow (i e , "quasi-steady-

FigureS
350 MWt MHTGR Reactor Cavity -

Plan View at Vessel Belt-Line

TRANSIENT THERMAL ANALYSIS
The thermal transient experienced during SRDC 11 was
analyzed using a general purpose two-dimensional heat
transfer code called TAC2D It is used for calculating
steady-stale and transient temperatures in two-dimcn
sional problems by the finite difference method
A geometric model of the entire reactor vessel and cavity
was used to perform the thermal analysis The model
encompasses the acuve core, the inner outer, top, and
bottom graphite reflector; the graphite core support floor,
the core support plates, the core barrel, the insulated upper
plenum shroud, the reactor vessel, radiation shielding ma
lerial above and below the reactor vessel, and the concrete
behind the air-cooled reactor cavity cooling system pa
nels The MHTGR is described in a cylindrical coordi
aate system by orthagonal lines of constant coordinate
called gnd lines The material boundaries derme annular
regions in which temperature nodal points are located

Nodal power points are defined as lying midway between
the bounding gnd lines of these elements These points
each represent a nodal volume for which a central tempera
turc is calculated
The heat transfer was modeled only by conduction and
radiation within the reactor vessel This provides con
servauve peak fuel temperatures as there is some heat
redistribution at the beginning of the transient due to the
natural circulation of (he remaining pressurized helium in
the system Heat is transferred by thermal radiauon and
conduction across the gap spaces separaung the core sur
faces and the metal support structures and shrouds Heat
is transferred predominantly by thermal radiation across
the gas spaces between the core barrel and the reactor ves
sei and from the reactor vessel to the reactor cavity cool
ing panels Radiation is calculated one-dimensionally in
this model A convecuve flow of air through the cooling
panels is calculated which removes most of the heat
from the panels

250

Figure 4
Active Core and Vessel Temperature During SRDC-11

for the 450 MWt, 84 Column Core MHTGR
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Active Core Temperature Distribution During SRDC-11
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state") nature of the conduction cooldown around the
tune at which the peak vessel temperature occurs, a
steady-state condition was assumed for this analysis
The COMMIX-I AR computer code (herein referred to as
"COMMIX") developed at Argonnc National Laboratory
was used to perform the simulation (Rcf 1) The
COMMIX calculation scheme, based on a finite-dif-
ference (i t., finite-volume) methodology, utilizes a three-
dimensional mesh of computational fluid cells, either m a
cartesian or cylindrical coordinate gnd system, as
building blocks that comprise the physical system model
(ie..calculanonal domain) Cell locations arc defined by
the spatial volumes created by the intersecting gnd planes
Mass and energy transfer rates are calculated at each cell
interface, enabling the internal generation of temperature,
pressure and flow velocity fields for each fluid cell
COMMIX internally computes inlet and outlet flow
conditions by balancing the mass conservation equations
at each specified location.
To effectively model three-dimensional radiation heat
transfer in the reactor cavity (e.g.. between the vessel and
RCCS panel!) and inside the vessel (e g. between core
barrel and vessel wall), accurate surface-to-surface view
factors were needed to input to COMMIX Accordingly,
the SSPTA (Simplified Space Payload Thermal Analy-
zer) computer program (Ref 2). obtained from NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, was used to compute the
view factors.
The computational model was derived from the physical
system characteristics of the 350 MWt MHTGR refer-
ence plant design. To limit the high cost of computer
runs due to model size and complexity, a single quadrant
of the reactor cavity was analyzed This region corres-
ponds to the sketch shown in Figure 3 Symmetry condi-
tions (i e., zero heat and mass flow) were assumed along
the open sides of the quadrant.
The calculational domain was constructed using a 3-D car-
lesian gnd to closely simulate the rectangular geometry of
the RCCS panels and cavity wall In the X-Y plane, the
model extends from the center of the core to the down-
comer The cavity wall was not included in the model
since it remains at a constant temperature during RCCS
operation due to the continuous flow of incoming
ambient air. In the Z-direclion. the model extends from
the cavity floor (RCCS bottom plenum) to the cavity
ceiling (RCCS upper cold plenum), and extends with a
reduced cross-section to include the RCCS inlet/outlet
ducts and outlet chimney An axial view of the model is
shown in Figure 7
The RCCS riser tubes were grouped into five "lumped"
flow channels arranged around the perimeter of the cavuy
in a non-uniform manner in order to model the effects of
panel geometry on cavuy heat transfer Accordingly, the
downcomer panel was separated into sections to dis-
tinguish the "gap" portions from the "blocked" portions
in order to model the localized effects of reflective radia-
tion in the cavity
The model parameters and boundary conditions were
based on the 350 M Wl MHTGR design. The steady stale

core power used in the analysis was l S MWt, which for
the 350 MWt MHTGR corresponds to the approximate
heat load at the bme when the RCCS heat removal curve
"crosses" the decay heat curve (i.e , near the time of peak
vessel temperature) for a depressunzed conduction cool-
down The ambient air was modeled as 43 3'C lempera-
tureand 101,325 Pa pressure at ihe RCCS ouüet. The
RCCS is designed for this conservative condition.
The cooling panels, vessel wall and core barrel were
assumed to have surface errussiviiies of 0 8 This
represents a fairly conservative value for carbon steel
exposed to ambient conditions In reality, the RCCS nser
tube geometry (see Fig. 3) creates an errussivity en-
hancement due 10 its ability to trap reflected energy in UK
narrow gaps between the tubes. The "effective" émis
sivity for this type of arrangement would actually be
above 0 9 The emissivtty of the reflective downcomer
insulation (facing into the cavity) was assumed to be 0 1
During RCCS operation, air flow through the nser tubes
is fully developed along most of the tube length and is
well into the turbulent regime (i e. Reynolds number,
-10,000) Heat transfer rates were calculated by
COMMIX based on a forced convection correlation of
the form. Nu = K*ReO 8*Pr033. where K is typically
0023 (standard heat transfer texts) For conservatism, K
was reduced by 20% to account for potential mixed
convection effects (which could degrade heat transfer)
near the tube entrance
The calculated vessel temperature profiles for the depres-
sunzed conduction cooldown (DPCC) is shown in Figure
8 The RCCS cootmg panel temperature profile is shown
in Figure 9 The values used to generate these curves
correspond to the peak temperature at each axial plane in
the model The maximum temperature is around 455'C
The RCCS outlet air température in both cases is approxi
mately I75"C, with a total system flow rate of about 11
kg/sec The inside surface-to-air heat transfer coefficient,
which is a function of the nser air velocity and air proper
ties, was approximately 18 W/m2-K
In a DPCC, convection of low pressure helium has negli-
gible effect on the reactor internal heat transfer Conduc-
uon (in the core) and radiation (across the core annulus),
which are primarily directed radially, dominate the heat
transfer process. For this reason the temperature profile
is peaked at the location of highest power generation and
drops off significantly at elevations above and below the
active core.
Figure 10 shows the DPCC vessel temperature along a
cross-section of the vessel wall at the highest temperature
(i e , peak core power) plane The azimuthal temperature
variations are fairly significant at this location, with the
maximum gradient across a 15* section of approximately
28'C Such temperature gradients are induced by the non
uniformities in the RCCS and core annulus geometry as
well as the shape dissimilarity between the vessel and
cavity wall
The gaps located between sccuons of riser tubes induce
an effect in which heat radiated from the vessel is
reflected off the downcomer panel, back to the vessel and
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Figure 10
Vessel Temperature Distribution at Peak Power Plane
During SRDC-11 for 350 MWt Reference MHTGR

(1.5 MW Steady-State Heat Load)

re-radiated into the cavity. This effect increases the local
vessel temperature, as evidenced at the peak location
(upper left-hand comer m Fig. 10). opposite the gap
closest to the vessel. In the core annulus, the coolant
channel walls induce a "radiation-shield" effect, which at
these locations reduces the heat transfer from the core
band to the vessel, thus diverting heat flow to adjacent
unimpeded locations. This effect creates the "dips'* in the
temperature profile as shown in Figure 10
The large vessel-to-nser temperature differentials which
develop during the conduction cooldowns induce a sig-
nificant natural circulation airflow in the reactor cavity
The effect of free convection on heat transfer is shown in
Figure 11 The axial heat flux profile along the vessel
surface is much more peaked than at the cooling panel,
where it is more evenly distributed Free convection
transports a portion of the heat rejected from the high
power locations at the vessel mid-section to the upper and
lower regions of the cavity

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Based on the results of the Cost Reduction Study perform-
ed in 1990, the MHTGR plant design has been revised to
incorporate a 450 MWi reactor thermal rating in order to

improve its overall economic potential Preliminary tran-
sient performance results for the depressunzed conduc-
tion cooldown, which are presented in this paper, indicate
that the thermal response of the 450 MWt design is very
similar to the 350 MWt reference plant. Analytical mo-
dels arc presently be ing developed to calculate the passive
decay heat removal performance of the updated plant
design for depressunzed and pressurized conduction cool-
down events These models build on the experience
obtained thus far and therefore will be more advanced and
provide more accurate simulations of the passive heat
removal process
For the transient performance analysis a two-dimensional
model is being developed using the SINDA/FLU1NT
thermal and fluid flow analysa computer code which will
include the reactor, steam generator and crossduct vessel
and provide a complete system simulation of the prcssur
ized conduction cooldown event. SINDA is a network-
resistance analysis program which is especially useful for
modeling the thermally-induced circulating flows which
can develop inside the reactor and steam generator during
a pressurized conduction cooldown.
Steady state models are being developed using the FIDAP
computational fluid dynamics computer program 10 simu
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Reactor Cavity Heat Transfer Distribution During

SRDC-11 for 350 MWt Reference MHTGR
(1.5 MW Steady-State Heat Load)

late both the depressunzed and pressurized conduction
cooldown events. FIDAP is a finite-element based
program which will be especially useful for modeling the
natural convection flows inside the reactor vessel
(particularly in (he plena regions) and wiihin the reactor
cavity An axi-symmetnc model will be used to analyze
the pressurized conduction cooldown and to perform
sensitivity studies on key system parameters such as
decay heat, core conductivity, and surface emissiviues
FIDAP also incorporates a three-dimensional view factor
and radiation heat transfer capability A three-dimen-
sional model is being developed to analyze the effects of
geometry variations in the reactor cavity and core annulas
on the peak vessel temperatures during depressunzed
conduction cooldown events
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Abstract

Calculation codes DIAB and KORSAR have been
developed and calculations of accidents with ceasing
of the circulations and lose of coolant for the
modular reactor have been carried out. Some
coefficients of sensitivity to the model parameters
have been determined. It is shown that account for
the fuel element circulation reduces noticeably the
maximum fuel temperature in these accidents.

Possible use of the fuel elements, similar to
the HTGK spherical fuel elements, in the LWRs is
considered. It is expected that these new-type
reactors would be able to withstand LOCAs, with the
fuel elements and protection barriers remaining
intact.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main problems associated with the nuclear power
plant safety is removal of decay heat with the coolant circulation
ceased or under LOCA conditions. For the modular HT6R reactors,
where the decay heat removal is accomplished through the reactor
vessel, this is decisive in determination of the main reactor
characteristics : the reactor size and capacity and therefore, its
efficiency. For this reason efforts to improve calculational methods
and codes, to perform verification experiments and bench-mark
calculations ae well as to seek for new methods and ideas on decay
heat removal intensification are BO important. The technical

solutions developed for the HTGRe are the only ones of this kind in
the reactor building and attempts are needed to apply them for other
reactor types or new ones. This would not only promote the i-eactor
building progress but also support development of the HTGR trend.

1. CALCULATIONS OF EMERGENCY CONDITIONS WITH THE DECAY
HEAT REMOVAL LOST BY THE COOLANT

The calculations presented in this paper were performed for a
modular reactor plant VGM, whose detail design has been developed in
our country (1). In the case of the coolant circulation loss the
decay heat removal in the VGM is accomplished due to the core
and reflector heat conductivity through the reactor vessel to
the passive cooling system (PCS) where heat is transferred to the
final cooler (air) by natural convection of the water. The heaviest
accidental conditions arise in the case of the gas blower failure or
dépressurisâtion of the primary circuit. It is supposed that the
reactor is then stopped.

The calculations were carried out usine two codes,
DIAÇ and KORSAR which differ in their capabilities and the results
obtained. The DIAB code calculates the two-dimensional dynamic
processes in multi-zone (core, reflector, internals, vessel, PCS,
air system) (Fig.l). It also permits the helium natural convection
and radiative heat transfer to be considered. For the PCS the
natural convection of the water is calculated taking into account
possible boiling. The total number of mesh points in the DIAB-Mod5
version was = 340. Calculation of 100 hrs of the emergency cooldown
conditions, with the coolant natural convection not taken into
account, requires 2= four hours of machine time (PC AT 386). The
KORSAR code permits calculations of the three-dimensional uynaipic
processes in the multi-zone system without coolant circulation and
with heat conductivity in each sone and also the radiative heat
transfer in the gaps. The «Jislribul/ion of the residual heat can be
calculated with allowance for the spheric fuel element circulation.

The results for the VGM were obtained primarily with the DIAB-
Mod5. The calculations were made for the cases of the gae blower
stop (the reactor at pressure) and the primary circuit failure
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FIG. 1. Calculation scheme and main sizes of reactor.

(without helium). It found that even in the leaking reactor the
maximum temperature of the fuel elesente ie 1570 C within 39 hours
and does not exceed a long permissible temperature of 1600 C.
However the difference between these temperatures is relatively
small, therefore calculations for estimation of the sensitivity of
the results obtained to variations of some parameters were carried
out. In particular, table 1 liete these coefficients of sensitivity
of maximum temperatures of the reactor components for variations of
two most important parameters : decay heat q and effective heat
conductivity X for the case of primary circuit depressurization.

0

Table 1

Components
Max.T, C

T max
Time for
Tmax (hr)

Sensitivity coefficients

Core
Top reflector
Side reflector
Bottom reflector
Reactor vessel

1570
545
820
871
364

39
7
70
0
88

+5
+ 1,6
+3,5
0
+ 1,3

-13
-3,4
+ 1,5
0

+7

As seen from the table the T max results for the core are »ore
sensitive to variations of the effective heat conductivity of the
pebbled core.

Determination of the sensitivity connects to the estimates
of possible errors in emergency condition calculations.
However these errors may be due to features of the codes
and numerical methods used as well as to possible mistakes of
the codes. Therefore it is so important to carry out the
calculations using different codes for the same initial data, i.e.
to make "bench-mark" type calculations. Such a careful comparison
was made for the DlAB-Hod5 and the THERHIX system code using a finer
calculational mesh. This code has been developed and ie ueed in the
Julich Research Center (Germany) and the comparison iteelf was
carried out in accordance with the agreement between KFA attd RRC KI.
The comparison .results have revealed the cause of small



discrepancies and some changes wex-e introduced into the DIAB.
Comparisons were «leo made by the codes DIAB and KORSAB, which
showed a reasonable agreement of the results. Therefore the codes we
used in the calculation of accidental conditions can be considered
sufficiently verified.

The feature of the HTGR with spherical fuel elements is
circulation of the latters and their recirculation through the core.
It is important for the problem of decay heat rénovai because the
fuel 'elements are nixed in refueling and the decay heat fraction
generated by the decay of long-lived isotopes is rather uniformly
distributed over the core. With this factor taken into account, the
highest temperatures of the fuel elements after the depressuriaation
accident are found much lower. Fig.2 shows the KOBSAR results
obtained for the depressurisation accident. In the distribution of
the decay heat over the core the fuel element circulation was taken
into account. As seen the 12 fold circulation of the fuel elements
in the VGH reactor leads to reduction in the maximum fuel element
temperature about 200' C. This may be used for increasing
the nominal reactor power as it is determined just by element
temperature under depressurisation conditions. As shown by the
comparison of the result obtained with the sensitivity coefficient
of table 1, the nominal power may be essentially risen, with this
effect considered.

2. OSE OF THE FEATURES OF SPHERICAL FUEL ELEMENTS WITH COATED
PARTICLES FOR SOLVING THE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL PROBLEM

IN THE WATER-COOLED REACTORS

The safety of any reactor would be ensured if the removal of
the decay heat could be accomplished with the fuel elements and
their protection barriers against the fission product release
remaining unf ailed. The modular HTGRs are unique in this respect.
Even during the total LOCA the decay heat removal through the
reactor vessel is accomplished in such a way that the fuel elements
and the protection barrière remain intact. This ie poseible due to a
high permissible fuel temperature and low. power density of th«s core
(=3 MW/ro ). At higher values of the power density (exceeding2
=10MH/n ) the fuel elements and protection barriers in the core of

any power reactor can be intact only with heat removed from the core
by the coolant.

Analysing the of safety problem and decay heat removal we
formulated the problem in the following «ay: is it possible to
create a reactor with an average level of heat density (10-50
MH/m3) where the protection barriers of the fuel elements would
remain unf ailed in the total LOCA and, thus, the radiation safety
relative to this severe accident be ensured, and what would be this
reactor . This problem can be solved when during this accident
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FIG. 2. Maximal temperature of fuel elements after LOCA and shutdown for a different
circulation of fuel.
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the fuel elements mil be t enoved from the core into a special
cooling zone where the heat lemoval «ill be accomplished at
permissible temperatures This may be attained using the following
reactor concept

-the fuel elements aie high-temperature spheric ones similar of
pebble bed HTGR fuel elements, they can be provided with
antioxygenic coating,

-the core consists of blocks accommodating these fuel elements
and is cooled with the water coolant,

-each block is made of a material suitable by its physical
characteristics and having the melting point higher than the working
temperature but lower taken that permissible for the fuel elements
(e g. a Al-based material ),

-The zone for cooling the fuel elements, in the absence of a
coolant, is located below the core and is so designed that cooling
of the fuel elements inserted into are not overheated

In this reactor plant in the total LOCA and with rising
temperatures of the fuel elements and blocks the core fragmentation
occurs because of melting of the block materials The spheric fuel
elements coming out of the blocks move by gravity downwards and,
together with the block material melt enter the cooling zone Fig.3
shows one of the possible schemes of such a reactor with a low power
density (~ 15 MW/n>3) The diagram of the heat-generating blpck is
shown in Fig 4 The HTGR spheric fuel elements with a standard
diameter of 60 mm aie used In this case the lower part of the
reactor vessel presents a cooling zone The decay heat is removed
from the fuel elements being in this zone through the pattive-cooled
reactor vistsel wall and by the radiation from the pebble-bed
surface During the whole of core fragmentation and fuel element
movement to the cooling aone the maximum fuel temperature remains
lower than the permise.Ible temperature according ,o the estimates.
Fig 5 shone the e&tlmatee. of typical variations of the maximum
temperature of the fuel e-iemcntb fur thie leactoi and the main
staget of occurring procebfcet

For choosing the optimal versions of the core components
(coated particles, graphite and water coolant share) the
investigations of thf neutronic charactei ist-icc of these systems
have been carried out The calculation lesulta show (Fig 6) that
negative feedback and the leasonable characteristics of the fuel be

fuel element
block

fuel elements

cooling
zone

_^- melt

FIG 3 Heat removal scheme for normal conditions (A) and after a coolant loss and a
fuel element moving to a cooling zone (B)



obtained if the volume share of the coolant will be not
3

large and
the uranium density in the core exceed 500 kg/m". The above fuel
compoeitions eneure the consumption of natural uranium at the level
of the current VVERs (̂  0.24 kg U nat/MW-day) .

The calculations of passive heat removal through the reactor
vessel wall for a maximum temperature of fuel elenents of 1600°C
have been made. For theee conditions Fig.7 shone the dependence of

fuel element

fuel-element

coolant

FIG. 4. Scheme of a reactor block containing spherical fuel elements.

iSOOn

time (hour)

FIG. 5. Time dependent maximal fuel temperature for LOCA and shutdown.

q<t Q.2. c}3 4* us- qs V*,o

FIG. 6. Dependence of K„ on water volume; enrichment is 8%; fuel element diameter is
60 mm. 1: 70 g U; 2: 60 g U; 3: 50 g U; and 4: 40 g U per fuel element.
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the limiting heat flux through the wall on the noninal power
density of the core accommodated in the standard WER reactor
vessel. However another geometry of the cooling zone ie poeeible. It
should be chosen from the condition of not exceeding the
permissible temperature of the fuel elements. As ehown by the
estimates, the power density in this reactor may reach 40-50 MW/rn ,
which corresponds to the current requirements.
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HEAT TRANSFER IN THE UPPER PART
OF THE HTTR PRESSURE VESSEL
DURING LOSS OF FORCED COOLING

Y. SHIINA, M. HISHIDA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract

Heat transfer characteristics in upper part of pressure vessel of High Temperature Engi-
neering Test Reactor( HTTR) during loss of forced cooling were studied experimentally by the
use of hemispheres heated from below. Natural convection heat transfer and flow characteris-
tics without thermal radiation were studied with several kinds of liquids as working fluids and
thermo-sensitive liquid crystal powders as a visualization tracer. The ranges of Rayleigh and
Prandtl numbers for the study were 10* < Sa < 5.5 x ID10 and 6 < Pr < 13000 for heat transfer
experiment and 2 x 10s < Ra < 1.9 x 109 and 6 < Pr < 13000 for flow visualization experiment.

Heat transfer correlations and flow characteristics were clarified in laminar and turbulent
regions. In laminar region, circulating flow existed in a hemisphere, i.e., hot fluid risen up near
the center of the hemisphere arrived at the top of the hemisphere and flowed downward along
inner surface of hemisphere. Whereas, in turbulent region of Ra > 109, the circulating flow
disappeared and random upward and downward flow became dominant. Hot fluid released from
the hot surface is dissipated immediately in surrounding fluid.

Natural convection heat transfer experiment with thermal radiation is now also being carried.
Maximum temperature of a hot surface can be raised up to 600° C. Air is used as a working
fluid. Rayleigh number range will be 1.5 x 108 < Ra < 5.3 x 108. Net heat transfer rate by
natural convection can be obtained by subtracting the calculated heat transfer rate by thermal
radiation. Estimated heat transfer rate by natural convection is compared with the results of
natural convection experiment without thermal radiation.

1. Introduction

During loss of forced cooling of High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor(HTTR), decay
heat will be removed from reactor core by heat conduction, natural convection and thermal
radiation. With the increase in temperature of the reactor core, several parts of pressure vessel
will be heated by thermal radiation and natural convection.

Heat transfer characteristics in upper part of pressure vessel of HTTR during loss of forced
cooling will be important from the viewpoint of safety, because hot coolant heated by the
upper surface of the reactor core might rise up to the pressure vessel and the vessel might be
locally heated up. Amount of heat transported by thermal radiation increases with increase in
temperature of reactor core and decreases with increase in pressure in the vessel. Therefore, the
role of thermal radiation will be more important when temperature of reactor core is high and
pressure is low. Transported heat by thermal radiation, however, could be estimated analytically
because of relatively simple characteristics of thermal radiation.

On the other hand, heat transfer by natural convection depends on flow in pressure vessel,
which is regulated by the geometry, size, configuration of heated and cooled surfaces and tem-
perature difference between the surfaces. Therefore, it is not simple to estimate the detailed
thermal effects of natural convection on the upper part of the pressure vessel.

The objective of the present study is to clarify the basic characteristics of natural convection
heat transfer in upper part of the pressure vessel during loss of forced cooling. A hemisphere
was used to simulate the geometry. First, heat transfer and flow characteristics of natural
convection without thermal radiation were studied. Two experiments, heat transfer and flow
visualization experiments, were carried out. Basic features of natural convection were obtained
from the experiments. Second, natural convection heat transfer with thermal radiation was

studied. Radiation heat transfer was calculated analytically and net heat transfer rate by natural
convection was compared with the results of the experiment without thermal radiation. There
are no prior paper concerning to natural convection of this geometry, the results of the present
experiments were compared with the studies performed in enclosures of basic geometries such
as horizontal and vertical enclosures.[1]-[10]

2. Experimental apparatus and procedure
2.1 Experiment on natural convection without thermal radiation

Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of experimental apparatuses. Figure l(a) shows the ap-
paratus for heat transfer experiment. It consists of a hemispherical shell made of SUS 304
300mm in inner diameter 8mm thick and a copper plate 20mm thick. Copper plate was heated
by sheathed heater welded on the plate. Outer surface of the hemisphere was cooled by wa-
ter flowing in copper tube soldered on the surface. Inner and outer surface temperatures of
the hemisphere were measured at fourteen positions located on five concentric regions on the
hemispherical snrface(A-E) as shown in Figure 2. Local heat fluxes across the hemisphere were
obtained by heat conduction calculations. Average heat transfer rate was obtained by the arith-
metical average of the local heat fluxes.

Water, ethyl alcohol, 78wt% and 44tuf% aqueous glycerin, Freon 113 and silicon oils were
used as working fluids. Liquid temperature were measured by I or L-type temperature probes
with CA thermocouples 50pm in diameter inserted into air-release pipe welded near the top of
the hemisphere at r = 12.5mm(r — z co-ordinates are shown in Figure l(a)). The probe was
traversed vertically.

Figure l(b) shows the apparatus for flow visualization experiment. Flow visualization exper-
iment was performed by two hemispheres 100mm and 300mm in inner diameter made of acrylic
resin. Hemispheres were set in rectangular enclosures shown in Fig.l(b). Outer hemispherical
surface was cooled by flowing water between rectangular case and the hemisphere. Thermo-
sensitive liquid crystal powders were used as a tracer. Since the powder changes in color at
about 30* C, hot fluid can be distinguished by the difference in colors. Water, 78wt% aqueous
glycerin and silicon oils were used as working fluids.

Temperature of the copper plate was kept at constant value up to 45*C. Physical prop-
erties were estimated at the average temperature of hot and cold surfaces. Non-dimensional
parameters, Rayleigh and Nusselt numbers, Ra and Nu, are defined as Äa = gß&TR3[K.V and
A'u = Äj/AAT where g, R and q are the gravitational constant, inner radius of the hemisphere
and heat flux respectively, ß, K, v, A are coefficient of expansion, thermal diffnsivity, kinematic
viscosity and thermal conductivity respectively and AT = TA - Tc where Tk and Tc are tem-
peratures of hot and cold surfaces respectively. The ranges of Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers
were 106 < Ra < 5.5 x 1010 for heat transfer experiment and 2 x 10* < Ra < 1.9 x 109 for flow
visualization experiment and 5.3 < Pr < 13000 for both experiments.

2.2 Experiment on natural convection with thermal radiation

Figure 3 shows experimental apparatus for natural convection with thermal radiation. Pressure-
vessel-type enclosure consists of SUS 304 1000mm in inner diameter, upper half of the vessel is
a hemisphere. Lower half was filled with thermal insulation blanket. Heated surface 600mm in
diameter made of SUS 304 was installed at the center of vessel as shown in the figure. The vessel
was cooled by surrounding rectangular cooling panel located outside the vessel. Cooling water
pipes are attached on the panel. Therefore, temperature of the hemispherical surface increases
with increase in the temperature of heated surface. Air is used as a working fluid.

Inner and outer surface temperatures of the hemisphere were measured at 23 positions.
Total heat fluxes across the hemispherical surface were obtained by conduction calculations.
Temperature of the hot surface can be kept at an arbitrary constant value up to max. about
600°C. Heat fluxes due to thermal radiation were estimated analytically. The estimation method
of thermal properties and the definition of non-dimensional parameters are same as described
in the previous section. The range of Rayleigh number in the experiment will be 1.5 x 10* <
Ra < 5.3 x I08.
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3 Results and discussions
3 1 Heat transfer and flow patterns of natural convection witout thermal radiation

Generally the functional relationship between Nnsselt number and Rayleigh number is ex-
pressed as

Nv = CRanPrm (1)

where C,n and m are empirical constants Average Nnsselt number N u is plotted against
Rayleigh number in Figure 4 As the value of m, Droplun et al [1] and Seki et al [8] proposed 0 074
and 0 024, respectively Figure 4, however, indicates that the effect of Prandtl number is not
prominent in the present study The results can be represented by the following correlationships

01974Ä1025 (I08 < Ao < 109)
0312Ä0033 (109< JZa<55x l0 1 0 )
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Figure 3 Experimental apparatus with thermal radiation

(a) Heat transfer experiment (b) Flow visualization experiment
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus without thermal radiation
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Figure 4 Plot of average Nusselt number against Rayleigh number



The above correlationships ate shown by solid lines in the figure. The present experimental
data were compared with correlationships obtained by Tanaka et al.[4] in horizontal enclosures
and Bohn et al.[10] in vertical enclosures shown by dotted and broken lines, respectively. In the
cases of horizontal and vertical enclosures, average heat transfer rates on hot and cold surfaces
are the same because of the same heat transfer areas. For the present case, however, the area
of cold surface was twice as large as that of hot surface, therefore, average heat transfer rate on
the cold surface was just half of that of the hot surface. This would be the major reason why
the present data lie below the results of other investigators. Nnsselt number on hot surface is
shown by dotted chain line for the comparison.

Heat transfer analysis of laminar natural convection along spherical surface based on bound-
ary layer approximation]]2] gave the value of n in eq.(l) to be 0.25. Many investigations showed
that n was almost equal to 1/3 for turbulent natural convection. Since the effects of enclo-
sure geometry on heat transfer characteristics would be little in turbulent region, the exponent
n = 1/3 could be applied in turbulent natural convection in a hemisphere. Therefore, equations
(2) and (3) correspond to laminar and turbulent heat transfer respectively and flow becomes
fully turbulent for Äa > 10*.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between local average Nusselt number and Rayleigh number.
Local average Nusselt number are obtained by averaging the Nusselt numbers on each concentric
region from À to £ shown in Figure 2. For Rayleigh number of Ra < 10s, Nusselt number
decreases with increase in angle measured from vertical. This would be due to the existence
of downward flow along the hemispherical surface in laminar region and due to development of
boundary layer in the flow direction. For Ra > 109, however, Nusselt number of large angle
regions(regions D and E) shows higher values than that of small angle regions(region B and A).
This would be due to random upward and downward flow between hot and cold surface caused
by turbulence. In this region, the flow along the hemispherical surface would be disappeared.
The ratio of the highest Nusselt nnmber(usually at region A) to average Nnsselt number was
about 1.5 in laminar region and about 1.2 in turbulent region in the present study. In turbulent
region, the top of hemisphere would not be so locally heated up by natural convection as to in
laminar region.
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Figure 5 Plot of local average Nusselt number against Rayleigh number

Vertical distributions of average liquid temperature measured at several radial positions are
shown in Figures 6, 7(a) and 8(a). Average liquid temperature was obtained by averaging base
liquid temperature excluding the temperature fluctuations due to rising hot liquid. In the figures,
zh is the vertical distance from the hot surface to the inner surface of hemisphere at arbitrary
radial positions. For low Rayleigh number, hot fluid rises steadily at the center of a hemisphere,
therefore, liquid temperature is high near the center and becomes low with increase in radial
distance from the center as shown in Figure 6 for Ra = 5.7 x 106.
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Figure 7 Results of liquid temperature measurement for Äa = 8.2 x 106, Pr = 8800
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Figure 8 Results of liquid temperature measurement for Ra = 4 x 10l°, Pr = 8

With increase in Rayleigh number, vertical distributions of average liqnid température show
boundary-layer-type profile as shown in Figure 7 (a) for Ra = 8.2 x 10$. Flat temperature
profiles could be observed at several radial positions except near both surfaces. Lower and
higher temperature regions were observed at the outer edge of the thermal boundary layers near
hot and cold surfaces respectively. These temperature reversals which are more prominent near
the hot surface are caused by hot upward flow at the center and cold downward flow along the
hemispherical surface. The temperature reversals could be observed until Ra = 10s. Figure 9(a)
shows the flow and temperature patterns at Ra = 4 x 107. Hot liquid released from the hot
surface flows towards the center and rises there to the top of the hemisphere. Several streaks of
the hot liquid could be seen rising near the center of a hemisphere in the figure.

Vertical distributions of maximum liquid temperature deviation from average value are shown
in Figures 7(b) and 8(b). In the figure, 7+ and T- designate the differences of the maximum and
minimum liquid temperature from the average value, i.e., T+ = T^^-T^ and T- = 7*m,„ -T„
where Tm„, T„, and Tram are the maximum, average and minimum liquid temperatures at z
respectively. Below Ra = 108, T+ keeps high value for all z—distances between hot and cold
surfaces at the center region. With increase in radial distance from the center, 7+ decreases
rapidly with vertical distance from the hot surface. For the region of r/R > 0.177, hot liquid
can not reach z/Zj, > 0.3. This indicates that there exists a circulating flow in the hemisphere,
and therefore hot fluid rises mainly at the center.

For Ra > 109, however, temperature reversals are disappeared as shown in Figure 8(a)
which is the results at Ra = 4 x 1010. Vertical distribution of T+ is shown in Figure 8(b).
The maximum temperature deviation T+ is almost zero for all z—distances from hot and cold
surfaces except very near the surfaces. These results indicate that for Ra > 109, circulating
flow disappeared and the effect of hot fluid is confined in the vicinity of the hot surface. Flow
pattern at Ra = 1.9 x ]09 is shown in Figure 9(b). Many small eddies could be observed and
dominant folw can not be observed. The results of liquid temperature measurement and flow
visualization experiment support the results of heat transfer experiment. For high Rayleigh
number of Ra > Id9, flow became fully turbulent and hot fluid released from the hot surface
is easily dissipated in surrounding fluids. Therefore, hot liquids can not reach the top of the
hemisphere in turbulent region.

(a) Ra = 4 x 107,
PT = 290

(b) Äa = 1.9 x l O9,
Pr = 6.5

Figure 9 Visualized patterns of flow and temperature fields



3.2 Heat transfer of natural convection with thermal radiation

In the experiment, heat is transported by natural convection and thermal radiation. Heat
transported by natural convection was obtained by subtracting the heat transported by thermal
radiation which was calculated analytically. The radius of the hemisphere R is not equal to that
of the hot surface Ri(R — 0.5m and RI = 0.3m). Since natural convection would be regulated
by the hemisphere, the radius R was used as a hydralic diameter.

Heat transfered by thermal radiation has to be estimated. There are three surfaces in the
hemisphere, which contribute to thermal radiation, i.e., hot surface, hemispherical inner sur-
face(cold surface) and insulation surface as shown in Figure 3. Radiated heat from hemispherical
surface to each surface could be estimated as follows:

We define surface numbers of hot, hemispherical and insulation surfaces as 1,2 and 3, re-
spectively. Angle factor FH of a small area on the hemisphere to surface l(hot surface) can be
obtained as:

R l cos 6
(4)

where 6 is the angle measured Irom vertical. Angle factors FH and FIS of » small area on
the hemisphere to surface 2(hemispherical surface) and to insulation surface respectively are
obtained in the similar manner as :

(5)

(6)

Radiation energy 6, from small area dA, on the hemisphere to outer space per unit time and
unit area is expressed as

6, = o-f.T,4 + (1 - t,)h. (7)
where k, and (, disignate local inlet energy by thermal radiation from outwards and emmisivity
respectively. Radiation energy from surface k to dA, on surface 2 is written as :

dA,h, =

(8)

where BI, designates radiation energy from surface k to outward per unit time and unit area.
They can be obtained as

B =
1 (9)

(10)

where Ai,Ai,A3 are radiation area of surfaces 1,2,3 respectively.
Radiation energy 6, is rewritten by substituting eq. (8) into (7)

(12)

Local net radiation energy dQ, from dA, on surface 2 to outward can be obtained by sub-
tracting inlet radiation energy from emitted radiation energy. We obtain

dQ, = dA,(ac,T? - e.ft.)

Local net heat flux by thermal radiation g, on surface 2 is equal to dQ,/dA, at dA,

r,4 - 6.)1, = 1 -e,

0, therefore

(13)

Radiation energy Bt from surface k is not generally constant dependent on positions because
temperature of surface k is not neccesarily uniform. In the present experiment, however, the
non-uniformity of the temperature was small, and the effect of non-uniform temperature can
be neglected. Therefore, average surface temperature could be used for the calculation of BI,.
Emissivities were derived from the measured results of other invc$tigators[13](l4][15].

Figure 10 shows a plot of total heat transfer rate by natural convection and thermal radiation
against Rayleigh number. Hot surface temperature T\ was varied 100" C < T\ < 150° C in the
experiment. Solid line in the figure shows equation (2).

Figure 11 shows relationship between net heat transfer late by natural convection and
Rayleigh number. Amount of heat transported by thermal radiation calculated by the method
described above was subtracted from total transported heat. Further experiment will be per-
formed in high temperature regions where thermal radiation will play an important role in heat
transfer.

4. Conclusions

Heat transfer characteristics in upper part of pressure vessel of High Temperature Engineer-
ing Test Reactor( HTTR) during loss of forced cooling were studied experimentally by the use
of hemisphere heated from below.
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Figure 10 Plot of total heat transfer rate
by natural convection and thermal
radiation against Rayleigh number

Figure 11 Plot of net heat transfer rate
by natural convection against Rayleigh
number



r* First, natural convection heat transfer and flow characteristics without thermal radiation
Q were studied with several kinds of liquids as working fluids and thermo-sensitive liquid crystal

powders as a visualization tracer. The ranges of Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers for the exper-
iments were 106 < Ra < 5.5 x 1010 and 6 < Pr < 13000 for heat transfer experiment and
2 x 105 < Ra < 1.9 x 10s and 6 < Pr < 13000 for flow visualization experiment.

Heat transfer correlations and flow characteristics were clarified in laminar and turbulent flow
regimes. In laminar regime, hot fluid released from hot surface rises at the center of the enclosure.
It reaches the top of hemisphere and descends along hemispherical surface. Therefore circulating
flow exist in laminar region. Whereas, in turbulent region, the circulating flow disappeared and
random upward and downward flow became dominant. Hot fluid released from the hot surface
is dissipated in the surrounding fluid immediately. From heat transfer and flow visualization
experiments, flow induced by natural convection became fully turbulent for Ra > 109.

Second, natural convection heat transfer experiment with thermal radiation is now being car-
ried. Maximum hot surface temperature of the experiment can be raised up to about 600°C. Air
is used as a working fluid. Rayleigh number range will be 1.5 x 108 < Ra < 5.3 x 10s. Net heat
transfer rate by natural convection can be obtained by subtracting the calculated heat transfer
rate by thermal radiation from total heat transfer rate. Heat transfer rate by natural convection
is compared with the results of natural convection experiment without thermal radiation.

13. Makino, T. et al.,"Study on the properties of thermal radiation of metalic materials for
high temperature", Trans. JSME., 49(1983) 1040-1047 (in Japanese)

14. Sala, A., "Radiant properties of metals-Tables of radiant values for black body and real
metals", Physical Science Data 21, Elsevier(1986)

15. Touloukin, Y.S., DeWitt, O.P., "Thermal Radiative Properties-Metallic elements and Al-
loys", Thermophysical properties of Matter, the TPRC Data Series 7, IFI/Plenum Data
Corp.(1970)
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Abstract
Growing public and political interests towards incorporating passivesafety features in nuclear installations, let Siempelkamp in late 1987propose a solution consisting of a prestressed cast-iron pressure vesseland a passive heat removal system, integrated in the reactor cellsurrounding the vessel. This solution combines the inherent safety of aprestressed metallic pressure vessel with the advantages of a passiveheat removal system and thus constitutes a major step towards the goal
of further reducing potential residual risks.The design had to meet the boundary conditions for reactor core and
reactor building of the modular 200 MWth pebble bed reactor of Siemens/-
KWU.The engineering design showed that many input parameters needed for thefinite-eleroent-analysis of the overall structure required a verificationby measurements in a well scaled test setup. This was especiallyrequired for the heat transfer from the liner of the prestressedcast-iron pressure vessel to the natural convection cooling system inthe cell and forward to the outer surface of the cell.The data of six experiments provided a sound basis for demonstrating thefeasibility of the proposed design and for deducing important thermalinput parameters for code predictions.Furthermore, it could be demonstrated that the heat can be transportedfrom the core via the natural convection system to the outside for all
normal and emergency conditions up to the depressurization accidentwithout exceeding the allowable temperatures for the various structural
components. This holds also for a failure of the embedded cooling
system.
For comparison, a reference test with a steel pressure vessel wall
proved that the differences in maximum temperatures between steel wall
and prestressed cast iron pressure vessel wall were smaller than
anticipated. A comparion paper [1] provides details of experimental and
analytical results.

1 . INTRODUCTION
Passive safety systems [2] have become more and more important in

nuclear engineering. With this in mind and by recognizing that
evolutionary approaches to these problems will not solve all of them a
kind of revolutionary approach is needed. Therefore, Siempelkamp in late
1987 proposed a solution [3] consisting of a prestessed cast-iron
pressure vessel and a passive heat removal system, integrated in the
reactor cell surrounding the vessel. This solution combines the inherent
safety of a prestressed metallic pressure vessel with the advantages of
a passive heat removal system and thus is a major step towards the goal
of substantially reducing remaining residual risks.

The work necessary to prove the feasibility of such a system wasdivided into 2 phases.
Phase I was performed from Sept. 1, 1987 to Febr. 28, 1989.The content of Phase I was the overall design of the system with special

emphasis of the heat transport from the liner on the inner surface ofthe pressure vessel to the cooling tower. This work has been performed
by the companies Siempelkamp and Siemens/Interatom and accompanied bythe Jlilich nuclear research center.

Phase II started Aug. 1, 1989 and will end Sept. 1992.
The work performed was a series of tests in a large scale test setup todetermine effective values for thermal conductivities, thermal resistan-ces and to verify and/or correct the calculations and engineering design
performed in Phase I with special emphasis on the heat transport byradiation and convection in the cavity.These tests also included a steel pressure vessel wall instead of aprestressed cast iron pressure vessel for reasons of comparison.The work was performed by Siempelkamp and Battelle Institute in coope-
ration with Siemens/Interatom and Prof. K. Kugeler and accompanied bythe Jülich nuclear research center.
2. BASIS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

The objective of the R&D project was to design a prestressed castiron pressure vessel (PCIV) and the surrounding reactor cell (Fig. 1)
for the 200 MW thermal high temperature pebble bed reactor, based on the
modular reactor design of Siemens/Interatom with the aim to develop aninactive heat removal system.The system of prestressed cast iron pressure vessel and reactor cellhad to meet all the requirements for thermal behavior under operating,upset and emergency loads arising from the reactor core.The emphasis of the work was centered on establishing the concept ofa totally passive system for cooling and decay heat removal. This system
is based on natural water circulation in the wall of the reactor cell.The concept must ensure the heat transfer from the core to theoutside wall surface of the reactor cell as well as the feasibility of
the passive system of natural circulation. Coupled with this concept is
the design of the vessel wall, since the complexity of this wall
constrains the heat transfer from the core to the wall of the reactor
cell.

The word "passive" has been used many times in regard to safety
aspects of nuclear components and systems with many different meanings.
In this paper it is used with reference to the International Atomic
Energy Agency. [2]
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Fig. 1: Vertical cross section
Cpprestressed cast-iron pressure vessel (?) Reactor cell
©Axial prestressing tendon @ Top slab 1|) Heat
exchanger (6) Hoop orestressing cable (7) Liner with
support structure ® Cooling tubes ® Section for
test setup

The following boundary conditions had to be met in the design of the
prestressed cast iron pressure vessel as reactor vessel and of the
surrounding reactor cell with integrated heat removal system.
For the reactor vessel :
inside diameter 5900 mm
inside night 24426 mm
operating pressure 60 bar
design pressure 70 bar
test pressure 1,1x70 = 77 bar
design temperature 350 °C.

The level of heat flow (Fig. 2) across the vessel wall was computed
by Siemens/Interatom.

Curve 1 of Fig. 2 shows the heat flow over the height of the steel
vessel. Integration over the vessel surface yields a total heat flow of350 kW under operating conditions.

Curves 2 through 5 (of Fig. 2) show the heat flow for the emergency
condition of a depressurization accident. Curve no. 4 governs the
design. Its integration yields a total of 890 kW which has to be removed
from the vessel. The emergency condition with depressurization envelopsall other emergency conditions. It has to be sustained by the reactor
only once during its design life.

z [m] (z=distonce from top of core)

q [kW/m ]
Fig. 2: Heat flow through the pressure vessel wall



For the wall of the reactor cell the following design conditions
were established:- Its outside diameter should fit within the reactor building as

designed for the steel reactor vessel.- The walls must incorporate the cooling system and, together with the
reactor walls, provide the required radiation shielding. Betweenvessel and cell walls there must be a cavity wide enough to enable all
assembling operations during the construction phase, in particular the
wire winding machine that applies hoop prestress to the cast iron
vessel.

3. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
3.1 Overall system

The overall system for which the thermal behavior has been investi-gated (Fig. 3) consists of reactor pressure vessel, reactor cell,
cooling tower and the piping between reactor cell and cooling tower.Under operating conditions the heat loss of the reactor core flows
through the vessel wall and is transferred by convection and thermalradiation to the inside surface of the reactor cell. There the total of
350 kW will heat up the cooling water.Under natural convection the water will rise to the cooling towersin 2 separated, redundant piping systems. After transfering the heat tothe surrounding atmosphere by the heat exchangers in the cooling towers,the water flows to the lower end of the reactor cell because of its
higher density. This part of the piping is redundant as well.
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Fig. 3: Passive cooling system
CD Reactor pressure vessel (2) Reactor cell
OJ) Redundant pipes (4) Cooling tower

For this natural circulation to work, the differences in water
density between cool and warm ends of the reactor cell must be matched
with the geodetic height of the cooling tower. The required geodetic
height of the cooling tower, 25 m in this case, is governed by the
amount of heat to be removed under operating conditions.
The required size of the heat exchanger, the number of pipes in the cell
wall and the max. flow of cooling water is governed by the emergency
condition with its heat flow of 890 kW.After extensive parameter studies with regard to number and diameter of
the pipes in the cell wall and to the temperature gain of the cooling
water, it was decided to use 72 pipes, evenly distributed over the
circumference (Fig. 4) and embedded into the cast iron wall segments.

The inside diameter of the pipes is 65 mm. Both groups of 36 alter-
nate pipes have collectors of 800 mm in diameter at the top and bottom
ends of the reactor cell. The pipes connected to the cooling tower have
diameters of 400 mm each.

The cooling towers have been designed as a dry cooling towers with
air cooling by the atmosphere.
3.2 Reactor pressure vessel (Fig. 1, 4, 7)

The pressure vessel consists of three components:
- The cast iron body- The prestressing system
- The linerThe cast iron body, which forms the wall of the vessel is subdividedinto 11 rings and the top and bottom heads.10 of these rings are subdivided circumferentially into 3 segments.
The higher ring in the region of the horizontal gas duct is subdividedinto 11 segments.

Both top and bottom heads are divided into 7 blocks each; one center
and 6 surrounding blocks.

The material used is ferritic nodular cast iron. The masses of the
blocks range from 30 to 70 tons.The block assembly is prestressed in circumferential and axial
directions by the respective prestressing systems.

The axial prestressing system is subdivided in 33 tendons, each
containing 312 wires with diameters of 7 mm.

The hoop prestressing system is built up by wire winding of 9 to 16
layers of wire, diameter 7 mm, into 28 channels. Each layer is anchored
separately.

The material used for the prestressing wire is Ultrafort (a
chromium, molybdenum and nickel alloyed steel). This material can be
used for a design temperature of 350°C.The relaxation for 30 years of service time of the vessel and at a
temperature of 350°C will be 13%.

After prestress, the cast iron body of the vessel has compressive
stresses and the prestressing system - which is multiply redundant - has
tensile stresses.

Due to the compressive stresses at the interfaces of adjacent
blocks, the load carrying behaviour is like that of a solid vessel.

pe liner seals the total inner surface of the pressure vessel.
To ensure that no major buckling occurs and to compensate for minor

differences in the stress/strain relation of adjacent liner plates the
liner has to be anchored to a support structure at its outside (Fig. 7).



Fig. 4: Honzontal cross section
CD Core area ® Liner (3) Liner support structure
(j) Block of cast iron body (5) Axial prestressing
tendons (§) Hoop prestressing cable (7) Reactor cell
(Ê) Reinforced concrete (f) Cast iron profiles
9̂ Cooling tubes (Q) Section for test setup

Fig. 5: Test setup (dimensions in mm) with cast iron wall
(T) Electric heater and core vessel (?) Liner with liner
support structure (3) Pressure vessel wall ® Axial
prestressing tendon (f) Hoop prestressing cable
(o) Cover plate for hoop prestressing cable © Cast iron
block of the reactor cell (8) Cooling system @ Reinforced
concrete © Box for sprinkler system (Q> Insulation
@ Refractory support
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Fig. 6: Test setup with steel wall Fig. 7
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To prove that the pressure vessel has allowable stresses under all
loading conditions, extensive calculations with a Finite Element Method
computer code have been performed.
3.3 Reactor cell (Fig. 1 and 4)

The reactor cell has a wall thickness of 1,5 m and is assembled from
72 cast iron profiles. There are 6 rings on top of each other with 12
elements each.

The profiles are filled with reinforced concrete between the flanges
in order to provide structural stability.

With the cast iron profiles arranged radially through the wall of
the reactor cell a cooling and heat removal system outside of the cell
is possible, for example by a sprinkler system, as ultimate heat sink in
the highly hypothetical case that all systems fail.

The 72 cooling water pipes (two redundant systems of 36 each) are
inserted in drilled holes of the cast iron profiles. Sections of
approximately 10 m in length are welded together in openings at the
interfaces of the rings.To have good thermal contact to the surrounding blocks, the pipes
are widened by overpressurization. Thus, by plastic deformation, good
thermal contact with the surrounding cast iron is maintained.The calculations performed showed, that the cooling system is very
stable in regards to changing conditions. The following examples may
prove this:
Air temperature at cooling tower
20°C: Normal operating condition:

Inlet temperature reactor cell 30,7°C
Outlet temperature reactor cell 35,9°C
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Depressurization accident:
Outlet temperature reactor cell 49,8°C

35°C: Normal operating condition:Outlet temperature reactor cell 50,3CC
Depressurization accident:
Outlet temperature reactor cell 64 °C
Depressurization accident:
Failure of 1 cooling system (36 pipes):
Outlet temperature reactor cell 70,5°C

4. TEST FACILITY AND TEST MATRIX
During the engineering design work it became apparent that manyinput parameters used in the finite-element-analysis of the overall

structure - especially those for the heat transfer from the liner of the
prestressed cast-iron pressure vessel to the natural convection cooling
system in the cell and forward to the outer surface of the cell -
required confirmatory verification by measurements in a well scaled test
setup, because the temperature distribution in these components turnedout to be very sensitive to changes of these parameters.
4.1 Test objectives

The primary objective of the test is to show that the decay heatwhich has to be removed from the reactor core during all operating and
emergency conditions can in fact be removed by the redundant coolingsystem installed in the reactor cell using only natural circulation.

Furthermore, the temperature fields for the different loading
conditions and test configurations are to be measured as well as the
conductive and radiative fractions in the total heat transfer across the
cavity.

The aquired data shall serve to verify or to correct the values for
thermal conductivity, heat transmission coefficient and heat transferthrough convection and radiation used in the pre-calculations.

After completion of the tests and implementation of the findings inthe mathematical models a set of data will be available that has been
verified by experiments and which will permit future engineering designto be performed at a higher level of confidence.

In this context the test data are important in judging whether the
calculated core temperatures for the chosen setup of prestressed cast
iron pressure vessel and reactor cell are different from those derivedfor a common steel reactor vessel.
4.2 Test facility and instrumentation

As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 4, the setup of reactor pressure
vessel and surrounding reactor cell is rotationally symmetric.

Therefore.it was decided to simulate a 20° wide sector with a height
of 2 m of the reactor vessel and cell and erect it as a test setup.

The test facility as shown in Fig. 5 is surrounded with 500 mm of
thermal insulation in order to minimize heat losses. The supporting
structure especially the bottom part, is also designed as an insulation.
The inside surfaces of the insulation, facing the cavity are covered

with superreflecting metal foil in order to simulate the thermal
boundary conditions of a rotationally symmetric structure.

There is an electric heater mounted on the plate of the core vessel.
Its area is subdivided into 4 independent heating zones in order to
guarantee an almost uniform surface temperature as in a real reactor
vessel. Thermographie measurements made before assembling the heater
into the test setup showed a maximum temperature difference of 4°C over
the axial extension of the heating surface.

The box for the sprinkler system at the outside of the reactor cell
serves for the investigation of the amount of heat which can be removed
by spraying the reactor cell with water in case both redundant passive
heat removal systems in the reactor cell fail during a hypothetical
emergency condition. In that case, the radial cast iron ribs in the
reactor cell might be very effective as heat conductors.

The water flowing through the 4 pipes near the inside of the reactor
cell is kept at a constant inlet temperature by a special cooling
circuit. Because of the limited height of the test facility, natural
circulation was property simulated by convective water flow.

The test setup for the steel reactor pressure vessel wall is shown
in Fig. 6.

Comparing Figs. 5 and 6 it can be seen, that the distance betweenthe outside of the pressure vessel walls and the inside of the reactor
cell is equal. This is important for the comparison of the convective
and radiative fractions of the heat transport accross the cavity.

The instrumentation consists of 123 thermocouples, 3 globe thermo-
meters, 4 anemometers, 4 calorimeters and a heat flux sensor.
4.3 Test Matrix

A total 6 tests have been performed; 5 tests (numbered 0 to 4) with
the prestressed cast iron pressure vessel wall (test setup in Fig. 5)
and 1 test (number 5) with the steel pressure vessel wall (test setup in
Fig. 6).

In the following, some details are provided for the specificboundary conditions and experimental procedures:
Test 0 Start up of test facility

Starting from room temperature going to normal operating
conditions and then slightly increase the heat input to see how
the test setup reacts to ramps in the heating conditions.
Configuration see Fig. 5 but without the cover plates (Pos. 6)
shielding the circumferential prestressing system.
The cell cooling system was on.
Test duration: 500 h

Test 1 From room-temperature to normal operating conditions, then
depressurization accident.
Configuration: with cover plates Fig. 5, Pos. 6
Cooling system on
Duration: 1000 h

Test 2 From room-temperature to normal operating conditions, then
depressurization accident.
Configuration: without cover plates Fig. 5, Pos. 6.
Cooling system on
Duration: 900 h



Test 3 From room-temperature to normal operating, then depressurizationaccident, without cover plates. Cooling system on
The surfaces of the hoop prestressing system (Fig. 5, Pos. 5)and the inner surface of the cast iron block of the reactor
cavern (Fig. 5, Pos. 7) were painted black in order to test
changes in radiative properties.
Duration: 1050 h

Test 4 Configuration similar to test 3 (blackened surfaces).
From room-temperature to normal operating conditions. Having
reached steady-state the cooling system was turned off and the
sprinkler system at the outside of the block of the reactor cell
(Fig. 5, Pos. 10} was activated while starting the depressuri-zation accident.
After completing the depressurization accident, the test setup
was brought back to normal operating conditions (steady-state)
and then the depressurization accident was replicated again
without any cooling at all.Duration: 1050 h——————

T[-q
500 -r

400 --

300 --

Test 5 Test setup with steel vessel wall (see Fig. 6)
From room-temperature to normal operating conditions, then
depressurization accident, back to normal operating conditions.
Cooling system on.
Second depressurization accident without any cooling.Duration: 700 h

The heating of the test setup was done electrically. The input data were
based on a heat flux analysis of the modular reactor with a prestressed
cast iron vessel which was performed by Siemens/Interatoro. The computed
heat flux was increased by the anticipated heat losses in the test setup
(20%).
5. COMPARISON OF PRESSTRESSED CAST IRON PRESSURE VESSEL HALL TO STEEL

PRESSURE VESSEL WALL (TEST RESULTS)
A comparison of tests 3 and 4 to test 5 is shown in Fig. 8.
It can bee seen that the test setup with steel wall reaches steady

state conditions approximately at the same time (70 h) as the test setup
with prestressed cast iron pessure vessel wall.

accident conditions t^-
no cooling

-» cavernwall .inside
» test no 5

^ accident conditions
cooling at 38'C

steel waĵ  inj|de
- -»_,*•...„a.•-•*>-'-*;.;' ••»-̂ *• outside '- -A.;--.
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Fig. 8: Test resultsPrestressed Cast Iron Pressure Vessel wall compared to Steel Pressure Vessel wall
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Under normal operating conditions the liner has nearly the same

temperature as the inside or the steel wall. The PCIV cylinder block is
75°C colder than the steel wall. The inside of the reactor cell with
PCIV is 10°C colder than with the steel vessel.

For the depressurization accidents, the liner is 70°C to 100°Chotter than the inside of the steel wall; this might be due to the lowheat capacity of the liner.
The temperature of the block of the PCIV wall itself is 35°C lowerthan the steel wal 1. The temperatures of the reactor eel 1 show no

significant differences for the two pressure vessel options.
6. FINAL REMARKS

The most important result of the test series is the demonstrationthat the prestessed cast iron pressure vessel in combination with thereactor cell and together with the passive, natural circulation decayheat removal system can sustain severest, long-term accident conditons.Therefore, these experiments prove the feasibility of such a concept for
a 200 MWth pebble bed reactor.

The experiments showed that even in case of natural circulationfailure and failure to initiate the outside surface spray system, thecomponent temperatures do not reach the respective limit values whichwould potentially threaten the integrity of the combined structures.Moreover, it was shown (Fig. 8) that the anticipated differences inthe thermal behaviour of a PCIV wall versus a common steel PV-wall werenot as significant as previously thought.From the beginning, all experiments were consistently accompanied bypre-as well as post-test computations. The thermal calculations wereperformed by two-dimensional, transient finite-element analysis for theinstrumented section at midheight of the test facility. The 2D FE-modelwas developed by accounting for standard material properties, includingview-factor options as well as modeling thermal contact resistances bythe "slide line" feature of the TOPAZ-computer code. In order to obtainbest-estimate heat transfer coefficients at the surfaces facing thecavity, pre-test computations were performed with the CFD-code BASSIMprior to any experiments.Fig. 9 summarizes the evolution of the values applied for thecontact resistances for the different experiments. This figure clearly
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Fig. 9: Evolution of Contact Resistances used for 2D-Computations with TOPAZ



indicates that experiments 1 through 4 were well represented by anunique set of coefficients. Changes in the coefficients were needed aspart of model refinement (start-up experiment) as well as for coveringchanges made in the facility (with versus without cover plates
shielding). All pre-test predictions were on the conservative side withthe largest discrepancy of 30% for the start-up experiment.The experimental data provided an extensive data base for derivingproper input values also for the fractions of radiative and convectiveheat transport across the cavity.More details are provided in [1],The generated data base can be used to validate other computer codesapplied for similar reactor cavity designs and their optimization.
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Abstract
In the search tor farther reducing the residual rida of possible major reactor pressai

«taring and In the aftermath of severe accidents of modular HTR's, an alternative RPV has been designed
and • ample rani already fabricated by the dim aempefltamp, Krefeld, FRG. Tbk alternative RPV

id failure

or more recently also with drcnmfer«BtiaBy Bat band prestressmg.
This «pedflc Stempehamp design has been toted and quitted la * geries of experiments with the

maple tot veswL TU» design WM «too used fiir the coatro! gas vessel ta tbe THTR under operational
»errkt condMoni.

la «der to demonstrate reliable decay heat removal mder meet term conditions, • 1 : 1 scale, 20'
sector of the »tssel/carltj, termed DrWA-fadHty (Inactive decay heat ratant) mm fabricated and tested
at Stempelkamp.

The cavity was cooled by natural drenlatton of water flowing la tubes embedded in die cast Iron
structure of the cavity.

A total of 5 experiments were performed with thta setup «»«»«hifaifl a variety of changes In
constructive details, surface and cooUng conditions. Each experiment was performed both fbr operational
conditions and depreanrhation transients, typical for * 200 MWA HTR-modale. Experimental test
durations ranged np to 1000 hows*

Pre- and post-test predictions with the FEM-eode TOPAZ accompanied the INWA test series.
This paper describes the INWA-CadHty and the experimental remits as well as the predictive capability
of the TOPAZ-code by comparing »he data with computational remits,

The INWA-resnlts quality the pre-stressed cast faon vessel together with the natural drenbtion cooled
cavity even for the wont of severe accident conditions. Even to the case of a total faBnre of an cooling
capabilities ta or at the cavity structure the vessel surface temperature remains below critical vaines.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1973, the design and planning of German pebble bed high temperature, gas-cookd reactors was
accompanied by the alternative reactor prearare vessel design using the concept of prestreased cast-iron
(PCI) vessel pj. In 1975, developmental work started and to On following years, it was demonstrated that
Pd-vtsseb can be operated up to 350 *C

The required materials for cast-iron, Huer and wfacs were systematically ««"»«"^ by material testing
programs and documented.

Both, tbe control gas storage tank for the THTR as well as the Urge-Kale HTR test vessel at
StempeDcamp, Krefeld, FRG, Impressively demonstrated the predictability, the feasibility as wen as the
UcenslblUty by the authorities according to standard codes and regulations.

Public acceptance of future nuclear power seemingly necessitates increased application of passive
design features without resorting to active components. In addition, emphasis to put to farther reduce
remote residual risk contributions, such as pressure vessel failure. The prtslressed cast-iron pressure
vessel combined with a passive heat «Ink capability Integrated Into tbe reactor aflo structure shows
promising passive and forgiving tolerant features satisfying a number of presently dkcassed requirements
of nuclear systems of the future.



In tote 1987, the Dim SiempeDtamp proposed [2] such a combination of a reliable pretmre vessel
construction with aw advantages of a passive decay beat removal system fully Integrated toto the reactor
silo cell structure.

TU» proposal WM based on the design features and overall measure« and characteristic* developed by
SŒMEN&KWD (INTERATOM) tar the 200 MW» HTR-modnlar reactor design, with the substitution
of the PCI-vessd for the common steel Tend and to replace the silo structure by the comporte cast-
Iron/concrete ttrnctare developed by Stanpelkamp [2,3], as described in the following.

2. INWA-TEST FACIUTY

Fig. 1 gives a perspective view of DfWA Test Facility which corrtsponces to 20* sector of a 200 MW*
Slemens/KWU HTR modular pebble bed reactor design. The test fadUty wa» contlnicted wtth ail detaUs
of a realtte PU-vetsel and cast bon/concrète composite structure wtth circumferential tendon
reinforcement at a scak liL

The height of the sector was chotea to be about 2 m • only a fraction of the total axial system
tarai drcnlation condition m the embedded tabes had to be sbnnkted accordingly

by appropriait (breed convection condition.
Also, til rsasi of ft» sector shape the loop ] old not exert the pre •forceon the

Pd-vcstd stricter« as imder normal operating conditions. However, the experimental stractare was
solidly clamped onto the floor.

In order to provide an ntthnate heat sink m ease of faUm-e of both redundant, natural dradation
piping ijiHaii. a flhn cooBng device, see 10 m Figure 1, was Installed hi order to rinse down on the

rccfl composite surface*
The complete INWA-fadHty was embedded within 500 mm duck thermal insolation. Abo, as shown

In Figure 1, the supporting base structure was carefully designed for Us isolating properties. Super
reflecting metal foO was applied at die floor, celling and skteface of die reactor cavtty hi order to provide
proper thermal boundary conditions. AH of diese precautionary measures were necessary to keep tike beat

from the INWA-facfllty as low m possible. Based on experiences elsewhere, the emdal rok of heat

The drMsg thermal power is provided by the electric heater ekment, see Item 1 ta «gore L This
heatmg element constated of 4 Independently controlled healing drcnlt» to assure a snrmce température
as uniform as possible by properly accounting for the end heat losses. Thermographie control photos
Indicated mazhnmn temperature derUUom of only 4 *C located towards the beater plate sides.

-dta stncta

3. MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
In order to reach the tan objective» of the INWA-ttsta, the complex

Instrumented wtth a total of 123 embedded and sorhc* thermocouples, the majority of which wer* placed
along the radial eenterltaie of the sector. Furthermore, to obtain temperatures and heat Bnzes acrass gaps
and contact Interfaces between components, die emphasis hi the instrumentation was pot on the
positioning of a saffldent number of thermocouples at die relevant surfaces and hi die wire packages.
Furthermore, to properly evaluate die heat loss, a number of thermocouple« were abo placed towards die
boundary sides of dw facfflty.

Special Instrumentation were positioned tasUe the cavtty m order to determine die temperature
distribution, velocity fields and radiative transfer. For tab purpose, 3 globe thermometer», 4 turbine
anemometer* and special thermocouples were installed at movable rakes.

4 calorimeters were Installed toto the embedded cooling tube«. After the first preliminary experiment,
the Importance of correct heat flnx control became apparent and a special heat flux sensor was at die
heater plate surface facing die Huer component This allowed die redondant and diverse means to control
the heat fmx.

All measurement signab were sampled, converted and documented by a PC-based measuring system.

1 Electric heater and core vessel 7 Cast iron block of the reactor cell
2 Liner
3 Pressure vessel wall
4 Axial prestressing tendon
5 Hoop prestressing cable
6 Cover plate

8 Cooling system
9 Reinforced concrete
10 Sprinkler system
11 Insulation

INWA-TEST-FACIUTY



4. OBJECTIVES AND TEST MATRIX 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 «bows • horizontal cot through the INWA-fadUty and at the same Orne indicates the
nodallsatlon used for the thermal analysis with the FEM-Code TOPAZ [4]. Abo, this figure reveab the
variety and complexity of heat transport processes occurring la the different parts or the PCI-vessel and
composite reactor cell structure.

With these informations as background, the objectives of the INWA-ezperimenta were as follows:
(1) Demonstration of reliable and predictable passive heat sink capability under operational and

accidental reactor conditions without endangering (thermal limits) individual components and the
integrity of PCI-vessel structure.

(2) Determination of appropriate values tor thermal resistances, thermal conductivities (axial and
circumferential packages of cable wires), and heat transfer coefficients at Tarions interfaces.

(3) Evaluation of the importances of convective and radiative heat transport mechanisms In gaps,
most importantly across the cavity.

(4) Determination of aie effects of changes In coastracttre details (addltka of a protectiTecorerphtte
shielding the drenmlercntial cable package, surface treatment by adding a Mack coaüng onto the
surfaces facing the cavtty).

(5) Evateaikmirf the impact of tt^faitore of the natu^chxahtt^
ovtiide surface Bun coottag on the thermal iisuoasis of the PCI-stractnres sod the composite
reactor cell structure.

A total of 5 expertneats have been performed and evaluated thus tar, testing the PCI-Teasd structure
under différent condittoas dted «bore (Tab. I).

A reference test with a section of a typical steel vessel Is presently underway. Upon Its completion, a
direct comparison and demonstration of PCI versos steel vessel behavior wffl be possible.

AB experiment» were performed using the heat Dow depleted m Flgnre 3 for controlling the heater
plate in order to reach steady-state operational conditions and to simulate accident conditions according
to the predicted behavior during a depressarhtatk» accident of the modular HTR-reactor designed by
SHMËNS/KWU. The curves shown m Flgnre 3 account for heat losses (20 %) of the INWA-fkefltty.

A typical temperature trace at positions indicated in Fig. 2 fc shown in Fig. 4. After start-up which
Includes 'overheating1 to compensate for the thermal capacities of the components. Steady state to reached
after about 100 h. Depresnrizatlon event (DPI) can then be started at any time. At shown in Flg.4 DPE
started at about 410h and lasted approximately 250h.

ffle along the centerlme of the INWA Test Facility. Its
Later presented température profiles refb
Fig. 5 demonstrates the radial te nperatarcF

origin Is the outer surface of the heat-plate.
As the test facility Is modnlarly constructed, the steps hi the temperature profite result In thermal

resistances at the different contact surfaces win* m the gaps.
Fig. 6 presents measured axial temperature profiles for different circumferential angles at the outer

surface of the heat-plate and inner surface of the Huer. White the heat-plate profite demonstrates only a
small dependence in height and circumferential direction, tile finer shows a variation of 25*C in height
This results from natural convection In the gap between the heat plate and the liner and heat losses to the
bottom i

Fkj. 7 to 12 present Measured temperature profiles through the Pd structure and cavity for
steady-date normal operation and depresscrhatioa transient for experiments (0,) 2,3 «ad 4. These figures
show the résulta ofafl experiments without protective cover plate shielding tin hoop prestressug cabks.
The comparisons between «dividual carves m the respective figures dearly demonMrate the limited
variation in the experimental results, indicating consistency and phmsfbttoy of the data despite of
thousands of hours of operation of the INWA test Bkdttty. Under normal stady-state operation maxtaom
temperatures at the Bner surface range around 275 *C (Fig. 7).

The radial temperature profiles across the cavity are essentially flat (Fig. #10), with steep gradients
at the PCI vessel and the Inside cavtty surfaces, «~«--«**«t a natural drcntattng How patten along tin
structural surfaces with a large, ffsrntiaBy stagnant core. Changes made tor the différent experiments,
have only a small Influence on die steady-state temperature profiles.
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Physical processes and Modélisation FIG. 3 Applied heat flow for the INWA-TEST-FACILITY



£ TABLE I
N)

RADIATIVE AND CONVECTIVE HEAT FLUX
ACROSS THE CAVITY CELL

EXP. NO.

0

1

2

3

4

TIME
h

190

400
650
330
530
513
750
250
450
950

Radiation
W/m2

764

378
1170
701

1744
708

1786
672

1722
1712

Convection
W/m2

61,3

185
334
61,4
105
55

91,6
53
54
49

Radiation
%

92,6

67,2
78,0
92,0
94,3
92,8
95,1
92,7
97,0
97,2

Convection
%

7,4

32,8
22,0
8,0
5,7
7,2
4,9
7,3
3,0
2,8 FIG. 5
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Experiment No.2 / Normal operation
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Time history of temperature
Experiment No. 2
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FIG. 6 Vertical temperature distribution at the heat plate and the liner
Experiment No. 2 / Normal operation



FIG. 7
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Radial coordinate from heat plate [mm]

Normal operation
Cylinder block temperature profile

FIG. 9
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Radial distance from cylinder rib [mm]

Normal operation
Cell temperature profile
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Radial coordinate from heat plate (mm)

Depressurization event
Cylinder block temperature profile
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Radial dislance from cylinder rib [mm]

FIG. 10 Depressurization event
Cell temperature profile
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Radial distance from inner cavity wall [mm]

FIG. 11 Normal operation
Cavity wall temperature profile

Radial distance from inner cavity wall [mm]

FIG. 12 Depressurization event
Cavity wall temperature profile

Maximum liner temperatures nach it value of about 470 *C (Fig. 8). For experiment 4 the radial
temperature gradient decreases towards the cylindrical rib of the outside PCI vessel surface because thb
experiment was performed without the natural circulation system in the composite reactor cell structure.
The simulated failure of this system leads to an increase of the Inside cavity surface temperature and as
a result to a reduction in heat transport across the gap. This can be clearly seen from Fig. 10 which shows
that the gap temperature level Increases from around 150 *C for experiments 2 and 3 up to 220 *C In
experiment 4. The outside film cooling of the cavity reduces cavity températures by around 15 *C and
does not have a significant influence on heat removal (Fig. 12).

During experiment 1 a zinc coated cover plate, shielding the hoop prestressing cable was mounted. It
Is obvious that the cover plate represents a large heat transfer barrier to the cavity cell. Therefore the
temperature levels in the PCI vessel Increased to considerably higher values. Fig. 13 presents this radial
temperature profiles for the PCI vessel Cable temperatures rise from 250 *C to 380 *C. In consideration
of the yielding point, a high value must be set on the selection of the prestressing cable material The
results of experiment 1 necessitated in the removal of the coverplate for the following series of
experiments.

This change in construction manifested the importance of the thermal conductivity of die hoop
prestressing cables. The beat conductivity of the cables can only be Interpreted as a resultant thermal
conductivity Including radiation effects. The following effects are demonstrated by Fig. 14. The different
experiments are indicated by then- number.

after experiment 1 the résultant conductivity has changed to tower vaines,
the resultant conductivity to depending on temperature (thermal radiation effects),
the resultant conductivity decrease* from experiment to experiment which results hi a small de-
stressing of the bundle structure.

In accordance to Fig. 14 an averaged value for the resultant conductivity of 3.5 W/m/K was assumed
for pre- and postpredktkos.

Table I summarizes the evaluation of the special measurement tnrhniqiifa applied ht the cavity for ate
determination of die respective fractions of convecttve and radiative heat transport across the cavity. Thb
table Indicates the overwhelming importance of the radiative transport (92-97 %) versus the convertir«
transport (3-8 %), with flic exception of INWA experiment No. 1 which was performed withna cover
shielding plate protecting the wire package.

Fig. 18 shows the heat looses for the test-facility at steady state condition and for experiment 0.
The losses are at the vessel about 1235 W, at the cavity cell 335 W and at the cavity wan 200 W. The total
losses have been evaluated to 35 % of the heat input

6. ACCOMPANYING NUMERICAL ANALYSES

All INWA-experiments were accompanied by computational analyses with the FEM-code TOPAZ. The
TOPAZ-code was extended by including 2D radiation properties using the FACET-methodology [5] to
derive the multi-dimensional view factors.

The nodalizaflon grid of the 2D TOPAZ computations is shown In Figure 2 which at the same time
Indicates the position« MPI through MP6 for the comparisons between the data and the open post-test
predictions shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 to 17 show for INWA-experhnent No. 4, respectively, Oat after a substantial learning
period [3], the optimization of the code input parameters result In excellent agreements between measured
data and computed results. Even worst-case scenarios, with failure of all coolmg systems, as tested during
experiment No. 4, can now be predicted with confidence as depicted In Figure 15.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The large-scale INWA-experiments have achieved ail their objectives with a high level of confidence.
Most Importantly they demonstrated the passive heat removal capability of the combination of PCI-vessel
and composite reactor cell structure for the specified conditions examined hi full scale.

Detailed Insights obtained from the experimental data allowed the proper specification input
parameters for TOPAZ code predictions, that were not readily available previously.
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Measurement and evaluation techniques were (ally tested at high temperature kreis and during
hundreds of hours for each experiment

The experiences gained from these experiments may well supplement the design needs of reactor cavity
cooling systems developed elsewhere. Hie facility is available for more and possibly different experiments
In the framework of an international cooperation.
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Abstract

A test apparatus of cooling panel system Is provided to Investigate heat
rénovai performance and temperature distribution of reactor pressure vessel.
The test apparatus consists of a test section and systems for water supply,
heliuB gas supply, vacuum and instrumentation t control. The test section Is
composed of pressure vesseK 1000mm In dianeter. 3000«» in height ) containing
an electric heater( Bax.lOOkW, 600 *C) which simulates a reactor core and
cooling panels surrounding the pressure vessel. Helium and argon gas are
used and gas pressure is varied fro« vacuum to l.OMPa in the pressure vessel.
In the test, temperature distribution of the components In the test section,
helium gas temperature, heat flux removed from the electric heater and heat
flux transferred to the cooling panels are acquired.

Introduction

In Modular High-Temperature Gas-cooled Reactors (MHTGRs), one of the
features Is a passive cooling system which is applied to remove decay heat
from a core with thermal radiation and natural convection on a reactor
pressure vessel. For the passive cooling system, two systems has been
designed: a surface cooler (Interatom) [1] and a reactor cavity (General
Atonies) [2]. On the other hand, a cooling panel systen is also installed In
the High Temperature engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) in JAERI as a back-up of
the auxiliary reactor cooling system and Its heat removal capacity is 300kW[3J.

A test apparatus is provided to investigate heat removal performance
and temperature distribution of pressure vessel for a surface cooler (a
cooling panel) system.

A computational code is also developed to calculate both the flow and
the temperature distribution of components with thermal radiation,

conduction and convection. The computational code Is applied to the test
apparatus, and the numerical results are compared with test results to
verify the validity of the code.

This paper describes the test apparatus of cooling panel system and its
test plan.

Test apparatus of cooling panel system

A flowsheet of the cooling panel test apparatus Is shown in Fig. 1. The
test apparatus consists of a test section and systems for water supply,
helium gas supply and for vacuum. The test section Is composed of a pressure
vessel containing an electric heater and cooling panels surrounding the
pressure vessel as shown In Fig. 2.

The pressure vessel, 1000mm in diameter. 3000mm in height and 12mm in
thickness, is made of stainless steel, and 19 simulated stand pipes are
located on the upper head of it. The stand pipes are also made of stainless

-£ÄÄ£tt
-tower Cooling L

Föne! L

•Skfe Cooling ftirel

©
issure Vessel

Vacuum pump
Helium gas
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Fig- 1 Flowsheet of the cooling panel test apparatus
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Fig. 2 Schematic drawing- of the test section

steel and Is filled with thermal insulator. The stand pipes prevent the heat
transfer with thermal radiation and natural convection from the top of the
pressure vessel. Stand pipes are replaceable to investigate the effects of
stand pipes. The pressure vessel is supported by four legs, and four boards
attached between the legs simulate a skirt type support. Helium gas pressure
Is varied from vacuum to l.OMPa In the pressure vessel to investigate the
effects of helium gas pressure which affects the natural convection.

The electric heater, 600mm in diameter and 2000ma in height, simulates
reactor core. Its maximum surface temperature and power are 600*Cand lOOkW,
respectively. The electric heater is divided into 6 segments, 7kW heaters for
top and bottom segments and 21kW heaters for middle 4 segments.
Each heater segment is an annular type block made of a ceramlcs(90% AlaOs,
6% SIOz) and filled with thermal Insulator, and nlchrome helical coils are
wound around the block.

The cooling panel is installed around the pressure vessel, and the
cooling tubes remove the heat from the pressure vessel. The cooling panel is
composed of three parts: the upper, side and lower cooling panels, and each
cooling panel has 25, 88 and 12 cooling tubes, respectively. Figure 3 shows
the upper, side and lower cooling panels. The cooling tubes, 31.8mm in
diameter, are made of low alloy and connected in parallel between two ring
type headers. The pitch length between each cooling tubes are 60mm. Cooling
water is supplied from two water supply systems. Maximum total flow rate of
water Is 10.0m3A In the cooling panels. In order to unify the emisslvlty,
black paint Is coated on the outer surface of cooling tubes and the pressure
vessel.

The insulator, 2210BB In diameter, 4000mm in height and 100mm in
thickness, surrounds the- outside of cooling tubes to prevent the effects of
circumstantial disturbances.

In the test section, the cooling panel removes the heat from the electric
heater with thermal radiation and natural convection of helium gas (inside
the pressure vessel) and the air (outside).

Temperatures of the pressure vessel surface, the heaters, the cooling
tubes and the insulator are measured by sheathed chromel-alumel
thermocouples. The number of thermocouples attached on the pressure vessel
surface is 145 of 1.0mm in diameter and 10 of 0.5mm, and thermocouples are
divided 4 series at 90' intervals around the surface as shown in the Fig. 4.
Also the number of thermocouples attached on the electric heaters, the
cooling tubes and the insulator are 22, 12, and 17, respectively.

In addition, temperatures of cooling water and helium gas are measured
by platinum resistance bulbs and sheathed chromel-alumel thermocouples,
respectively, and the flow rate of the water in cooling tubes are measured
by magnetic flowmeters as shown in Fig. 1.

Electric powers of heater segments are measured by power transducers.
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Test plan

Tests are conducted to investigate heat removal performance from the
electric heater to the pressure vessel and the cooling panels. In the tests,
the following results will be acquired,
- temperature distribution of the components (pressure vessels, heaters et
al.) in the test section,
- helium gas temperature.
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- heat flux removed from the segments of the electric heaters,
- heat flux transferred to the cooling panels.

Main parameters of the test are boundary conditions on the heater
surface, gas pressure In the pressure vessel and the stand pipes. The main
parameters of the test In detail are dlscrlbed as follows.

(1) Boundary conditions on the heater surface
The electrical heater Is controlled by two control modes: the one Is a

surface temperature control mode which makes boundary condition of the
temperature, and the other Is a power control mode which makes the
boundary condition of the heat flux on the heater surface.

In the test of the surface temperature control mode, temperature of the
electric heater surface Is changed from R.T to 500 *C. In the test of the
power control mode, power of electric heaters are changed from 0 to lOOkW.
The shape of the heat flux distribution on the heater surface is changed:
uniform, cosine and exponential shapes.

Both boundary conditions affects temperature distributions of the
components. The numerical results are compared with the test results In
order to investigate the heat removal performance with natural convection
and thermal radiation from the surfaces of the beater segments to the
cooling panels.

(2) Gas pressure in the pressure vessel
In the test, helium gas pressure is varied from vacuum to l.OMPa in the

pressure vessel In order to investigate the effects of the gas density which
affects natural convection in the pressure vessel.

In the case of vacuum condition, the test results are compared with the
numerical results in order to investigate geometric factors and emlssivities
which affect thermal radiation between the electric heater and the pressure
vessel.

The test results varying helium gas pressure in the pressure vessel are
compared with the numerical results in order to confirm the validity of the
computational code which calculate the heat removal performance with
thermal radiation, conduction and convection.

Argon gas is also used and gas pressure is varied from vacuum to l.OMPa
In the pressure vessel, because the gas density of argon gas Is about ten
tines higher than that of helium gas under the same pressure. Then, it is
able to investigate the effect of the gas density to the natural convection

widely, and to verify the validity of the computational code In the wide
range of gas density.

(3) Stand pipes
It is necessary to investigate the effects of the stand pipes, because the

stand pipes prevent the heat transfer with thermal radiation and natural
convection from the upper head of the pressure vessel. Then, the two types
of the pressure vessel with and without the stand pipes are used.

In the test, boundary conditions on the heater surface, a kind of gas and
gas pressure in the pressure vessel are changed to investigate the effects
of stand pipes. The temperature distributions of the components, especially
around the stand pipes, and the heat removal performance of cooling panel
are Investigated.

Conclusion

The test apparatus of cooling panel system is provided to investigate
heat removal performance and temperature distribution of the pressure
vessel.

In the test, helium and argon gas are used and gas pressure is varied
from vacuum to l.OMPa in the pressure vessel. Temperature of the surface of
electric heaters are changed fro« R.T to 500 X! and the electric power is
changed to lOOkW. And the two types of the pressure vessel with and without
the stand pipes are used.

As the results of the test, temperature distribution of the components in
the test section, helium gas temperature, heat flux removed from the
segments of the electric heaters and heat flux transferred to the cooling
panels are acquired. And the numerical results are compared with the test
results in order to verify the validity of the computational code.

At present, a preliminary test Is conducted to check characteristics of
the test apparatus and instrumentation. Also, the computational code is
developing In correspondence to the test schedule.
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Abstract

Simulating the loss of coolant accident in an experiment, the reactor conditions have to be matched
as close as possible. To establish the principle of self-operating heat transport for the decay heat
removal, a demonstrating experiment (SANA II) is in preparation. To prepare such an experimental
set up, which distinctly exceeds the laboratory scale, a preliminary test facility SANA 1 has been built
up. For SANA-II a horizontal section of a reactor in full scale will be setup, including a sector of
the core, the reflector, the vessel and the primary cell, where the decay heat production is simulated
within the core.

1. Introduction

Concerning the safety of modem reactor concepts the removal of the decay heat is one
of the major aspects. The reliability of the heat removal system has to be ensured
under all accidental circumstances. Detailed design studies of modem gascooled
reactors e.g. HTR-Modul show, that this demand can be fulfilled for the loss of
coolant accident without any active measures and without exceeding temperature limits
for fission product retention (about 1600°C ) only by self-operating heat transport
phenomena like heat conduction and thermal radiation. Besides the results of analytical
and numerical investigations, which show the qualification of the self-operating heat
removal, a demonstration experiment ( SANA H) is in preparation. For this test plant
a horizontal section of a reactor in full scale will be setup, including a sector of the
core, the reflector, the vessel and the primary cell, where the decay heat production is
simulated within the core.

2. Concept and Design Considerations for the Test Facility SANA II

Simulating the loss of coolant accident in an experiment, the reactor conditions have
to be matched as close as possible. Following the results of theoretical studies (fig. 2),
in the first hours - the reactor power is reduced to less than 1 % - the distribution of
temperature in the reactor is changed in the direction of heating up colder parts of the
core.
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Fig. l : Experiments related to self-operating removal of afterheat

In the experiment the starting temperatures are those of the calculations after 2 hours
from accident initiation and the power of about 1 % of the specific reactor power per
volume .

A question of design is related to the number and the distribution of the electrical
heaters (fig. 3/4). In the core the heat source is nearly homogenous, resulting in a
parabolic temperature profile in a vertical reactor cut. For the electrical heating the
heat source is concentrated at certain singular places. In fig. 3 the temperature profiles
for a 90° cutout with 6 heating elements are shown. In a cut between the heating
elements the temperature profile of the test facility would be in good agreement with
the temperature profile of the core. Only a small temperature drop in the center is in
disagreement. A smaller cut e.g. 45° results in less good agreement and the central
temperature drop can only be avoided by a 360° arrangement (fig. 4).

In fig. S a vertical cut of a 90° arrangement is shown. A pebble bed of 1m in height
and a radius of 1,5m is heated by electrical resistance rods. Graphite and carbon stone
arrangements, gas gaps, steel walls, surface cooler and concrete wall, representing the
typical reactor core surroundings in a scale 1:1, follow on the radial side of the pebble
bed. Thick thermal insulations at the top, the bottom and the peak side of the structure
are necessary to minimize thermal losses in these directions. The insulation is built up
of mineral wool at the top and the side, and self supporting systems and bricks at the
bottom.

Because the loss of the coolant accident being the most severe one, the plant will be
operated at normal pressure with an inert gas. Nitrogen, which represents air, or
helium will be used.

3. Preliminary Experiments in SANA I

3.1. Description of the Test Facility SANA I

To prepare such an experimental set up, which distinctly exceeds the laboratory scale,
a preliminary test facility SANA I has been built up (fig. 6). In a steel vessel with a
diameter of 1,5m and a height of 1,8m a pebble bed of 1m in height and 1,5m in
diameter is installed. In the first step a central heating element with an electrical input
of 20 kW is built in. The vessel is prepared for the installation of three additional
heating elements. The graphite tubular heating element with an outer diameter of
32mm is thickened up at the top and the bottom to minimize the power production in
the insulation-systems. The heating tube is surrounded by a second graphite tube to
protect it against the mechanical loads from the pebble bed and to prevent an electrical
short-circuit to the pebble bed. In the water cooled domes the connections to the
electrical power supply are installed.
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Fig. 5: Vertical cut through the test stand SANA II Fig. 6: Cut through test stand SANA I
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To drive the air and moisture out of the vessel a flash gas supply system with a
throughput of up to 5000 1/h N2 is connected to the domes. Especially in the start-up
phase the system can be operated in such a way, that the graphite heating element is
protected against oxygen and moisture desorpt from the insulation but also from the
pebbles. Under expérimental conditions the throughput is reduced to the leackage of
the vessel.

Fig. 7 shows the control and measurement system of the test facility. For the power
control the set value of the power is delivered from a personal computer via a RS 232
interface and the controller to a thyristor, where the power is adjusted. On the power-
side the thyristor is connected to a transformer to reduce the grid voltage to a suitable
value. The secondary side of the transformer is directly connected to the heating
element. In a gasanalysis the contents of oxygen, carbon-monoxide and the dew point
of the flash gas are detected. The datas from the gasanalysis, the actual power value,
and the signals from the thermo-couples are transferred to a hybridrecorder and after
analog to digital conversion sent to the PC, where the data are stored and some of
them used for supervision of the test facility.

3.2. Test Program

The main purpose of the SANA I facility is gaining operation experience for critical
components, like heating-elements, insulation-systems, measuring devices, control-
system, for the SANA II plant. According to the experience of the start-up phase in the
beginning of this year, and after some minor changes and the operation of the facility
since the beginning of May these questions, excluding the long term reliability, can be
answered positively.

Besides these aims the test facility enables investigations on heat transport, not only
through a pebble bed, but also through different reactor structures under stationary or
transient conditions, e.g. segments of graphite, blocks, rods etc.

Because of its geometry the SANA I test facility is especially suitable for the validation
of thermo-hydraulic computer codes e.g. THERMIX, TINTE, which are used for
reactor simulation, /2,3/.
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Fig. 7: Flow of power and data in SANA I

3.3 Results of the Test Runs

The first runs of the test facility were carried out end of 1991 and in January 1992.
For this purpose the vessel was filled with 9300 graphite pebbles in a non regular
arrangement. Inside the bed in three levels (top layer (1), middle (2) and bottom layer
(3)) several thermo-couples were installed (fig. 8). At these levels the wall temperature
is measured too. Complementary in one vertical cut (6) some pebbles were provided
with thermo-couples. The instrumentation was completed by thermo-couples in the
insulation and at several places on the outer surface of the vessel. Additionally the
heating up of the cooling water at the top and the bottom dome are registered.

After drying and cleaning of the system several runs with different power of the
electrical heater were carried out (5 kW, 10 kW, 15kW, 20KW). The resulting
temperatures for stationary conditions were precalculated with the code THERM1X.
The expected temperatures for the 10 kW case compared with the experimental
temperatures are given in fig. 9. While the precalculation showed a very small
buckling of the temperature in height, caused by the different insulation, the
temperatures in the experiment are lower than the calculated ones, and there is a strong
dépendance over the height. In fig. 10 a column diagram for the experimental

temperatures is given. The temperatures for the holest pebble of each layer decrease
from 600 °C at the top, to 510 °C in the middle and 380°C at the bottom layer.
Similar results were measured at the other steady-state cases.
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_71 72 .

,37

,76

53

Fig. 8: Instrumentation plan of thermo-couples in SANA I
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Because of several indications that the different insulation types or specific operation
modes of the facility had not been the reason for the buckling effect but natural
convection, a recalculation with the THERMIX-code considering convection was done
(fig. 11). The comparison shows good agreement of the calculated results and the
experimental data. An additional argument that under normal pressure and at least
under certain conditions of the test-facility natural convection has to be taken into
acount is given in fig. 12. There the temperatures of the inner pebbles are plotted
versus time. In the first part a 10 kW steady state point in nitrogen atmosphere is
achieved, with the typical temperature drop from the top to the bottom. Afterwards the
test facility was cooled down (0 kW) for a couple of hours and then after changing the
nitrogen to helium the facility was heated up with 10 kW. The peak temperature
dropped compared to the nitrogen atmosphere as expected. But the middle layer and

the top layer nearly have the same values and the bottom layer has raised to a higher
level than in the nitrogen atmosphere, though the steady state is obviously not reached.

The comparison of the experimental temperatures and the calculated temperatures
shows that the neglection of natural convection at normal pressure for a helium
atmosphere is tolerable (fig. 13).

3.4 Actual Test Runs

Since the beginning of May the plant is in continous operation. In a first series of tests
a 6 cm thick insulation was attached to the inner wall of the vessel and the facility was
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heated without any load inside. The goals of these runs were: 1) to gain knowledge
also at high temperatures in the top and the bottom insulation, 2) to lower the
impurities caused by adsorption in both insulations, 3) to test the heating device at high
temperatures.

Afterwards the oven was loaded in the same way as described in 3.3, to repeat the
primary tests with an improved instrumentation. These experiments are under way.

3.5 Test Runs in near Future

After the present runs it is planned to install an insulation on the inner wall of the
vessel and to load the vessel with pebbles. With this configuration it is possible to
achieve higher temperatures near to those expected for the loss of coolant accident.
Because of the smaller temperature gradients versus radius the effect of natural
convection is expected to be a smaller one. In autumn this year three additional heating
elements will be installed on a radius within the pebble bed. With the higher power
and the distributed release of heat it will be possible to achieve the required high
temperatures and to simulate the convex profile of temperatures over the radius.
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4. Conclusions

To establish the principle of self-operating heat transport for the decay heat removal,
a demonstrating experiment (SANA u) is in preparation. First design studies and
numerical investigations have been carried out.

In a smaller facility (SANA I) primary tests of critical components have been
performed successfully. Moreover this test facility is suitable to study transport and
transition phenomena at reactor components in the accidental range of temperature.
Due to its symetrical geometry the set-up is especially suitable for the validation of
thermo-hydraulic computer codes.
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